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Makes Work Easy

Saves Money

"«i »«e ?«" .

Artificial diamond wheels at 3,000

revolutions per minute on Luther Shop

Tool Grinder do the toughest job of

grinding in a few minutes, and make it

so easy to keep topis keen that tools

are always in perfect edge. Keen tools

make work go faster and amazingly

easier. 17 extra attachments give you

low cost workshop equipment, including

jig and rip saws, forge, lathe, drill, etc.

LUTHER

ShopTool Grinder

DIMO GRIT, the artificial diamond sharpening

substance especially adapted for steel is found only

on Luther Grinders DIMO-GRIT cuts hardest steel

as emery cuts soft copper. No danger of drawing

temper— no need of cooling with water. DIMO-

GRIT wheels many times outwear emery wheels

and grindstones, will not glaze or gel lopsided.

Saves its price

over and over

In the way it saves

time, saves tools,

saves trouble.makes

work easier, and

outwears emery

wheels and urind

stones, the Luther

shop tool grin (let

pays for itself over

and over It is posi

tively profitable for

every shop and tool

user, all of which

you can prove free

This tool grinder is as
durably built as a high
grade lathe - rigid, all
metal construction, en
closed shaft drive, dust-
proof bearings— noth
ing to wear out. Runs
easy as 6ewing machine
— foot and engine
power. Tool rests and
attachments give
proper bevel, plane bits,
chisel, twist drills, etc

Over half a million
Luther Grinders are
now in use - Try a Luther Shop Grinder free for
30 days You will find it is a wonderful saver of

 

30Days

Free Trial

Nomoney needed, nopromises

to make, or papers to sign.

Use a Luther shop outfit 30

days absolutely free. Sharpen

all your tools — test it every

way— keep track of the time

it saves you. Watch how

all your work speeds up

because your tools are keen.

Send back the coupon today for
40-page free book and pick out a
Luther outfit — then write and get
the outfit for 30 days free trial — no
money needed, no obligations
whatever except to send it back at
my expense if you do not care to
keep it. Free book also gives
valuable points on tool sharpening
and tells the story of artificial
diamond sharpening substance —

return coupon today.

Ask your dealerfor

Dimo-Grit Sharpening

Stone, the best for steel.

Leaves smoothest edge

Look foi the name

Dimo-Grit.

Ketiirn

tin,

Coupo ,
Return this coupon

today. You can't

afford not to find oat

about this labor-saving

machine. Tear out th«

coupon NOW.

Luther Grinder Mfc. Co.. 166 Michigan St.. Milwaukee, Wis.
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Price is not a

determining factor

unless quality is

considered

 

 

 

We make

the finest and

greatest variety

of files in the

world

HENRY DISSTON & SONS

Incorporated

, i i
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LEIMAN BROS. ROTARY POSITIVE

Blowers

and

Vacuum

PUMPS

furnish air for

use in connec

tion with gas, oil or coal burning

furnaces, supply the necessary hot

blast for blowpipe brazing, soldering, annealing forging, also used for

clearing,

WIRELESS SPARK GAPS

as well as for

VACUUM CLEANING

agitating plating and other solutions aerating, testing, assaying and other

laboratory work.

€]|If you have a motor or engine, you can make up a powerful

vacuum cleaning outfit yourself. You can use it also for

blowing dust and dirt out of motor armatures and other

machinery.

•J Capacities range from 2 to 338 cubic feet per minute re

quiring from to 15 horsepower; vacuum 1 to 20 inches;

pressure 1 oz. to 10 lbs.

<J We make the smallest machine in the world among our

various sizes. They are especially adapted for use on all

sorts of automatic machinery.

Get our Bloivcr Catalog, No. 82 or our Vacuum Catalog, No. 8j

LEIMAN BROS.

62 AC JOHN STREET

Works, NEWARK, N.J.

NEW YORK, U.S.A.
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The Untrained Man

 

The Trained Man

Your Fumwe Depends

—On Yourself

A few years hence, then what.3 Will you still be an untrained, underpaid

laborer, or will you be a specialist in your chosen line of work where you can earn

more in one day than the untrained man earns in a week?

Your future depends upon yourself. You must decide now. To hesitate, to put it off,

or to be undecided means that you must plod the hard road of disappointment, poverty, and

failure. To mark and mail the attached coupon is the first step to promotion and success.

The only way to keep out of the dollar-a-day class is to get the special training that will

command the attention and a better salary from the man higher up. The International ,

Correspondence Schools have shown to thousands the way to positions of power and

increased salaries. They can do the same for you.

Your future is before you. Are you inter

ested enough in it to learn how the I. C. S. can

fit you for a real big job? No matter where you

live, how little you earn, or what your previous

education has been, the I. C. S. have a way of

helping you. For over 21 years the I. C. S. have

been helping young men to increase their earn

ings and to rise to positions that insure a better

The 400 or more letters that are sent to us

every month reporting increased salaries, prove

our ability to help you.

Choose a high-salaried future and

Hark and Mail the Coupon NOW.

International Correspondence Schools

Box 930, Scranton, Fa.

Please explain, without further obligation on my part, how
I can qualify (or a larger salary ana advancement to the
position, trade, or profession before which I have marked X.

Electrical Engineering
Electric Lighting
Electric Railways
Electrician
Electric Car Running
Dynamo Foreman
Wireman
Mining Engineer
Telephone Expert
Surveyor
Civil Engineer
Automobile Running
Agriculture

Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
R. R. Construction
Concrete Construction
Architect
Contracting and Build'g
Architectural Draftsman
Plumbing and Heating

Bookkeeper
Advertising 1*
Civil Service

Name_

St. and No..

City ,StaU_

Present Occupation.
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Preserve Your

ELECTRICIAN

and MECHANIC

 

•I How often have you wished to read an article or story in some back

copy of a magazine only to find that copy lost or mutilated? You will

be glad to know that we have succeeded at last in securing a really

practical binder. You can now have your Electrician and Mechanic

in the form of a handsomely bound book, ready to refer to at any time.

Big Ben Binder

is the simplest binder made. The binding is as simple

as sticking papers on an ordinary file. Each binder

bolds twelve numbers of Electrician and Mechanic

with advertising matter, or eighteen numbers without

advertising matter.

•IThe Big Ben Binder is a patented

device for binding several copies of a

magazine together in a single volume.

It has the appearance of a regular bound

book. It opens flat to any page. It is

so simple in construction and operation

that the filing or extraction of magazines

requires but a few seconds.

<JNo punching of holes is necessary—just a slight slit between the pages with a

pen knife, the insertion of a metal clip, and the magazine is ready to be dropped

into place over the binding rods, which are swung back and, with a slight turn of

the wrist, securely locked to the solid wood back. The back is not flexible and

there is no chance for the magazine to work loose or uneven.

J9 The Big Ben Binder has the appearance of a regular bound book. The cover

is of red buckram de luxe ; the name stamped in real gold leaf. The binder makes

a richly bound volume that will be a handsome addition to your library. By special

arrangement we can furnish you with this binder for

 

 

Only $1.00

q Merely send us your name and address on a slip of paper. Simply say, "Send me your

binder. I enclose $1.00." The binder will be sent promptly, all charges prepaid. Or send

us $3.00 for two years' subscription and we will send you the binder free and postpaid.

Send in your order now to

ELECTRICIAN AND MECHANIC

221 Columbus Avenue Boston, Mass.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC

—BOOKS—

American Photography Handbooks

Price, post-paid, 10 cents each

1. Retouching for Amateurs.—This is a new edition, pub
lished October, 1912, and incorporating the cream of several
retouching urticles by Mr. Rinckwitz in addition to a revi
sion of the original Woodman essay. Making a retouching
frame; pencils; brushes; retouching medium; the stroke:
filling in de ects; remodeling the features, etc. Illustrated
with many ine diagrams and photographs and easily under
stood and followed by anyone.

2. The Secret of Exposure.—An entirely new monograph
on this all-inportant topic, illustrated with typical subject
photographs and provided with a simple scheme of exposure
determination. The treatment is full and not difficult for
the beginner to follow. Published October, 1912. This
edition replaces the old Camera and Darkroom Tables.

3. How to Take Portraits.—Necessary accessories and
supplies; the camera; the lens; large heads; camera sup
port; a vifnetter; backgrounds; making a background at
home; background earner; side reflectors; window light
ing; top tight; the window; other accessories; general
principles of lighting; an object lesson; another object les
son; the highlights; the shadows; posing; what is a likeness?;
exposure; actual operating; the eyes; nose shadow; devel
opment; printing; outdoor portraiture beside the house, or
on the porch; exposure; screen for outdoor work.

4. How to Make Enlargements on Bromide and Gaslight
Papers,—What an enlargement is; a simple daylight meth
od with rn ordinary kodak; home-made easel; focusing;
enlargement table; manipulation of the paper; a lens
shutter; exposure; development; dodging; bolting cloth;
reduction; intensification; apparatus and accessories;
making an extension cone; condensers; how to make an
enlarging lantern for artificial light; how to make a fixed-
focus enlarger.

5. A Manual of Photography.—Elementary chemistry
and light action; choosing an outfit; lenses; accessories;
the darkroom; manipulating the camera; exposure; stops
or diaphragms, and how to use them; development by
inspection and by the tank system; fixing; washing and
drying; printing; trimming and mounting; portraits in a
room; landscapes; marines; interiors.

6. Practical Development.—What the plate or film is;
theory of development; the needed tools; the reducing
agent; the accelerator; the preservative; the retarder;
water; temperature; cleanliness; the properties of nega
tives in detail, such as density, contrast, etc.; under- and
overdevelopment; causes of defects; modifying a developer;
preparing the solutions; one-solution developer; four-tray
method; factorial development; film development by
hand and tank.

7. Popular Printing Processes.—Making trays; blue
printing; formulas for blue paper; P.O.P.; printing; wash
ing; bliKters; how to tone; fixing; final washing; mount
ing; matt collodion papers and how to work them; printing
on silk; D.O.P.; testing the light; chemicals; the handling
of the paper in detail; bromide printing; toning baths.

8. Bints on Composition.—Some Principles of Composi
tion: symmetry; balance; unity; simplicity; line; inter-
changement; repetition; mystery; studying pictures: dia
grams of forms of composition. The physiological Bases
of Art. the muscular system of our e^L- moving along a

Principle?!

 

TRADE!,: MARK

A Plier

that "Stands Up"

Under Service

THAT'S because it's

made of good steel,

correctly tempered; and

because it's right in de

sign and workmanship.

The jaws meet accu

rately their whole length

—and are milled to give

ample room for cutting

large, insulated wire.

Always look for the trade-mark shown at the top

of this page,"The MARK of the MAKER." It iden

tifies the most complete line of box-joint pliers, lap-

joint pliers, and splicing-clanps manufactured.

Every tool bearing this trade-mark is fully guaranteed

against any defects of material or workmanship.

MECHANICS"

HANDY UST
UCff

JST 1
 

This Book is Yours

(or the Asking

■pte "Mechanics' Handy

te\\ you all about

.aranteed tools for E\cc
List

our
-ft

trici-^nS.
tersj 'j-insmilhs, etc

Machinists, Carpen-

What's
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A Murdock Receiving Transformer

makes tuning a positive pleasure. Easily

and accurately, with the finest distinctions,

it equals the professional precision of the

most expensive instruments.

No. 343, at $8, is worth to

you every individual 'cent

of the price.

TO J. MURDOCK CO.

30 Carter Street . . Chelsea, Mass.

48 FoUom Street, San Fnncieco

THE BLITZEN ROTARY

VARIABLE CONDENSER

 

Price $5.00

With attachment for use as Wavemeter, $8.00

Don't chase away the small amount of energy
in an incoming signal with condensers which slide
in grooves and provide a large leakage path on
every edge of every plate.

Capacity is large (.0008)j and by filling with

LIGHT

WEIGHT

10% OZS.

 

A n-/) . WIRELESS

^2^-(^&^ RECEIVERS

COMFORTABLE TO WEAR

SENSITIVE TO SLIGHTEST VIBRATIONS

SEND FOR BOOKLET ib87o

The HOLTZER-CABOT ELEC. CO.

Chicago, III. Brookline, Mass.

Based upon its reputation in

WIRELESS

Operation-Theory-Practical

Beginning March 3, we will

give a complete three months'

course to all students wishing

to qualify for the summer posi

tions, at a low rate of tuition.

WE ALSO TEACH

Railroad and Commercial Telegraphy
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A "GLOVE-FITTING" PLIER

Yes, a scientifically constructed tool made of DROP-FORGED TOOL

STEEL that is scientifically shaptd to fit your hand like a glove. It's

a "Red Devil" Diagonal Plier 5 inches long, GUN METAL FINISH.

It's the real, only and last thing in plier making.

Note scientifically shaped ,

handles

 

 

Not knurled or checked, but

"DENTYXE" MILLED

Nearly all hardware dealers have it on sale now. Ask your dealer to

show you No. 942 "Red Devil" Plier. The new shape tool If you can't

get it locally, send us your dealer's name and 80 cents and ONE only sample

pair will be sent you, postpaid. But try your dealer first, so as to see what

you are buying.

SMITH & HEMENWAY CO.

160 CHAMBERS STREET - - NEW YORK CITY, U.S.A.

(For Linemen's use, our No. 1650 "Red Devi/" Bonded Plier is it )

YOU ARE WORKING IN THE DARK

Without calibrated instruments. If you have an inductance coil

and a condenser of known values you can measure the decrement,

wave-length and calibrate other apparatus. To standardize these

instruments they must be measured; calculations are inaccurate.

We have every facility for making accurate electrical measure

ments. We will calibrate your own instruments and furnish capacity

and inductance curves at the following prices.

Calibration of a variable condenser at 10 points. . $3.00

Calibration of a condenser at 1 point 1.00

Calibration of an inductance coil 1.00

Each extra point on a variable coil .50

Send for free circular containing valuable information

about measurement of wave-length, decrement, etc.

THE BENEDICT & DOOLITTLE CO.

174-176 BRADLEY STREET - - NEW HAVEN, CONN.
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CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION OF A DECREMETER

A. S. BLATTERMAN

In the January issue of Electrician

and Mechanic, Mr. H. B. Kirtland

explained a method of determining the

logarithmic decrement. As he points

out, there are required for the work (1),

a calibrated wave-meter, and (2) either

a calibrated hot-wire ammeter or a low-

resistance galvanometer and platinum-

tellurium thermc-element.

It appears to me that while his method

is technically all that is claimed for it

in point of accuracy, etc., it is not, in

general, suited to the use of the amateur

 

Fig. 1

telegrapher who seldom, has access to

apparatus of the above character. And,

moreover, granting the availability of

the necessary apparatus, the final deter

mination of the damping coefficient neces

sitates calculation. I therefore recom

mend the following apparatus and meth

ods, adapted from the Marconi decre

ment determinations, to be used by the

amateur, and these in at least one in

stance permit the reading of decrement

direct from a table which is here furnished

for the purpose. In another instance

the plotting of the resonance curve and a

tially one which involves a determination

of a relation between the current values

in the wave-train and the time or period

of oscillation. This is evident to students

of the subject. Though this may at first

seem to be a rather hopeless task, a little

thought will show that while it may not

be possible directly to measure instan

taneous current values or to take the

time of oscillation, the effects produced

by the current and the elements govern

ing the frequency are both easily acces

sible and definitely observable.

To be explicit, the phenomenon of

resonance is made use of exactly as is done

in wavemeter work, and with a few altera

tions and additions to the latter an in

strument constructed which allows direct

determinations of the logarithmic decre

ment. Such a piece of apparatus is

known as a decrement meter or simply

a "decremeter."

It involves primarily a fixed inductance

and a variable capacity, and in this

respect it resembles the wavemeter. In

fact, if the values of inductance and

capacity are known, wave-lengths may be

read from the decremeter as precisely,

though perhaps not so readily, as from
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the wavemeter itself. Both are instru

ments involving the resonance phenome

non and incorporating a means of quick

and accurate adjustment to different

frequencies. However, the decremeter

(here described), not dealing with the

actual numerical values of frequency and

wave-length, need not have its high-

frequency units evaluated, although some

consideration must be given to this

feature of the instrument in its design.

For the special use of the amateur it

must be applicable to the measurement

of decrements occurring in impulses whose

wave-lengths are 200 meters or less. The

following instrument is suitable.

APPARATUS

A schematic diagram of apparatus and

connections is shown in Fig. 2. The

apparatus there indicated is as follows:

i£=Adjustable condenser

F=75 ohm head telephone

D=carborundum detector

M=a long coil

N=a shorter coil.

Also there will be required a double-

pole, double-throw switch.

The long coil M is constructed as

follows: Turn up a round wooden man

drel 12 in. in length and Yi in. (scant) in

diameter and leave the surface of the

wood unfinished—that is, do not paint

it or use shellac. Wind with one layer

of No. 22 d.c.c. wire B.&S. gauge starting

and finishing 1 in. from the ends. As the

winding proceeds apply a good glue to

the mandrel and wind the wire right in it.

Take off a tap 26 turns from one end of

the finished winding and another one

52 turns from the same end and bare the

wire for the sliding contact shown at E,

in Fig. 1. C and S in the diagram repre

sent the points of tapping. The finished

coil may be mounted in any convenient

manner, but precaution should be taken

to so arrange matters that a short indi

cating pointer attached to the handle

of the slider may move over a scale which

should be laid out thus.

On the strip of paper or celluloid which

is to serve as scale lay off a distance of

8 in., and divide it into 100 equal parts.

Mount the scale so that its zero mark will

be exactly opposite the point marked

C on the coil and its 100 mark at some

point D (see figure).

The smaller coil N has the following

dimensions :

26 turns No. 22 d.c.c. wire, B.&S. gauge

on wooden mandrel 1% x in. This

coil has no slider or taps. All that is

necessary is to bring off the two terminal

wires to the connecting points shown in

the diagram.

The adjustable capacity should take

the form of a rotary condenser of the

semi-circular plate type. Its capacity

(maximum) should be about 0.0005

microfarads, and any of the several con

densers of this size now on the market

is suitable.

This completes the apparatus required

and it should be wired up as shown.

MANIPULATION

Turning now to the manipulation of

the apparatus and the methods to be

employed in the definite determination

of the decrement, there are two separate

processes which recommend themselves.

The first excludes the use of the small

coil N, and is dependent upon the plot

ting of a resonance curve. The second

is more mechanical and more rapid,

though it lacks some of the instructive-

ness to be gained from the plotting of the

tuning curve. In either case the under

lying principles are the same.

Method I.—It is assumed that when a

long coil, such as M is subjected to the

passing of high-frequency oscillatory

currents, the potential along it varies

in direct proportion to lengths along it—

if the ends of the coil are neglected. There

fore, referring to the figure, the greater

the distance separating C and E, the

greater will be the potential difference

at the detector terminals.

Set up the instrument some little

distance from the transmitting antenna

circuit and excite the latter. Throw the

switch to position 1—2, and with the

slider E at about 50 on the scale, adjust

the rotary condenser until the signals

in the phone are loud. Now diminish

the scale reading of E, i.e., move the

slider toward the point C, and at the same

time alter the condenser for maximum

signal strength. Continue this until a

point is reached where the signals are a

little more than barely audible.

Note exactly the reading CE and the

reading of the condenser. Now change

the reading of the latter a few degrees,

say from 2 to 5 degrees, depending on the

proximity and power of the transmitter.
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This will cause the signals to disappear.

Bring them back again to their original

strength by adjusting slider E, making

reading CE larger. Again note this

latter reading and the corresponding con

denser position.

Repeat the above, making slight reduc

tions in the condenser capacity and sub-

1 Condenser I Square Root

Readings in of Cond.

Degrees = R\ Read's = *]r

CE

CE

 

sequent adjustments of the slider for The two columns headed respectively

signal audibility until the value of CE "CE" and "Condenser Readings=i?"

is large (about 80 or 90). Note each contain the observed values, while the

set of component readings of condenser other two columns are computed as

and slider scales and enter the values indicated.

in a table of the following form. As above stated, the potential along
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the coil M varies in direct proportion

to lengths along it; that is, the potentials

impressed upon the detector, and conse

quently the strength of the signals are

directly proportional to the values of the

scale readings CE. It is plain then that

the smaller CE is made, the more nearly

must the circuit of the decremetcr be

brought into resonance with that of the

transmitter—if the detector and tele

phone are to respond; and when CE has

attained the smallest possible value at

which the signals are still audible and the

condenser adjusted accordingly, then the

decremeter circuit is oscillating in a period

identical with that of the transmitter.

This is the initial setting and affords the

first set of readings.

Now as A' is changed more and more

from this first resonance position the

circuit is thrown continuously more and

more out of exact "tune," and more wire

must be tapped off the coil M to obtain

current sufficient to actuate the detector.

The method of procedure then is to

calculate the reciprocals of the readings

CE, since as AT is changed the current

values in the circuit MVKI diminish

and CE increases. Also since the wave

length is directly proportional to the

square root of the capacity (A.=2ir V\/Zc)

and since the latter is directly propor

tional to the scale readings on the con

denser we may compute in each case the

square root of the condenser readings

in degrees (=<Ir).

Having done this the next step is to

obtain a piece of cross-section paper and

1

as shown in Fig. 3 plot the values of —

CE

against the values of vcond. readings

= V^R. The curve obtained is one-half

of the resonance curve, and is all that is

needed for our purposes. Now select

some point on the curve as "1" and draw

through it a horizontal and a vertical

line, cutting the co-ordinate axes in points

2 and 3. Read off directly the distances

marked respectively A'i— A', Yi— Y,

and substitute in this formula

At Yi

8=3.1416 ,

AV Y*— Ki*

which gives with accuracy the required

value of the logarithmic decrement.

One word of caution. Care should be

exercised in the selection of the point

"1" on the curve. It should be so chosen

Ai

that the value of the ratio — in the for-

X

1

mula shall not exceed —. As an illus-

20

tration, let us take the case actually

plotted in Fig. 3 :

A -7.0

Ai=0.3

Y =0.082

Ft=0.0614

Substituting in the formula:

0.3 x 0.0614

8=3.1416 ^^^^ZZZ^~

7.0v (0.082)2—(0.0614)2

=0.147

One objection to this method of deter

mining the decrement is that time is

consumed in plotting the curve and

errors may enter in the subsequent deter

mination of the values required for com

putation. It is, however, interesting

physically, is quite applicable to observa

tions on slightly damped impulses, and

is in use in commercial work.

The following method is more expe

ditious:

Method 2.—Set the detector, throw the

switch in position 3-4, and adjust the con

denser K for maximum signal strength.

Do not have the decremeter too close to

the circuit being measured, or the final

value of damping obtained will be larger

than the true value. When, by adjusting

the condenser, a maximum response is

obtained in the phone, note carefully its

intensity, fixing the strength and char

acter of the sound firmly in your mind.

Then throw the switch to position 1-2,

having previously moved the slider E

up very close to position C of Fig. 1. It

will be seen that the switching change

has cut the small coil out of the circuit

and as a result the wave-length of the

instrument is shortened and the signals

are no longer audible. They may, how

ever, be brought back, as in Method 1,

by means of the slider E; and this is the

method of procedure.

Move the slider back from C toward

D until the strength of the signals is just

what has previously been observed with

the switching connections at 3-4. It is

not difficult to thus establish and recog

nize two sounds of equal intensities, and

the process is quite rapid.
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Note the reading CE on the scale under

the slider when this is accomplished,

and refer to Table II, from which the

value of the logarithmic decrement can

be read directly.

TABLE II

CE 8

25 Infinitely Large

30 0.189

31 0.172

32 0.157

33 0.146

34 0.136

35 0.129

36 0.121

37 0.115

38 0.110

39 0.105

40 0.100 Legal limit

41 0.097

42 0.093

43 0.090

44 0.087

45 0.084

50 0.073

55 0.064

60 0.058

65 0.052

70 0.048

80 0.041

90 0.036

100 0.032

It may be well to state that better

results will be obtained if the decremeter

and transmitting apparatus are rather

widely separated so that the signals

resultant are not overintense. It is

much easier to compare two weak sounds

than two strong ones.

The above method (2) is that embodied

in the operation of the decrement meter

manufactured and used by the Marconi

Company, and is to be recommended on

account of its quickness, accuracy and

simplicity.

The values of 8 detennined by the

methods of this paper are decrements per

hatf Period, i-e-, for one single oscillation.

How to Wind Irregular-shaped Springs

A writer in Popular Mechanics gives

the following method of winding springs

shaped like those on stove lifter handles,

stove doors, etc., having made a tool as

shown in the illustration and used it in

his lathe with good results.

Each piece A is made of spring steel

and riveted to a shaft with two rivets on

one end, while the other end fits into an

individual notch in the collar C. This

collar is kept from turning on the shaft

 

by a key. Turning nut B up against the

collar pushes on the ends of the springs,

causing them to bulge outward in the

middle. When the proper size is secured

on these springs, one end of the wire is

fastened to it and the coil is wound.

When through winding, loosen the nut

and slip the finished coil over the opposite

end of the shaft from the collar.

A Taper Reamer for Roughing Out Holes

The drawing herewith reproduced

shows a first-class reamer for roughing

out all kinds of tapered holes for valves

and petcocks. The shank and cutter

holder D is turned

from tool steel to with

in V»2 in. of the size

wanted, then milled

as shown at A. A

second cut is taken

on the milling ma

chine, as shown at E,

leaving a recess to take

the cutter blade B.

The screwholes in

blade should be a little

large to allow adjust

ment for wear, which

can be taken up with

strips of paper inserted

behind it. The holder

and blade must be

 

A Taper Reamer
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ISOMETRIC PROJECTION

In one of the previous articles of this

scries, it was shown how an object could

be represented on two or more suitably

chosen planes. Frequently it is desired

to produce a pictorial effect when repre

senting an object and at the same time

to preserve the relative proportions of

the various parts, in order that they may

be drawn to some suitable scale. One of

the most common methods or systems

of doing this is called isometric projection

or isometric drawing. This method re

quires but a single plane of projection.

In mechanical drawing the object is

represented on two planes which are

called the horizontal plane of projection

and the vertical plane of projection.

Very often a third plane is also used as

 

—O

a plane of projection, and this plane is

taken perpendicular to the other two

planes. The projections of the object

on these three planes are termed the plan,

the front view and the side view of the

object.

In isometric projection or isometric

drawing it is not necessary to show these
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Fig. 2

several views and the plan of the object,

and instead, a representation is made of

the object, the view being taken, as it

were, cornerwise to the observer. In

other words, the lines belonging to the

three systems of parallel edges which

bound all rectangular objects, are drawn

parallel, respectively, to three axes called

the isometric axes. This fact is illustrated

quite clearly in Fig. 1. The figure shows

the isometric representation of a parallel-

opiped.

To obtain the isometric projection, it

is supposed that the solid is so placed

relatively to a plane surface that the

 

Fig. 3
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^adhered to, that all horizontal edges of

the object are represented by lines making

30 degrees with the horizontal, that all

lines are drawn to the same scale, and

that there is no "vanishing." The dis

tinction between an isometric projection

and an isometric drawing lies in the fact

that the isometric projection has all of

the lines drawn 0.814 of full scale size,

q while in the isometric drawing all lines

are drawn to full scale size.

In isometric drawing invisible lines are

usually omitted to avoid confusion. It

is customary to draw shade lines for the

division between light and dark surfaces,

and the direction of the light is at 30

degrees downward to the right.

When making an isometric drawing of

^.any irregularly shaped object, the ob

ject should be enclosed in a rectangular

three surfaces forming the solid angle D

in Fig. 1 are equally inclined to the plane

and that the solid is projected into the

plane, by projectors which are perpen

dicular to the plane. The lines BD, AD

and CD are called the isometric axes.

The lines BD and CD make angles of

30 degrees with a horizontal, while the

line AD is drawn vertical. When an

isometric projection is made, it is evident

that all edges of the figure or object

which are inclined to the vertical projec

tion plane, appear shorter than they

actually are on the object. The length

of an edge of the object is to its isometric

length as JJ~ is to V 2. Since all edges

are equally foreshortened, it is usual, for

the sake of convenience, to make the

lines in an isometric drawing equal to

their true length. It is not possible to

measure directly the angle between lines

on an isometric drawing. In any case of

isometric drawing, the following rule is

 

 

Fig. 5

Fig. 6

solid and the isometric drawing of this

solid should be made before making

that of the irregularly shaped object.

After the isometric drawing has been

made of the rectangular solid, it is a com

paratively easy matter to inscribe the

isometric of the irregularly shaped object.
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The method of making such an ismnetric

drawing is shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Fig. 2

shows the plan and elevation of a given

irregularly shaped solid. BCMDLEK-

JHA is the plan of the enclosing rect

angular solid. Fig. 3 shows the isometric

drawing of the two solids.

Figs. 4 and 5 show the method of

drawing the isometric of a circle. Fig.

4 shows the given circle. About this

circle, describe the square ADCB and

draw the diagonals and diameters of the

square. Through the points at which

the diagonals cut the circle, draw lines

as JK, KL, LM and MJ parallel to

the sides of the square ADCB. To put

both squares into the isometric projection,

Fig. 5, make all lines a similar length, i.e.,

AD in the first figure equal to AD in the

second figure, BC in the first figure equal

to BC in the second figure, etc. Now

draw the diagonals and the diameters.

Having thus located eight points through

which the curve representing the circle

will pass, draw in the curve either free

hand or by the use of French curves.

The isometric of a circle is an ellipse, the

exact construction of which would require

the locating of a large number of points.

Fig. 6 is the isometric of a cylinder

which is standing on its base. The

cylinder is circumscribed by a square

prism and the ellipses which form the

top and base of the cylinder are simply

 

Fig. 8

circles drawn in isometric projection by

the method just described.

Fig. 7 is the front, top and side eleva

tions of some carpentry work. The

isometric of this same piece of work is

shown in Fig. 8. To obtain this isometric

drawing, it is simply necessary to follow

the general principles described in the

early part of this article. It should be

noticed that the isometric drawing gives

a more complete but less detailed picture

than does the mechanical drawing. For

this reason isometric drawing does not

pretend to supplant the ordinary ortho

graphic projection. It is largely used

when making sketches of machines and

details, since it is often better and more

time-saving than is the system of making

the three ordinary views. It is particu

larly well adapted to any work which
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Fig. 9

does not require a view of the internal

construction of the object.

The problem for this month will be

to make the isometric drawing of the

connecting rod strap illustrated in Fig. 9.

The three axes are AX, BXand CX. The

isometric drawing should be drawn first in

pencil, then in ink, and of such a size as will

make a well-balanced plate. The outside

dimensions of the plate are to be 10 x 14 in.

A MANDREL FOR FACING NUTS

F. C. S. STUDENT

The shank of this mandrel is turned

taper to fit the lathe spindle; then a

hole is drilled, and turned out taper, the

bottom part of the hole being left straight

and tapped out. Then the thread is cut

on the outside to fit the nut.

At back of the thread, two holes are

drilled crosswise and slots cut into the

turned to fit the hole, so that the casting

can be pushed on.

When the screw is tightened, the man

drel expands, and the nut or casting is

held tight.—American Machinist.

TIE

 

Mandrel for Facing Nuts

holes. The screw is turned to fit the

taper hole, and the end is squared to apply

a wrench. The end of the screw may be

centered and hardened so that the tail-

stock center may be brought up to sup

port it.

This kind of mandrel can also be used

for turning small castings having a

reamed hole. In that case, instead of

the thread on the outside, the end is

Wireless Operator Killed

FIRST CASE ON RECORD MAN AT GREAT

GERMAN STATION THE VICTIM

New York, December 24.—Wireless

operators here say that the death of an

operator in the great German wireless

station at Norddeich, near the North Sea,

on Sunday, is probably the first case on

record of a wireless operator being killed

at his post. The Berlin dispatches indi

cated that the operator, a man named

Mueller, must have carelessly come into

contact with the wires employed for the

creation of electric waves, which are

charged with such powerful voltage that

death comes instantaneously to anyone

touching them.
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MODERN GERMAN STEAM TURBINE GENERATORS

FRANK C. PERKINS

It may be of interest to study the con

struction of the steam turbine generators

of German design of both alternating

and direct current type, and note the

method employed for keeping the wind

ings cool during heavy load.

The accompanying illustration shows

each phase is 724 amperes. Exciting

current is conducted to the slip-rings at

a pressure of 220 volts, the exciter dynamo

being directly coupled to the extended

shaft of the alternator outside the main

bearing and mounted on the extender

sub-base.

 

a direct current generator of the Siemens-

Schuckert type supplying a current at

110, 440 and 600 volts at the Zentral

Krefeld. It is directly coupled to a

Zolley steam turbine having a capacity

of 1,950 h.p. It will be noted that to

collect the heavy current—1,135 am

peres—a very long commutator is used,

and to provide against the great centrif

ugal stresses when revolving at a speed

of 3,000 revolutions per minute, steel

rings are shrunk on over the segments

in several places. Mica insulation sepa

rates the rings from electrical contact.

This armature is constructed in the

form of a ventilator or blower, the current

of air being forced through and around

the windings by the rotation in the same

manner as a ventilating fan or turbine

blower.

The ventilation of the rotating field

Short Rules for Price Making

To figure the profit on an article cor

rectly, subtract cost from selling price,

divide the result decimally by the selling

price and the result will be the true profit.

Thus: Cost, Rs. 10; selling price, Rs.

15 ; profit, Rs. 5 ; and Rs. 15 is contained

in Rs. 5 .333 times, showing a profit of

33V& per cent., and not 50 per cent., as

some think. The same calculation ap

plies in making so many percent, discount

on your clearance sale.

We give the following short and simple

way by which goods can readily be

marked at any of the percentages com

mon to business:

"To make a profit of 16% per cent.,

add 20 per cent, to cost.

"To make a profit of 20 per cent., add

33Mi per cent, to cost.

' iiu, oer cent.,
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ACTION OF HYTONE GAP

ASHLEY C. ZWICKER

A quench spark is one which causes

the primary oscillation of a radio trans

mitter circuit, that is the condenser, the

spark gap, and the primary of the helix,

to cease oscillating when the secondary

of the helix has attained its full ampli

tude of oscillation. A sketch will illus

trate this fully. Fig. 1 shows the primary

and the secondary oscillations of an ordi

nary spark set in which the primary ex

cites oscillations in the secondary, which

in turn again renews the train of oscilla

tions in the primary circuit. This causes

serious loss of energy from the heating

of the spark gap, due to the constant

sparking. Fig. 2 shows the primary and

the secondary oscillations of a quench

spark system. This is attained when

the spark gap quickly cools sufficiently

to cause the path of the previous spark

to assume its natural high resistance.

In this case the primary oscillations

cease, while the secondary circuit con

tinues to oscillate at its own natural

period until the energy in it has been

radiated.

The quenched spark is very efficient

and is much sought for wireless work;

and when we can combine the quenched

spark with a high-pitched note, we have

two very important assets for good wire

less work. This high-pitched note has

been produced in several ways. We

have the shunted arc, the rotary gap,

and the high-frequency alternator. Each

has its advantages as well as its disad

vantages. The shunted arc requires

direct current of an uncommon voltage

and needs very careful and constant at

tention. Besides, the oscillations are of

the ultra audibility variety, being far

above the reach of the human ear or the

sensitiveness of a telephone diaphragm

and requiring to be broken into groups

at either the receiving or the sending end.

The 500-cycle alternator used by the

Telefunken Company has the disad

vantage of not being able to work to the

higher powers. This set works on the

principle of one spark per alternation,

and so the whole energy stored in the

condenser per alternation is discharged

across the gap in one spark. This spark

makes its first jump at one point, and

when larger powers are used, the energy

is sufficient actually to tear out small

bits of the copper surface of the gap,

causing poor quality of tone and lower

efficiency.

The new "Hytone" gap, as manufac

tured by a well-known firm engaged in

construction of wireless apparatus, has

several marked advantages which we

will here enumerate. First: The gap

can be worked on any commercial fre

quency of alternating current, thus doing

away with the expensive special alter

nators on motor generator sets. Second:

The potentials used in connection with

the gap are very low, insuring safety of

 

Fig. 1—P. and S. Primary and Secondary, Or

dinary Spark.

Fig. 2—P'. and S'. Primary and Secondary,

Quenched Spark.

handling and eliminating breakdown of

condensers. Third: Efficiency is very

high with this type of gap, comparing

favorably with any commercial apparatus

now in use and being approximately

double that of the ordinary spark set.

Fourth: The gap is practically noiseless

in operation, doing away with the loud

reports and flashes of the spark sets.

Patents have just been allowed for the

method of producing the tone effects

as well as covering several of the me

chanical features of the gap. The gap

consists primarily of two segmented

copper discs, one stationary and the other

rotary. The condenser discharges across

the gap (which, but for the segments,

would be continuous throughout each

alternation) are divided into groups, the

number of groups per second producing
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the tone. The discs are made of copper,

as copper is a better conductor of heat

than other metals except silver.

We shall here consider the gap designed

for a 1 k.w. set. In this gap each disc

has 36 segments and a speed of about

1 ,800 revolutions per minute. This gives

us about 1,080 groups per second, or 8

per alternation, 16 per cycle. Each

group has 25 to 30 highly damped sparks,

depending on the amount of condenser

we are using. Were we rotating plain

discs instead of segmented ones, we should

have not groups but a continuous train

of damped sparks throughout each alter

nation of a frequency of about 60,000.

These are reduced, due to the segments,

to about 30,000, but this, as we know, is

above audibility and of practical use

only for telephone work.

This same gap may be used with direct

current of 1,000 volts, and will show

 

Fig. 3—Action of Gap and Voltage Across it

slightly better efficiency than the alter

nating current. In fact, the advantage

of direct current over alternating current

seems to be great enough to justify, in

larger sets at least, the installation of a

mercury arc rectifier. But the sets so far

manufactured are for alternating current

60 cycle, and operate with an efficiency

of 60 to 70 per cent., producing a high-

pitched note. The rotating disc con

stantly brings cool copper in place of the

heated spot, thus keeping up the high

resistance of the gap and producing the

quenching of the sparks. Also, instead

of the whole energy of one alternation's

being discharged at one time, it is dis

charged in 8 groups, or 250 sparks, thus

allowing higher powers to be used.

A sketch will perhaps show the action

of the gap and the secondary voltage

across it. The magnetic leakage trans

former is so constructed that the second

ary voltage does not follow the sine

curve of the supply but assumes a form

following closely the heavier line of the

sketch. From the beginning of the

cycle the potential rises rather sharper

than the true sine curve, but as the iron

approaches saturation the curves flatten

out, being flat on top and continuing

so until almost the end of the alternation,

then dropping sharply as at the begin

ning. Of course, working under load,

the potential across the terminals and

the gap is the same, and when a spark

passes, or about 200 times per alternation,

it is about zero.

This rapid rise and fall of potential

cannot follow the windings far into the

coils, but is choked, causing an actual

difference of potential of full secondary

voltage across a comparatively few turns

at each end of the coil. To counteract

this, the first and the last 250 turns of

secondary winding are spaced with extra

insulations between layers. This effect

is usually spoken of as the high-frequency

current backing into the secondary. In

operating the Hytone gap, the manufac

turers strongly recommend adjusting

the length of the gap while not in motion,

as otherwise there is liability of the two

discs' running together, the segments

interlocking and causing serious damage

to the gap.

It should be stated in passing that the

shorter the gap the higher the efficiency

will run, but the set should not be run

on short gap when out of tune, as the

whole energy is then being used up in

heating the gap, and the copper will ex

pand, causing the discs to catch, as men

tioned before.

An interesting and instructive appa

ratus for studying the frequency of oscil

lations can be made by rotating a vacuum

tube at a speed about synchronous with

the speed of the Hytone gap. By con

necting the tube through the bearing

with one side of the gap, the tube will be

lighted at each group of sparks; and by

observing closely in a dark room, the

number of sparks per group may be

noted. The tube may be enclosed in a

box painted black inside with a window

for observation, the tube being mounted

on a disc inside the box and belted to a

motor mounted on top. Or, if one has not

the extra motor, it may be driven by the

same motor that runs the gap by means

of a rubber band around one of the coup

ling discs.

You have pleasure when you please

another—profits are shared by you to

gether.
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NOTES ON THE USES OF ANGLE-PLATES

ALFRED PARR

The term "angle-plate" is given to an

accessory much vised in every workshop

where metal is tooled—from the heaviest

class of marine work down to the smallest

model. It is usually made of tough cast

iron, and has its adjacent sides accurately

machine-faced, so as to form a right angle

(90 degrees). These most useful ap

pliances deserve consideration, and for

convenience may be classified in two

sections. First, those employed on rect

angular surfaces at the planing, shaping,

and milling machines, also for supporting

work to be bored or drilled. The second

class can be called "lathe angle-plates,"

which, indeed, are capable of a further

division, as those employed on general

lathe work, and those made expressly

for special work at the lathe.

It will be seen that there are advantages

to be obtained by these distinctions

peculiar to each section. For instance,

it frequently occurs that almost every

available inch in a rectangular angle-

plate is in requisition when certain classes

of work are to be planed or milled, and

the same may be said when it is required

to support the same pieces of work at

the drilling or the boring machine.

This inconvenience, however, is not

so general in lathe work, hence the neces

sity for the above divisions. It will not

be without interest to discuss some forms

of plates designed for general work, in

the first place, and consider those of a

more special character afterwards. Figs.

1 and 2 illustrate an ancient and a modern

angle-plate respectively. Fig. 1 has had

its weak back broken through too much

coring in the pattern—a defect to be

again referred to.

It will be seen that Fig. 2 is a more

typical design—the length of the plate

is about twice the depth; it is provided

with cored slots of a rectangular form,

spaced at fairly uniform intervals; there

 

 

Fig. 1 . Showing a Weak Angle-plate

Fig. 2. A Modern Angle-plate

is a good fillet, and each end is tied with

a substantial web to prevent any possi

bility of warping. This plate was re

cently purchased; its weight is 47 lbs.,

and for general work at the planing ma

chine, the shaper, or drill it is quite in

place, and is none too strong to resist

all the strains to which it is there sub

jected. Now a % in. bolt, having a

squared neck, is a little over 1 in. meas

ured diagonally, and although % in.

bolts are very strong, yet there is no

margin of material left to prevent their

turning even when used in an angle-plate

7 x 7 x 15 in., such as is given in Fig. 2.

When this happens, it is necessary to

hold a spanner on the head of the bolt

to prevent its turning; but the work is

frequently of such a character as to

require holding in position, and a second

pair of hands must be engaged to assist

with it. This is always best avoided,

and, indeed, could be in the above case

if the slots in the angle-plate were of a

smaller size.

Why is it that cores 1 in. wide should

be put in so small a plate? The only

answer is—that there is no agreement

in the dimensions of the slots in machine

table, therefore the slots in angle-plates

are made to agree with the largest tables.

Our readers may never require an angle-

plate weighing 47 lbs., but they will re

quire true and reliable plates nevertheless.

Such plates may be purchased or "made

to order," but are better still if made

by the amateurs themselves. Small

angle-plates can be cast and tooled,

leaving out the consideration of holes

until their proper position can be located;

then, and only then, should holes be

drilled. By thus carefully considering

how the plate is to be fastened down on

one face, and how the work can best be

secured on the other, the plate will be

kept in its most reliable condition, i.e.,

always true.
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On the other hand, if cored holes axe

decided upon, they should always be as

jew and as small as is consistent with

the dimensions of the work they are in

tended to support and the machines at

which they are to be used.

An angle-plate with surfaces well

riddled with holes can be bought cheap

enough at a dealer's, but too much

accommodation in these appliances may

quickly prove to be worse than none,

especially to an amateur, whose work

is always particular, and whose bolts

and tools are small and delicate. The

most skillful mechanics will never use

an angle-plate without first overhauling

it, that is, all burrs are removed and a

reliable try-square is applied to the faces;

even after the plate is fastened down, a

further test for truth will be made. This

shows that the plates are sometimes bent

by an overstrain, and when this occurs

thin strips of paper are used for packing,

and the plate secured hard down, and

then tried at different points with the

square until the plate is true. There are

two causes for a bent plate—one, abuse;

the other shows a permanent weakness.

Obviously, the packing inserted will do

the surface no real good, and after a time

the surfaces must be re-tooled and made

true again.

If matters could remain thus, no fur

ther overhaul would be necessary; but,

unfortunately, after truing a bent plate,

it is made a little thinner, and therefore

a little less liable to resist bending. It

will now be clear that original plates—

to do good service—must be thick and

well tied with fillets and webs to keep

them accurate.

The great disadvantage of using an

angle-plate at the lathe is owing to the

increased weight overhanging the spindle

nose; the smaller the lathe, the greater

this defect is to be seen. It will be

noticeable in different ways, the most

frequent one being an increased vibration

of the whole lathe, especially when the

gearing is out of use. Another thing

will be the heating of the front bearing,

because of the downward pressure on

the spindle neck. Journal bearings, be-

in? rvroviHeH with a sVinnlrlpr fittincr panh

Conical bearings are so sensitive that an

oval bearing will quickly be formed if

any slack whatever is allowed at the

front end of the spindle cone.

When turning has to be done the hori

zontal thrust can generally be given a

considerable help by placing a drill be

tween the work and the poppet center.

Cored work can be similarly treated, or

a thin shaft used instead of the drill.

Articles to be turned and bored while

thus carried on an angle-plate give the

best results when bored first, in which

case a fitting shaft or mandrel can be

inserted. This ensures the work being

tooled concentrically, and permits of

deeper cuts being taken.

There is still one further suggestion

respecting the downward thrust on the

Bracket r0 t»
f rwmd e,rd

bored

Faced

St...

Fig. 3. Showing the Use of the Angle-plate in

the Lathe

spindle neck, and that is to place wood

blocks in the lathe gap and then drive in

a wooden wedge between the blocks and

the rim of the faceplate, the lathe being

first started, and the rim of the plate

oiled before the wedge is inserted.

Now the unfortunate thing is that

small lathes are ever provided with gap-

beds, the gap being bridged over by a

satisfactory plate, which can be secured

so that the bed becomes as rigid as one

made solid. It is, however, when the

gap is open that the trouble may com

mence; the saddle is robbed of an im

portant part of its support just at the

time when it is most needed—that is,

when overhanging work has to be tooled
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that faces A and Al are tooled parallel

to each other and at right angles to B,

and that by fixing the work on the

table Al instead of the face A, the face B

can be turned inwards towards the center

of the faceplate. By this alteration the

advantages are threefold—more room

for bolts, little or no overhang (therefore,

less wear and vibration), and the bed

bridge kept intact. Compare Figs. 3 and

6, which represent a piece of work from

the same pattern.

The above points should be sufficiently

conclusive to warrant the adoption of

this method by all readers who have

small lathes and who have been content

to use one angle-plate for all purposes,

such a plate being dressed only on its

adjacent sides.

Work So be t>ta.nec?
mitleo —)

5 wivellintf

'ano/e plate_

indicator. By this arrangement the

exact position of any surface can be

determined and any desired angle ob

tained with precision without the neces

sity of first marking out the work, as

is the case in the ordinary way of working.

Two plates used in this way considerably

facilitate the output in some classes of

work. Take the example illustrated

in Fig. 4, which represents a "strip" for

a machine slide, which requires tooling

on each of the four faces. There will

be two "settings" of the work instead

of three, because the angular surface

can be swivelled into the horizontal

plane, and there treated without altering

the cutting tool. While for amateur

milling—where it is practised—slab cut

ters can generally be utilized, instead of
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In works where it is the practice to

manufacture a specialty, such, for in

stance, as brass valves and cocks, then

special angle-plates are necessary. The

pattern for the plate is designed to carry

one particular piece of work, in which

case the plate is converted into a "hold

ing jig," and the castings are simply

placed on the jigplate and are self-set,

needing only to be clamped down.

Another form of angle-plate is shown

in Fig. 4, which is really a combination

of two plates fitted face to face, one of

which is capable of swivelling on a turned

pin P. It will be seen that the face of

the plate A is divided into degrees of a

circle and the plate B fitted with an

Vecblocks

cast to plate-

Fig. 5.

purchasing special cutters for 'angular

work. Readers who may not have the

convenience of an accurately divided

wheel can get the angle-plate done, i.e.,

graduated, at any reliable tool-makers,

or, if they choose to dispense with th&

indications, they will have to mark out

their work first and then use the swivel-

ling-plate, locking it in position, as shown,

and testing by the use of a surface gauge

on each surface to be tooled.

The above combination of plates is

equally useful at the drilling machine

whenever holes are to be made at an angle,

either to each other or to any given sur

face. By having radial slots suitably
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placed in each plate, and a bolt placed on

either side of the center-pin, ample sup

port is given for almost any class of work.

There are many pieces of work which

could be accomplished at the drilling

machine quite satisfactorily if "special

angle-plates" could be used. This, of

course, could not be considered for single

jobs, but where examples recur they

should always be considered.

A simple case is to bore or drill a deep

hole in a cylindrical shaft. Ordinarily,

this would be mounted in a "self-centering

chuck," or a "bell chuck" in the lathe,

while the outer end of the shaft would

require a "stay" or "boring collar stay"

to support it. An ordinary angle-plate

could be used and a pair of V-blocks

taken from the marking-out table; but

when a number of these shafts require

drilling, then it is advisable to cast a

pair of V-blocks to an angle-plate, and,

after planing, shaping, or milling up the

surfaces, the plate is ready for use with

just a bolt and a clip with which to secure

the shaft in place without setting. This

arrangement is shown with a shaft ready

for drilling in Fig. 5. It will be seen

that the extremity of the shaft stands

on a center point; this is to ensure the

shaft's being properly located axiallv in

work: the bracket would be mounted

upon an angle-plate after the base had

been tooled either by shaping or milling,

and the holes drilled, bored, and reamed.

Afterwards the bracket would be fitted

with a mandrel and mounted on the lathe

centers, each boss being tooled in turn.

Now by using an angle-plate in the way

illustrated, all the tooling can be accom

plished at a drilling machine quite satis

factorily.

If the brackets are to be anything less

than % in. bore they can be more reliably

tooled when the bosses are cast solid;

the drills can also be run at a much higher

speed and with less damaging effects.

In this case the angle-plate is fitted

with an indicated disc controlled by a

"central pin" and "dowel pin" for

further security. The angle-plate proper

is bored for the pin and counterbored a

little to receive the disc. The drawing

is simple, and should fully explain the

arrangement. It is by this principle, in

which boring bars taking a bearing in the

machine table, that drilling machines

can compare favorably with lathes on

many jobs of a similar kind. (See also

Fig. 3.) Of course, the angle-plate in

all work of the above character remains
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in a permanent position until all work of

a given pattern has been executed, for

by so doing the original dimensions are

accurately repeated in each example

without any possibility of error; the

appliance, therefore, resolves itself into

a "jig," illustrating a method of working

now fast becoming universal.

It will be seen that the same appliance

could be used at the lathe without altera

tion, but nothing would be gained unless

a turret carrying all the required tools

were employed; then, of course, the

lathe would surely make a decided gain,

because it would be much more easily

manipulated.

An angle-plate of a special character is

given in Fig. 7, illustrating a piece of work

to be tooled on four faces without removal

when once properly set. The example

given has to be bored and screw-cut on

the two opposite ends BD, while CA has

to be bored taper and faced at each end.

The disc is accurately divided into

four, and these four lines are made to

agree in turn with an index mark on the

face at the front of the angle-plate. Of

course, one angle-plate will answer for a

considerable number of different discs;

but each disc, being specially designed

to fit a certain form of casting, can be

quickly changed, as required.

To ensure the work's remaining in one

position after fixing in the jig, a clip made

of the same contour is placed above the

work. This has to be very carefully

adjusted in the first instance, but when

once properly made to coincide no pos

sible movement can be given to the work

during tooling operations. Tools carried

in a turret may each take their respective

turn, and thus reduce the time, the skill,

and the cost to a minimum, points of

growing importance in work of a repeti-

tionary character.—The Model Engineer

and Electrician.

PROF. FESSENDEN ADDRESSES THE NEW ENGLAND WIRELESS SOCIETY

One of the most interesting talks of

the series being given under the direction

of the New England Wireless Society,

was given Saturday evening, February 1,

at Boston, Mass., by Prof. Fessenden.

The speaker did not confine himself to

any one particular subject, but pleased

the audience by exhibiting with the aid

of a stereopticon, a large number of pho

tographs of actual apparatus that he had

designed. Each photograph was ac

companied with a detailed explanation.

These explanations contained so much

valuable information that it is worth

while to enumerate some of them here.

The first series of photographs were

of gaps used for the production of high-

frequency alternations. Various types

of gaps from the earliest experimental

forms to the one now being used at the

100 k.w. Arlington station were shown

and explained. In this series were the

gaps used for radio-telephony. The

conclusion arrived at by Prof. Fessenden

is that for radio-telephony the most

satisfactory gap now employed is the

water-cooled arc, and one which does

not use hydrogen. The hydrogen ap

pears to have a too high resistance to be

of good service in such arcs. In con

nection with the arcs, several other photo

graphs pertaining to radio-telephony

were exhibited. Among these was the

loud-speaking transmitter. Experiments

have shown that not a group of trans

mitters, but one effectively cooled trans

mitter is best for such work. In con

nection with this point a discussion arose

as to the limitations of such a trans

mitter, and the final decision appeared

to be that since a properly designed

transmitter should absorb energy equal

to that radiated by the antenna, the

limitation comes at about Yi k.w. of

radiated energy. Just how far this con

sumption of energy can be increased

the speaker did not commit himself, but

he did favor his listeners by giving and

explaining diagrams whereby it is pos

sible to overcome many of the difficulties

of radio-telephony. This part of the

talk was concluded by showing several

photographs of the gap now employed

at the new government station at Arling

ton, Va. This gap is very efficient and

the photographs of the gap in operation

with the casing removed showed how

effectively the spark was kept at the

electrodes instead of arcing before and

after the proper time of discharge. The

brilliant effects produced by this spark

on discharge resemble those produced

by a brilliant arc lamp.

The next part of the talk concerned
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high-frequency alternators. The dis

cussion of this subject was particularly

interesting. The various types, from

some of the early ones having 10 in.

rotors to the later ones with 30 in. rotors,

were shown. The great difficulty with

these machines is that owing to the fact

that since they run with a peripheral

speed of as high as 12^ miles per minute,

they must have a very rigid mechanical

construction, and they must be kept very

carefully oiled. These alternators have

been constructed with a frequency as

high as 50,000 cycles when run at 35 k.w.

by a De Laval turbine The highest

frequencies that have been very success

fully obtained for work of this sort is

200,000 cycles per second. The efficiency

of these alternators has repeatedly shown

itself to be higher than the commercial

60-cycle alternators. In connection with

these alternators the non-tuned system

of radio-telegraphy, in which the hetra-

dyne receivers are used, was explained.

Prof. Fessenden called attention to the

fact that this system has an efficiency

of about one hundred times that of the

crystal rectifiers.

The last series of photographs were

of the old Brant Rock, Mass., the Scot

land, and the new Arlington, Va., sta

tions. These were especially interesting

because of the trials now being conducted

by the government on the latter station.

The type of poles used at the Brant Rock

and at the Scotland stations caused con

siderable comment. These poles are

425 ft. high and are constructed of hollow

steel tubes varying from 9i6 to %6 in.

in thickness. It was necessary to design

these poles for wind pressures of 125

miles per hour and to withstand 500,000

volts without leaking. In order to keep

the pole from bending under the high

wind stresses, it is pivoted at the bottom

so that it will bend as a unit, and in that

way will not develop any undue fiber

stresses. Glazed porcelain insulators are

used. Special features are employed to

overcome any unequal electrical stresses,

thus protecting the insulators from being

chipped by spark discharges. After ex

plaining the pole construction, photo

graphs of the apparatus then at Brant

Rock, but now at the Arlington station,

were shown. At the Arlington station

three towers, the tallest of which is 600 ft.,

take the place of the single pole. The

special features, such as the air condensers

with plates but Y% in. apart, and the

automatic break for the 100 k.w., were

also described. This station is able to

work with an efficiency of as high as

80 per cent.

After the formal talk by Prof. Fessen

den, an informal discussion took place.

Many new points in radio-telegraphy

are brought out in these discussions, for

the most prominent men interested in

wireless in New England take part in

them. At this meeting Mr. G. W.

Pickard, the radio-inspector for New

England, government officers from the

Charlestown Navy Yard, and many

others including representatives of the

Marconi and other commercial companies

presented very interesting points. In

conclusion Prof. Fessenden commented

of the very large audience present, and

he suggested that the science of radio-

telegraphy must be making very rapid

strides in order to stir up so much en

thusiasm. The society is composed of

members from the various colleges and

scientific institutions of New England,

and of commercial and experimental men

at large. Any. information regarding

the society may be had by addressing

the Secretary, Mr. E. W. Chapen, 43

Thayer Hall, Cambridge, Mass. The

meetings are held in or near Boston, Mass.,

the first Saturday of each month. Any

person not a member of the society may

attend these meetings on the invitation

of a member or by addressing the Secre

tary. All persons interested in wireless

are cordially welcome.

Union Pacific Wireless Line.

RAILWAY APPLIES FOR FEDERAL LICENSE

FOR CONSTRUCTION OF EXPERIMENT

STATION

Omaha, Neb., December 24.—The

Union Pacific Railway has made applica

tion to the Department of Commerce and

Labor at Washington for a license to

operate and maintain a wireless telegraph

system along its lines. The company

wishes to install a technical experiment

station and the Government is requested

to give permission for such a station,

which, it is stated, will be the second of

the kind in the country. Several wireless

stations, it is announced, will be con

structed when the license is issued.
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A HIGH VOLTAGE INSULATION TESTING OUTFIT

CHAS. F. FRAASA, JR.

Insulation tests are very common in

every electrical shop, yet very few are

prepared with suitable apparatus to make

the most satisfactory test. For most

ground tests, a voltage of from 500 to

1,500 volts will be satisfactory. The

highest pressure usually obtainable is

about 110 volts alternating. Some

means of raising the voltage to the desired

pressure should be employed. This is

accomplished by means of the step-up

transformer, taking 60-cycle alternating

current at 110 volts, and transforming it

to from 500 to 1,500 volts. The design

given in this article is used by a large

electrical manufacturing company for

testing for grounds or leaks in armatures,

field magnets, controllers, etc., several

being provided in its different depart

ments.

The complete outfit consists of a step-

up transformer, providing the high vol

tage, a switchboard, and two test leads.

The switchboard, Figs. 1 and 2, provides

the necessary connections or the appara

tus, and a mounting for the transformer

and switches. The fuse A is in the pri

mary circuit of the transformer. The

pilot lamp B is used to show when there
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Fig. 2—Switchboard

is current in the primary. The switch

C is in the primary circuit, and the plug

holes D, which provide taps of 500, 1,000

and 1,500 volts, are in the secondary cir

cuit. The transformer, illustrated in

Fig. 3, is mounted on the back of the

switchboard by means of the bolts E,

Fig. 1, connections being made by wiring

on the back of the board.

The transformer is of the step-up,

shell type, and steps up 110 volts alter

nating current of 60 cycles to a pressure

of 1,500 volts. Taps are provided to

obtain 500, 1,000 and 1,500 volts for

testing. The general appearance of the

finished transformer is shown in Fig. 3.

For convenience in assembling the core

around the coils, it was designed to be

made in plain, straight strips. This also

has the advantage of requiring no special

punchings, since the plain strips can

readily be cut up on an ordinary tinner's

squaring shears. The various parts, of

which there are four sizes, are lettered

A, B, C and D, Fig. 4, which shows the

core construction. Alternate layers are

laid in this way. Those coming between

are just the reverse. These parts are
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dimensioned in Fig. 5, the letters on the

different strips referring to Fig. 4.

The transformer core is cut from some

No. 27 gauge sheet iron. Enough of the

A and B strips should be cut to make a

stack of each 2 in. thick, and of the C

and D strips to make a stack of each 4 in.

thick. To cut down the heating due to

eddy currents in the core, the core sheets

should be insulated from one another.

This may be done by shellacking one

side of each strip or by dipping alternate

strips in shellac. Assemble the A pieces

as in Fig. 6, laying the strips so that they

alternately lap first on one end and then

on the other, for a distance of 1 in.

V><2 in. thick, and bend the ends back

over the blocks. The core is then ready

to receive the windings.

The customary practice is to wind the

secondary coil directly over the core, and

under the primary, to obtain good regula

tion. In this transformer the secondary

will be wound outside the primary for

convenience in making the taps, and to

prevent undue currents when the second

ary is short circuited through a ground.

The primary winding, consisting of

345 turns of No. 21 d.c.c. magnet wire,

should then be wound on evenly and in

layers between the end blocks. As the

the winding proceeds, interpose layers of

J

P *

>

J
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When the A strips have been assembled,

wrap a layer or two of friction tape around

the solid center portion, to bind the strips

together. To insulate the core from the

primary, wind on two layers of manila

paper and one of twine, and apply a

liberal coat of shellac.

Get two pieces of 1/% in. wood, and cut a

paper, and when completed, wind on one

or two layers of duck, and over this a

layer of twine, then shellac the whole,

using at least two coats. Then wind on

the secondary of 5,175 turns of No. 34

enameled wire. Be careful to wind this

on evenly, and in layers. This secondary

winding should be most carefully handled
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Fig. 9—Transformer Detail

coil. Over the whole coil, and the fiber

strips, wind a protecting layer or two of

heavy duck, filling each layer heavily with

shellac.

On the 1,725 turn, bring out the first

tap for 500 volts; on the 3,450 turn, the

second tap for 1,000 volts. These taps

should have a short piece of lamp cord

soldered to them for the connections to

the plugs on the switchboard.

The D pieces should then be assembled

as were the A pieces, and the loose sheets

bound together with tape. Set the A

core up on end, and insert the B pieces

in the open spaces in the end of the core,

letting the ends of the strips project

1 in. on each side of the core. Then set

one D core on each side of the A core,

touching the B strips. Fill in the spaces

in the D cores and in between the B strips

with the C strips. Fig. 8 shows a top

view of the assembled core, and shows

how the various pieces are placed.

The core is clamped together by the

angle irons shown in Fig. 9. The 9ia in.

bolts which hold the angle irons together

are long enough to extend through the

mounting board, providing a means of

mounting the transformer. The illustra

tion shows clearly how the transformer is

mounted, and dimensions the angle irons.

The switchboard, Figs. 1 and 2, maybe

made of slate, marble, or any insulating

substance that may be available. It

should be about 1 in. thick. At the top

of the board, provide three brass rods to

hold the fuse spool and the fuse. The

two' rods holding the fuse are 1J^ in. apart.

Provide a lamp socket at B for an 8 c.p.

incandescent lamp, which is wired in

parallel with the transformer primary.

This is used to indicate a current in the

primary. The switch C is an ordinary

double-pole single-throw knife switch,

having the upper clips connected to the

110-volt line; and the pilot lamp and

the transformer connected in parallel to

the lower clips. The four holes D are

provided for the secondary plug switch.

The construction of the plug switch

is illustrated in Fig. 10. The plug A

consists of a hard wooden handle D

turned to the shape shown, and a brass

-if—
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rod E fastened into the handle by the

nuts F and G. A piece of flexible cord is

connected to the end of the brass rod in

the handle. The switch socket construc

tion is detailed in the same figure, at B.

A piece of brass tube having an internal

diameter slightly larger than the diame

ter of the brass rod in the plug has one

end threaded to receive the two nuts H

which fix it in the holes provided in the

board. The other end of the tube has

two slots sawed in it at right angles to

one another. The four prongs of the

tube are then lightly driven together with

a hammer. When the plug is inserted

the four parts of the tube will bind it

{Continued on page 159)
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A RAILWAY IN THE AIR

S. A. JAMES

Grade difficulties in connection with

transport are sufficiently well known to

engineers to make it unnecessary to dilate

on the difficulties encountered. These

are enhanced when instead of the grounds

being fairly level, a steep incline has to

be encountered and the problem of trans

port either of goods or passengers up

heavy inclines such as a mountain side

of irregular formation are very great

indeed. The simplest method is to raise

the whole railway above the level of the

irregularities, but this is easier said than

 

Fig. 1

done, and it is very largely owing to the

enterprise of the firm of Messrs. Adolph

Bleichert & Co., of Leipzig and London,

that the modern system of transport by

means of aerial cables has been developed.

A very remarkable instance of this class

illustration of this railway which inci

dentally gives some idea of the tremen

dous grades which are encountered. The

cars, which are suspended from steel

cables, are as comfortable as a modern

tramcar of small size, and travel in a

smooth and easy manner along steel

suspension cables, the total length of

which is 1,650 meters, and which are

carried by twelve structural steel sup

ports of the form shown in the figure.

Each car is capable of holding fifteen

passengers and the driver, and two

cars travel simultaneously each way at

one time. The speed is such that in

thirteen minutes a difference of level of

840 meters is secured, each car being

pulled by two traction cables which

receive their motion from a power sta

tion placed close to the line. The object

of duplicating the cables is to secure

safety in case of the breakdown of one

of the cables, and the same means is

adopted in connection with the suspen

sion cables. Each car is supported from

a traveling mechanism carried by eight

pulleys; each of the steel cables on which

these pulleys rest being 44 millimetres in

diameter. The car can swing like a

pendulum, a brake retarding any undue

oscillation; while any fear of derailment

due to oscillation sideways is avoided by

the fact that the carrying cables them

selves swing with the car. The drive is

electrical, and in order to secure immunity

from breakdown of the transmission sys

tem even if the power plant fails to oper

ate, a buffer battery is installed which

operates in parallel with the dynamos.

In order to effect communication, a

system of telephones and electric sig

nals is installed throughout the track,

and the driver from any part of the line

can communicate with either the upper

or lower terminal station. The cars can

not be started before the necessary signals

have been given between the two stations

and confirmed so that there is no danger

of mistake. In addition to this, safety

is most efficiently studied in connection

with every detail of the equipment. The
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cable breaks or if a fracture occurs on

either one or both of the hauling cables.

Moreover, the driver can put his brakes

into action by hand, the operation being

simple and quick. When this catching

device is put into action steel jaws grip

the carrying cables at eight different

places, the friction being sufficient to

hold the car firmly in position even on an

incline. Simultaneously, by the move

ment of the same mechanism, the supply of

electricity to the driving motor is stopped

and the brake is instantly applied.

In order further to secure the safety

of the passengers in the event of a break

down, a spare car is kept at each station

in readiness to go to the point where the

ordinary car is left suspended and trans

fer the passengers and bring them back

to the nearest available station, while

the ordinary car is also fitted with a

special device in the floor by means of

which it is possible to lower the passengers

to the ground from the car direct, this

hoist being fitted with a brake to prevent

undue speed of descent. Should the

driving gear of the whole line break down,

thus stranding the cars in the middle

of their route, an auxiliary winder is

available for bringing the cars back to

their terminal position. It will, there

fore, be seen that this novel and interest

ing application of electric traction has

been carefully thought out and designed

in all its details in order to secure safety

and reliability of service, and it is appar

ent that in this aerial system of trans

mission a great number of difficulties

have been avoided which would otherwise

have been encountered in proceeding

over such a rough and mountainous sec

tion of route.

SMALL CASE-HARDENING FURNACE

OWEN LINLEY

The following is a makeshift furnace

that I used some years ago in the early

days of motor-cars for hardening gears,

etc., and it gave good results, and wanted

but little attention. Lay a circle of

bricks on the floor, if it is of earth or

brick. The bricks should be laid on

their flats, with a space of 3 in. between

the ends, and on this circle lay another

one just similar, the bricks of which go

over the openings of the first, and continue

this until the required height is obtained.

Do not build the furnace on a grating,

with the idea of getting a draught, as

this is inclined to make the bottom of the

pot hotter than the rest, which is bad

for the work. The best way to light a

fire in the bottom of the furnace is to

make some coal or coke hot in a forge,

if one is at hand, and put it in the bottom

of the fireplace, and it will start other

fuel that is put on it. Between the open

ings of the bricks put some irons to sup

port the pot, and this should be three

bricks from the ground. Fill the furnace

up with coke until the pot is covered and

let the fire burn. No artificial draught

is wanted, and this is the advantage of

this arrangement, as it is thus almost

impossible to overheat the pot, anH if the

fireplace than the other, it is easily

damped on the side required by closing

the gaps between the ends of the bricks

with earth or ashes. It wants hardly

any attention otherwise. We used to

let the pots get just fairly red-hot, and

keep them so for from four to six hours,

and mostly put a test-piece in, which

we hardened and broke, so as to show the

depth of the skin.

A High Voltage Insulation Testing Outfit

(Concluded from page 157)

tightly and make contact. The taps from

the transformer are connected to the brass

tube and soldered between the two nuts.

The test leads are dimensioned in Fig. 10,

C. They consist of two long fiber tubes

through which run a %a in. brass or

copper rod. The fiber tube is kept in

place by means of a nut at each end of

the rod. These leads are connected and

soldered to the ends of the flexible con

ductor running from the plugs A.

The plugs are inserted in the sockets

giving the proper testing voltage, and

the switch C, Fig. 1 , is thrown up. The

lamp will then light up, indicating a cur

rent in the primary circuit. The fuse A

should be 1 ampere fuse, and several
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FIRST TALK OVER THE TELEPHONE

It teems almost incredible that ten

days should elapse between the first con

versation ever carried on by word of

mouth over a wire and the announce

ment of it in the newspapers of the day.

New England Telephone Topics says that,

however, was the fact away back in

October, 1876, when Professor Bell used

the telegraph line owned by the Walworth

Manufacturing Company, extending from

their office in Kilby St., Boston, to then-

factory in Cambridgeport, a distance of

about two miles, for the first telephonic

conversation in history.

The night before this successful experi

ment took place Professor Bell asked the

night watchman of the Walworth Build

ing whether he could use that telegraph

wire. The watchman told Professor

Bell that he would inquire of the head of

the firm and let the professor know the

next morning whether the privilege

would be granted. Professor Bell called

at the office and was given permission,

the group surrounding him jeering at his

"play toy," and wondering what crazy

notions he had in his head.

One of the officers of the Walworth

Company recently told the writer that

Mr. Bell had a considerable bill with the

Walworth Manufacturing Company in

1876, and that he several times offered

to pay the bill in telephone stock. On

the morning when Professor Bell received

permission to use the telegraph wire he

again offered enough stock at twenty-five

cents per share to pay the bill, but the

offer was scorned.

The experiment took place on the

evening of October 9, 1876, between

Professor Bell and Thomas A. Watson,

the latter being located at the Cambridge

end of the wire. Each at his respective

post took notes of what was said and

heard, and a comparison of the two

records is most interesting as showing the

accuracy of what was then called the

"electrical transmission" of their con

versation.

This experiment Droved so successful.

fessor Be stock was

going up too fast and the offer was not

accepted.

On Thursday rnorning, October 19,

the Boston Daily Advertiser printed an

account of the experiment. The article

was headed. "'Telephony—Audible

Speech Conveyed Two Miles by Tele

graph. Professor A. Graham Bell's

Discovery. Successful and Interesting

Experiment. A Record of the Conversa

tion Carried on Between Boston and

Cambridgeport." The article states that

the "company's batten- consisting of

nine Daniel's cells was removed from

the circuit and another of ten carbon

elements substituted. Articulate con

versation then took place through the

wire. The sounds, at first faint and in

distinct, became suddenly quite loud

and intelligent."

To Save Belt Wear

A writer to the American Machinist

gives the following hint for avoiding the

undesirability of an idle belt hanging

loose on a revolving shaft. Take two

Binding
Wire*

SJeeve

Shafts

Sleeve'

wood bushings a little larger than the

shaft, and bind them on with soft wire

at the place where the belt will rest when

idle. The sketch herewith shows the

device.

She Meant Well

He—"The last time I olayed football
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MAKING BRASS BEARINGS

"sregor"

The accompanying sketches show

methods of machining accurately the

common form of engine and general

machine bearings. Most readers who

have attempted to make this plain

bearing on accurate lines, and to

produce same quickly, no doubt have

realized the difficulty of ensuring the

joint face's being exactly in the center of B"*"'

the two halves of the brass, the necessity

of this accuracy depending upon the j>9

general design of the machine or parts

 

 

Fig. 1

into which the bearing fits. But, theo

retically speaking, the joint face should

be at the center of the two halves, from

the fact that when one half is less than

the other (as shown in Fig. 1, exaggerated)

it cannot receive the journal B it is in

tended for; but a reasonable amount of

difference is not very noticeable, as the

bearing is usually scraped away each side

of the joint face to provide a clearance

■Milling differ

 

 

Paraliel straps

Fig. 2

for oil. But to ensure accuracy, say to

two or three thousandths of an inch,

special provision must be provided. The

first thing to determine is the amount of

metal there is to remove from the casting

Fig. 3—Front and Side Elevation

ter is once set, any number of castingscan

be milled to the same size (allowing, of

course, when necessary to grind cutter).

Having milled the joint faces, they are

ready for the first operation on the lathe.

A very suitable method of chucking these

is to provide a split ring hinged at one

side (as shown in Fig. 3). The more

common practice is to hold the one flange

in the chuck and fix a cramp on the other;

but owing to the small amount of grip

available on the narrow flange and the

distance the opposite end projects from

chuck, it is impracticable to take

a heavy cut. The split ring overcomes

these difficulties; the brass being firmly

gripped in the center and the diameter

of ring securely held in a three-jaw self-

centering chuck, with one side of the

ring pressed against the chuck jaws,

which should ensure the joint faces of

the brass running true. This arrange

ment is shown in Fig. 3, a front and side

view; the front view showing the most
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Sect.on j/DD Section «*AHH

Fig. 6

suitable position for the chuck ring to

be held in the jaws to equalize the press

ure from same. The idea of the chuck

ring's being hinged is tokeep the two halves

together, being thus much more conven

ient to handle, as shown. The ring is split

through the center and a portion of

one side is shaped away to receive the

hinge block J. The brass can now be

bored and one side of the flange faced

and a radius formed, if the design of brass

is as shown in Fig. 4; also the diameter

of the flange must be turned to finished

size which completes the first lathe opera

tion.

The chuck jaws should now be eased

back and the ring and brass reversed

in the jaws, taking care that the brasses

do not move when changing the position,

and again pressing the ' back of chuck

ring hard against lathe chuck jaws to

ensure running true. The other flange,

face, and diameter can now be turned,

and the radius formed, if necessary.

The last operation is accomplished by

fixing the brasses on the mandrel (as

shown in Fig. 5), which consists of the

center-piece BB, which is turned to

clear the bore slightly. The two flanges

serve to hold the two halves of brass true

and tight together under the pressure of

the nut C, when the center part of brass

can be readily turned to size with the

mandrel between the centers in the usual

way. The angle part of the flanges

readily center the brasses by locating

on the edges of the already turned flanges.

The adjustable loose sleeve D should be

a nice sliding fit on the mandrel, and de

signed with a long bearing, as shown, to

eliminate any possibility of the face of

flange tipping out of the true position.

Another method, and one which is

more applicable to the ordinary capstan,

and dispenses with the necessity of the

lathe centers, is that shown in Fig. 6,

which illustrates a plain cast-iron casting

of suitable size, and bored and screwed

to fit the capstan nose, after which it is

recessed as shown, to receive the turned

flange of the brass after the first opera

tion, Fig. 7. The diameter is also reduced

to a distance (as shown in Fig. 6) , to receive

the holding-down clip N; these clips

are slotted with an open end, so that they

can readily be slipped on and off the set

pins 0. The three holes are drilled and

tapped equidistant around the face for

the clips; the outer end of these holes

are recessed to receive the pin heads, so

that they may be readily screwed in out

of the way for the next operation. The

arrangement, as shown, can be used for

facing the one end flange and turning

Washer
 

P

W f*7he

operation

Fig. 5 Fig. 7
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diameter of same, and forming the radius

as the second operation on the brass, as

shown in Fig. 6. The clips serve to hold

the two halves of brass in position in the

recess during the operation of turning

the opposite end flange, after which the

end plate, which is similar to that shown

on the mandrel, Fig. 5, is held against

the flange with the bolt D, which screws

into the piece R, which must be secured

in position. The plate or clip N can

now be released and the pins 0 screwed

into the casting out of the way and the

center part finished and turned, which

completes the brass.

The three views shown in Fig. 4 are

the outline of the finished brass. The

sectional plan shows a liner of white

metal in the bore. I shall show farther

on a suitable design for a mold for run

ning the metal into position on the brass,

and method of machining same to ensure

even thickness of metal, etc.

The following description is intended

to illustrate method of producing bear

ings, either if used as a plain brass or

white metal surface, and to be on abso

lute interchangeable accuracy. Of course

what is inferred by accuracy in the case

of this article is meant that whichever

method is used will guarantee the ordinary

degree of accuracy, that is, so that the

bore shall be a true, round, and parallel

S//oht/y

tapered
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Section on A A Elevation

of h^lf
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loca-fmo pieces'

Section on B B

Fig. 8

Section' on C C

Jig for White Metalling Bearin'-'-

Fig. 9

hole, and the outer diameters shall be

concentric with same; and whether the

joint face is exactly central and parallel

with bore does not make any material

difference as regards the function of the

bearing. But in the event of attempting

to produce each half of the bearing ex

actly the same, and to guarantee inter-

changeability, the joint face obviously

must be exactly central to the two pieces.

Most up-to-date engine manufacturers

will attempt to obtain this accuracy, and

it is the object of this article to illustrate

how the writer has obtained the desired

end. It will be observed, from the illus

trations previously shown, that the

method there described provides for

ordinary accuracy combined with cheap

production. The points of difference

between that method and the one de

scribed in the following lines are: The

fact that the castings of the brasses are

provided with special locating pieces,

as shown in Fig. 8. It will be observed

that the width of these pieces is greater
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than the diameter of the flanges of the

brass. The object of this is to provide

a definite interchangeable width, to locate

and fit the jig into which it fits for the

turning operations. The second point

of difference is the design of the jig for

boring and turning. As shown in illus

tration, Fig. 10, this consists of the angle

plates L, which locate on the plug M,

which, of course, is turned to size in

position, to guarantee running true.

While mentioning this plug, I would

suggest that this should be made a defi

nite decimal standard size, say 1 in., to

fit a standard 1-in. reamered hole, from

the fact that, knowing the exact size,

it will be useful for gauging purposes for

other operations, not particularly applic

able in this article. Continuing the parts

 

ter. It will be observed that only the one-

half brass has the locating piece cast on.

The operations on the brasses are as

follows, and a difference of processes be

tween this and that described previously

is: The brasses are made and used as a

brass bearing in the previous pages, but

in this it is the intention to show how to

produce the two halves as a white metal

bearing. The advantage of the latter

type as a bearing is in the virtue of the

white metal, an alloy which, in the

writer's experience, is second to none as

a high-speed bearing which can readily

be renewed when worn. Again, the cost

of the two classes of brass that may be

used will differ considerably. A good

mixture should be used in the former

class, whereas a comparatively soft cheap

Screwed fine

thread

Index ho/ea

y i for plua-

Locating ' pJuy

Section on line AB

 

Side ele vm tion

Fig. 10

of the jig, upon the angle plate is mounted

the reversible block N, into which

one half of the complete brass is located.

The other half brass is held in position

by the block 0 and screw P. The re

versible block N is provided with a hole,

which must be absolutely in alignment

with center of lathe. These are used

for indexing the block when reversing

to operate on the opposite end of the

work when in position in the jig. Ob

viously, the two flat faces R must be

exactly in line with the center of the

lathe, otherwise the bore of the two

brasses will not be equal depth from the

joint face. Also the two side locating faces

S must be equal distances from lathe cen-

material can be used in the latter, en

suring cheapness and rapid manufacture.

The machining operation on the white

metal bearing in the first cost will be

more than the plain brass bearing, but

this is well counterbalanced by the ad

vantage of being able to renew the metal

in the old bearing when repairing. I

shall show an addition to the jig, shown

in Fig. 10, to deal effectively with the re-

metalling and boring of the repair bearings

to ensure accuracy later in the article.

The operations for the white metal

bearing here described are: Facing the

joint faces with the milling cutters, as

described previously for the plain brass,

with the addition of two side-facing
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cutters to clean up the sides of the lo

cating pieces, which ensures all brasses

will be exactly same width, and snugly

fit the jigs. This is accomplished at one

cut. The other half of the brass receives

a cut over the joint face. The pair of

brasses are now located in the turning

and boring jig as shown in Fig. 10, the

locating half being secured by the two

straps T, while the other half is held

tight against the other by the saddle piece

0, and the fine threaded screw P. Re

ferring to the plan view, Fig. 11, it will be

seen that the two flanges of bearing over

lap the jig, which provides for these

being turned at the same setting as for

boring. Having secured the brasses in

position, the bore can be machined, and

when used for white metal it should be a

coarse traverse and a rough finish; also

the outer flange can be turned to size

and the end faced, after which the nut U

is slackened slightly, and the locating

plug removed, when the reversible block

can be turned round until the other hole

comes in line with the locating plug holes,

which give the correct position. This

brings the other flange to the front, and

this can now be turned to size, and the

end of bore radiused, as shown in Fig. 9,

if necessary. In the event of the ends

of brass being radiused, it is advisable to

recess the ends, as shown in Fig. 9, which

provides for an even amount of metal at

the radiused part, as along the bore.

This completes the boring operation.

The two halves can be removed from jig,

and secured on the special mandrel, as

shown previously, and the center part

of the bearing finished, which completes

the bearing in the event of its being used

as a plain brass bearing. But as a white

metal surface the bore must be tinned

and lined with this metal. A jig is shown

in Fig. 9 for this purpose. When a quan

tity is required to be metalled, a jig,

such as shown, will be a great advantage,

as it provides for a minimum amount of

metal's being used, and ensures a clean

job, and protects the joint faces from

getting covered with it. The process

is to place the bearing in the jig after the

rough boring operation. It will be ob

served that pieces of steel packing are

placed between the joint face of the two

brasses; this is to provide a space, and

the small amount of metal, as shown at

V, can be readily cut through with a saw.

Also the thickness of these two packing

or "Loc&.tint3 _ptuq

ma.ndr* I 

Plan

Fig. 11

pieces must be such as to provide that

the diameter of the brasses at right angles

to the packing will be about equal to the

diameter across the locating pads. This

gives a definite location in the recess in

the jig. The diameter of the bore of jig

should be such as to allow the brass to

enter easily, after which a plain cramp

can be applied against sides of brasses

holding the two halves and packing pieces

tightly together. The bell-mouth top-

piece W serves as a receiver for the molten

metal, and guides same into the brass.

The center portion of jig should be slightly

smaller at the top than the bottom, so

that it will more readily leave the metal

when withdrawing after the brass is lined.

The hole in center of jig is intended to

receive the Bunsen flame of gas readily to

heat the jig, this being the essential part

to be hot when running the metal. As

soon as the metal is set, and jig cooling

down slightly, a blow on the top of jig

with a wooden mallet will separate the

brasses from the jig, when the two pack

ing pieces can be removed, and the two

halves separated, when they are ready to

locate again in the turning jig, Fig. 10, to

be bored; after which they will be fin

ished on special mandrel same as pre

viously described for the processes on

plain bearings. The boring jig must, of

course, be provided with at least two holes

in back of angle plate at convenient

places to bolt jig to lathe face-plate.

The jig can readily be removed and

accurately refixed by locating on the

plug. The jig angle plate is provided

with an enlargement to counterbalance

the opposite side.—The Model Engineer

and Electrician.
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PERPETUAL MOTION

R. P. HOWGRAVE-GRAHAM, A.M.I.E.E.

Verbal definitions are not always

wholly satisfactory, and to state them

requires a certain amount of courage

when that which is to be defined is in any

sense controversial. To gain a clear

mental picture of the position, we must

stop down our mental lens and get sharp

definition in its more abstract sense, even

if this involves rather a long exposure.

Perhaps we may fairly start with the

following definition:

A perpetual motor is one which will

maintain continuous motion for an infinite

time by its own perpetual conservation

or intrinsic generation of energy, so long

as no outside disturbing influence alters

the original conditions.

Disturbing influences may reasonably

include stoppage through wear of bear

ings or working parts and rust or general

decay. Setting aside these last, it is

obvious that if the machine could be

isolated in space at a point infinitely far

removed from all sources of energy, such

as radiating suns, nebulae, or other bodies,

it would continue in action for all time.

The first type of perpetual motion

device which will be considered involves

an attempt at the complete conservation

of an initial supply of energy imparted

to the mechanism once and for all. Such

motion is theoretically possible, but is un

attainable by reason of strict limitations

of space. If we could reach a point in

free and matterless space where gravita

tional and other forces were either non

existent or equal and opposite in all

directions, all frictional or analogous

effects being absent, a mass set in rotation

about its center of gravity would spin

forever, but would only constitute a

perpetual motion machine in a very

limited sense; no sort of work could be

done by it without a corresponding with

drawal of its energy, together with a

retardation which would eventually bring

it to rest.

Similarly, if a mass were set in motion

in space along a straight line, and could

travel indefinitely without encountering

any extraneous influence, its motion

would continue for all time, though here

again it could do no work.

By similar principles, orbital motion

of one body about another could be

maintained if all conceivable tidal,

frictional, or electrical retarding action

could be annulled. Attempts have been

made to attain the necessary conditions

by eliminating every energy-loss. A

weighted spring vibrating in the highest

vacuum obtainable will convert its store

of energy into heat by molecular friction

in the spring, and by friction with the

residual gases.

Even in a perfect vacuum a rotating

mass must be supported by some kind

of pivot which must cause friction, or

by magnetic fields, which cannot be so

applied as to avoid loss by hysteresis

and eddy-currents. Such devices might

move for many days, but could not move

perpetually. The motion only exists

by virtue of energy stored in the system,

or we might say that the energy only

exists by virtue of the motion. This

apparent contradiction merely means

that the energy and motion are co-existent

and inter-dependent, so that in providing

any opposing force for the system to do

work upon, the energy and the motion

would be taken from them together, the

former being transferred to some other

medium or body with or without change

of kind. In the case of the weighted

spring the energy oscillates between

static and dynamic forms.

Once and for all let it be understood

that these and other apparently dogmatic

statements are based on enunciations

known as "laws of Nature," which have

not been found false in any known case

up to the present.

We can be certain of nothing, but

knowledge supplemented by common-

sense should hold us from the old beaten

tracks of fallacious thought, argument

and experiment. We must also be

guarded in speaking of "all time" and

"infinity"—terms involving conceptions

which our finite minds can only dimly

apprehend.

The second type of machine involves

the supposed intrinsic generation of

energy by the system itself, usually in

sufficient quantity to do useful work in

addition to that which is required for the

mere maintenance of motion.

Endless are the drawings, patent speci

fications, articles, and mental activities
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which have been and are still wasted in

this direction. Among these are arrange

ments of radial rods hinged in one direc

tion to give greater leverage on one side

of the axis of rotation; devices with

tubes containing rolling balls, or moving

masses of mercury; machines for utilizing

the surface tension of liquids; dynamos

and motors coupled electrically and me

chanically, and countless other inven

tions. When tried all are soon aban

doned, for in all the algebraic sum of the

work done by the various portions is zero.

In fact, energy cannot be manufactured;

it can only be transferred and transmuted,

and as in the technical sense energy is

the power to do work, it follows that all

such machines must be inoperative.

There still remains the third class of

machines, in which the energy is drawn

from some natural available source, and

here one of the correspondents of this

paper naively thinks it quite possible that

the rising and falling of the barometer

(meaning the mercury) could be con

verted into continuous motion. How

modest! Where is the difficulty? When

once one admits the idea of tapping

Nature's numberless sources of energy,

possibilities crowd on one so fast that

one scarcely knows where to turn.

But would baro-motors and their like

be perpetual motors ? In a limited prac

tical sense, yes! In the scientific and

real sense, no! The available sources

of energy on the earth are none of them

permanent, and the terms of their activi

ties are all relative and only differ in

degree. A rotting hay-rick might keep

some form of heat-engine or thermopile

and motor active for months, but it

would eventually rot away. Yet to an

intelligent colony of microbes in which

ripe wisdom gave place to senility and

death at the age of two seconds, these

motors would seem perpetual.

Niagara Falls, which can supply power

continuously to turbines, will exist for

thousands of years longer than the rotting

hay-rick if no violent geological or celes

tial disturbances intervene, but they

must eventually cease to exist; their

energy is part of the accumulated

energy which the sun distributes over

the surface of the earth, for they are sup

plied by rainfall resulting from evapora

tion, which can only take place by ab

sorption of heat energy.

The local variation of the sun's radiant

heat could be made to produce sufficient

alternate expansion and contraction to

keep mechanisms in continuous motion,

but the sun will almost certainly grow

cold eventually. Tides, again, afford

energy which can be stored and used con

tinuously and usefully. Now if we were

to take the rick-engine, the turbine, the

solar motor, and the tidal machine, to the

isolated and uninfluenced spot in space,

they would not work, and therefore they

would not meet the requirements of our

definition.

With regard to radium, the wonderful

and epoch-making discoveries in connec

tion with it and kindred substances led

to very wild and unfounded statements

from the very beginning. Radium has

upset no known law, and has not solved

the problem of perpetual motion, neither

is its energy inexhaustible. At most

it has changed our conceptions of what

we mean by a chemical element, but here

the interference is with a definition and

not with a law. Moreover, the more

thoughtful among scientists have usually

made verbal and mental reservations in

defining an element, thus leaving room

for any growth of knowledge or change

of conception.

Possibly there are cases in which the

motion of electrons in atoms of matter

is perpetual within the limitations which

are satisfied by the rotating mass isolated

in space, but no continuous emission of

radiant or other energy would permit

perpetuity of action.

The enormous energy stored in a mass

of radium is continuously expended in

the production of heat, light and ether

pulses of the X-ray type; also streams

of ionized particles are projected with

great violence. These in themselves are

further degraded, forming successive

emanations of increasingly inert material,

each change being accompanied by loss of

energy. Thus the energetic radium actu

ally changes into inactive matter and

loses weight in the process.

In some far away period of geological

history a certain quantity of matter

became possessed of a great and highly

concentrated store of energy by virtue

of its existence as the highly active and

unstable element radium. The ultimate

transference of all this energy is as much

a matter of time as the stoppage of a
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"PERPETUAL MOTION" MACHINES

Inoperative Machines

Operative Machines, but

the Motion not Per

petual in the true

Sense.

Principle.—C onserva-

tion of Energy.

Principle.—Production

of Energy.

Principle.—Utilization

of Natural Energy.

Initial Supply of Energy to

a System Freed from all

Retarding Actions (Re

tarding Actions cannot be

eliminated).

All fallacious.

Example: Pendulum swing

ing in a vacuum.

Examples: Dynamo and

motor coupled mechani

cally and electrically;

arrangements of hinged

levers, large cisterns for

cing water to a higher

level through small pipes,

etc.

Examples: Tidal, radium

and solar motors.

steam engine when all the coal has been

consumed.

If an ounce of radium could be made

to deliver its 30 h.p. for 2,000 years, it

would by that time be correspondingly

lighter, and eventually the last trace of

it would vanish coincidently with the

performance of the last scrap of work

done by it.

If we alter our definition to cover ma

chines which work perpetually so far as

man's experience is likely to go, we include

this last class of machines, but where

shall the limit be fixed, and is such an

expanded definition admissible when

man's range of earthly experience in the

universe is by comparison less than the

beat of a fly's wing in ten thousand years ?

The comparison is truly inconceivable,

yet less unthinkable than the infinite

reality.

The three classes of perpetual motion

machine may be tabulated as below, and

those who are still unconvinced may try

to discover a fourth class or to vitiate

the arguments used to support either of

the three which are given. In any case

they are advised to try to fit their pet

devices into one or other of the columns.

If they must demonstrate the wonderful

possibilities of mental inertia and per

petual motion along one line of thought

leading to infinite and unproductive voids,

let them at least attempt to think clearly

and scientifically before giving final direc

tion to the energy-impulses of their

brains.

How to Make Wood Fire- and Acid-Proof

While the title is something of an exag

geration—for wood cannot wholly be so

protected—a treatment that is highly

beneficial, especially for table tops in

chemical laboratories, is as follows: Pre

pare a solution by dissolving aniline

hydroxide—commonly known as aniline

"salts"—in water, to about the appear

ance of thoroughly black writing ink,

also a saturated solution of sulphate of

copper (blue vitriol), by dissolving as

much of the chemical as possible in water.

Give the table top several alternate

washings with the two solutions, the

aniline first, waiting for each to dry in.

It is surprising to what extent the wood

will then be immune from action of

burning matches, filter paper, heat from

gas burners, etc., while liquids can be

washed as from tile or marble.
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GEAR WHEELS AND GEARING SIMPLY EXPLAINED

ALFRED W. MARSHALL, M.I.MECH.E., A.M.I.E.E.

One of the common methods of trans

mitting motion is by means of wheels

which make contact, or gear, as it is

called, with one another. Movement

being given to the first wheel, it is com

municated by it to the second wheel.

Any number of such wheels can be geared

together—the movement of the first wheel

can be communicated to the second wheel,

and by the second to the third, and so on.

Two such wheels are called a pair; if

there are more than two, the arrangement

is called a train of wheels. If the edges

or surfaces by which contact is made be

tween one wheel and another are smooth,

the power is transmitted by means of the

friction existing between the surfaces.

The wheel which is transmitting the

power is called the driving wheel, and the

 

one receiving it is called the driven or

following wheel. The wheels may be

of equal size, or one may be larger than

the other. In this latter instance the

smaller wheel is called a pinion. Fig. 1

shows a diagram of a pair of wheels in

gear. If D is the driver, F is the driven

wheel or follower. Fig. 2 shows a dia

gram of a train of wheels; if A is the

driver, its motion will be transmitted

by B and C in turn to D. Any one of

the wheels can be made the driver; for

example, B, which will then communicate

its movement to A and to D through C.

Fig. 3 shows a wheel W and pinion P.

The driven wheel will resist the action

of the driving wheel. It will do this

because some friction must exist at its

bearings even if no other load is placed

upon it. The amount of power trans

mitted by the driver will vary according

to the resistance to motion offered by

the driven wheel. If this resistance is

too great to be overcome by the frictional

grip existing between the contact surfaces

of the wheels, the driven wheel will lose

movement, and there will be slip between

 

Fiq. 3

the contact surfaces. To prevent it the

surfaces are cogged or cut into teeth and

made to engage positively with each

other so that there can be no slip. By

this means an accurate transmission of

the motion is ensured. Such wheels

are called spur or cog wheels.

Imagine a pair of gear wheels, AB,

Fig. 4; B is the driver giving motion

to A. If we fix a tooth T upon B to

prevent slip, we must cut a groove G in

A for it to engage with or the wheels

cannot continue to rotate. A series of

such teeth spaced at equal distances may

be fixed upon the circumference of B,

and a series of grooves to receive them

cut in the circumference of A. Slip can

not then take place. B is geared into A

and drives that wheel positively, or A

may be the driver and give motion to B.

This positive engagement between the

two wheels is entirely due to the teeth T

projecting beyond the circumferential

surface of B. Matters will be equalized,

and the time during which any particular

tooth of one wheel is engaged with the

other wheel will be prolonged, if teeth are

placed upon the circumferences of both

wheels. In this instance we should place
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Fiq 5.

 

P.tch circle

teeth V upon wheel A for this purpose.

We must then cut grooves W in B to

receive these teeth. As A is already

cut with a series of grooves, and B is pro

vided with a series of teeth, the new

grooves and teeth must be placed at the

unoccupied parts of the respective cir

cumferences. The teeth will therefore

be placed on the parts T of A, Fig. 5,

and the grooves cut in the parts G of B,

as indicated by the dotted lines.

This explains that the teeth of a cogged

wheel are made up of two parts, one of

which is inside and the other outside the

true circumference of the wheel, as indi

cated by the shaded parts T, Fig. 6.

When designing a pair or train of toothed

wheels we should, therefore, primarily

imagine them to be without teeth and

merely rolling against one another with

frictional contact only. In fact, we

should plan them as friction gearing and

merely add the teeth to the plain wheels

thus designed. The circumference of

such a plain wheel is called the pitch

surface, usually referred to as the pitch

circle, because when setting out the gear

upon paper, circles are drawn to represent

these pitch surfaces. In Fig. 6, these

circles are shown, and represent the imag

ined pair of plain wheels in contact at

their pitch surfaces. The part of the

contact surface of the tooth which is

outside the pitch circle is called the face,

and that part inside the pitch circle is

called the flank. The entire portion of a

tooth which is outside the pitch circle

is called the addendum. When plan

ning a pair or train of wheels, the first

consideration is the value or ratio of the

gearing. This means the relation be

tween the number of complete revolutions

made by the first and last wheels re

spectively, in any given interval of time;

or time can be left out of consideration

and the value of the gearing be regarded

as the number of complete revolutions

which the last wheel will make while the

first wheel makes one complete revolu

tion. The first wheel is considered to

be the one which sets the whole train in

motion. If the last wheel makes one

complete revolution while the first wheel

also makes one revolution, the train is

said to be of equal gear ratio. But if we

arrange the sizes of the wheels in suitable

proportion, the last wheel can be made

to give more or less than one revolution

for each revolution of the first wheel.

 

If it has rotated more than once when the

first wheel has made one complete revo

lution, the train is said to be geared up ;

if less, it is said to be geared down.

The ratio of revolutions is determined

by the diameters of the pitch surfaces.

Thus, if the wheels A and B, Fig. 6, are

to make equal revolutions, B making a

complete revolution for each complete

revolution of A, the pitch circles must be

equal in diameter. If B is to make two

revolutions for each one made by A, the

pitch circle of B must be exactly one-half

the diameter of the pitch circle of A,

Fig. 7. Suppose that A is to make one

and one-half revolutions for each revolu

tion of B; the pitch circle of B must be

one and one-half times as large as that

of A, Fig. 8. Thus, the required ratio

of revolutions between the driver and

driven wheel is determined, not by their

diameters as measured over the points

of the teeth, but by temporarily leaving

the teeth out of consideration and cal

culating the sizes of the pitch circles as

if there were to be no teeth. Having

decided the diameters of the pitch circles
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the diameters of the wheels measured

over the tops of the teeth is determined

by adding an allowance sufficient for

that part of the teeth which projects

beyond the pitch circles. This is shown

by Fig. 9, the pitch circles being the

dotted lines and the full circles the over

all diameters of the wheels. The part

of the teeth which projects beyond the

pitch circle is shaded. Patterns or blanks

from which the wheels will be made

would, therefore, be turned to this over

all diameter, which thus provides the

requisite allowance to complete the teeth.

When turning up the wheels in the lathe

it is frequently the practice to mark a

line representing the pitch circle upon

the side of the wheel. This serves as a

guide when cutting the teeth and fitting

them in their place for working.

The ratio of revolutions between one

wheel and the other also depends upon

the relative numbers of teeth. If wheel

A has 20 teeth and wheel B 30 teeth, A

will rotate one and a half turns to one

complete revolution of B. Therefore,

we must not only design the pitch sur

faces so that their diameters bear the

proper proportion, but we must also make

the numbers of the teeth in the same pro

portion. To some extent this question

decides itself, because the teeth upon A

must be spaced at a distance apart to

correspond with the spacing of the teeth

which are upon B, or the two sets will not

fit properly together; the numbers of

teeth should, however, always be cal

culated and made to correspond correctly

in proportion to the diameters of the

pitch surfaces. Some difficulty may

occur in doing this. The distance from

the center of one tooth to the center of

the next is called the pitch. It is meas

ured along the pitch circle. If the two

wheels are to gear properly together, the

pitch of the teeth upon A must be the

same as the pitch of those upon B.

 

When determining the number of teeth

for, say, wheel B, you may find that any

number which gives a reasonable pitch

and is a convenient fraction of an inch,

such as Y% in. or % in., will not divide

the pitch circle of A into the correct

number of teeth. You cannot have frac

tions of teeth. If the wheel centers are

not fixed, the matter may perhaps be

adjusted by a slight alteration in the

sizes of the pitch circles, still keeping

them to the desired proportion. If the

centers cannot be altered, you must then

arrange a pitch which is as near as pos

sible suitable to the available cutters, if

the teeth are to be cut, or make a special

cutter. There is another method of

reckoning the pitch. Instead of measur

ing it along the circumference, it is

measured as so many teeth per inch

diameter of the pitch circle. Thus, if a

wheel having a pitch circle diameter of

3 in. is to have 24 teeth, they are said to

be 8 pitch, because there are 8 teeth in

1 in. of the pitch circle diameter. Awk

ward fractions of an inch can thus be

dealt with in a simple way; No. 8 dia

metrical pitch would be .393 circum

ferential pitch. If the circumference of

the pitch circle is made of such a size

that fractions are avoided, the diameter

may be some awkward dimension. By

working to diametrical pitch, the pitch

circle diameter can be made to a dimen

sion which is convenient to measure.

Tool makers use this method to a con

siderable extent, and supply a variety of

cutters made to diametrical pitch.

Therefore, as a rule, there is no need
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The diameter of the pitch circle mul

tiplied by 3.1416 and divided by the

number of teeth will give the circum

ferential pitch.

The diameter of the pitch circle mul

tiplied by 3.1416 and divided by the

pitch will give the number of teeth.

To obtain the diametrical pitch from

the circumferential (also called circular)

pitch, divide 3.1416 by the circumferen

tial pitch.

To obtain the circumferential pitch

from the diametrical pitch, divide 3.1416

by the diametrical pitch.

 

Fig. 13

The size of the teeth is determined

according to the power which they have

to transmit. They tend to break at the

lowest portion—that is, at the root. If

the wheels are well fitted, and the teeth

make contact throughout the entire width,

they will resist the strain much better

than if they are inaccurately fitted. In

the latter case they may make contact

at some place near the edge so that the

strain is concentrated mainly upon a

small portion of the metal. The power

which a gear wheel can transmit increases

with the speed of the rotation. If a

wheel has a slow speed of rotation, there

fore, its teeth must be larger than they

need be if the speed is higher to transmit

a given amount of power. Generally,

there will be two pairs of teeth or more

in contact simultaneously, so that you

can reckon that the pressure is dis

tributed upon two teeth. All the small

classes of gearing likely to be used by

amateurs will, in all probability, have

sufficient strength when the teeth are

made of recognized good proportions so

that no calculations need be made for

this. If the teeth are to be cut from the

solid—and this is the best method for

small wheels—the blanks can be sent to

a gear-cutter who will select a suitable

tool. It will only be necessary to state

the sizes of the pitch circles and the num

ber of teeth to be cut in each wheel.

When deciding upon the numbers, arrange

to have as many teeth as possible con

sistent with strength and wear. It is

not advisable to have less than seven

teeth in any wheel.

The teeth are usually proportioned

according to the length of the pitch.

Different makers vary the dimensions to

a small extent. The well-known author

ity, Professor Unwin, in his "Elements

of Machine Design," gives the following

(see Fig. 10), the unit being the pitch.

These dimensions show that the thickness

of a tooth measured on the pitch circle

should be slightly less than the width

of the interval between the teeth (called

the space). Also that there will be a

clearance space between the point of the

tooth of one wheel and the bottom of the

space of the wheel into which it is geared.

The width of the wheel is usually about

2 to iy<i times the pitch. When a pair

of wheels are in gear, the pitch circles

should touch. If such proportions for

the teeth and spaces as given in Fig. 10

have been adopted, there will then be a

small amount of play between the teeth,

as the thickness of the teeth is slightly

less than the width of the spaces, and the

height above the pitch circle is less than

the depth inside it. This clearance allows

for very small irregularities, and enables

the wheels to run without jamming; it

should not be produced by extending

the distance between the centers of the

wheels.

There is a kind of gearing used in mill

work called mortise wheels. In this one

wheel of a pair is fitted with wooden teeth

dovetailed into slots in the rim. When

these are used the proportions of the

teeth are altered, the wooden teeth being
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made thicker than the metal teeth of

the wheel with which it is geared. The

object of the gear is to reduce noise. It

would scarcely be used for small gearing

except as a model of a large gear.

The teeth of cog-wheels require to be

made of peculiar shape. It is not suffi

cient to make teeth of any pattern which

will allow them to engage and disengage

during rotation without binding. There

is a further consideration: they must be

of such a shape that the relative velocities

of the pitch circles will not be disturbed

as they roll one against the other. The

pitch circles should continue to roll as

if there were no teeth and no slip. Mathe

maticians have discovered that if the

teeth are shaped according to certain

well-known geometrical curves, this con

dition will be practically fulfilled. The

three curves which are used in practice

are the epicycloid, the hypocycloid and

the involute. When made on the cy-

cloidal principle the contact surfaces of

each tooth are composed of two curves.

That part which is outside the pitch

circle is curved to the epicycloid, and

that part which is inside the pitch circle

is curved to the hypocycloid (see Fig. 11).

A cycloid is the curve which is described

by a point fixed at the circumference of a

circle when that circle is rolled in contact

with a straight line. An epicycloid is

the curve which would be described by

the point if the circle were rolled upon the

circumference of another circle. A hypo

cycloid is the curve which would be de

scribed if the circle were rolled in contact

with, but inside, the circumference of

another circle.

If the curves of the faces of the teeth

on one wheel are formed by the same

rolling circle which is used to form the

flanks of the teeth on the wheel with which

it is to gear, the relative velocities of the

pitch circles will not be disturbed by the

engagement of the respective teeth.

This is actually done in practice. The

curves are sometimes really produced

by rolling a disc representing the curve-

generating circle upon another disc or

template representing the pitch circle,

or are drawn by compasses to some geo

metrical construction which gives arcs

of circles very closely approximating to

the real curve. Constructions of this

kind are given in text-books on machine

construction. The same generating circle

can be used to describe the curves for

the faces and flanks of the teeth of each

wheel; this is convenient and usual in

practice, though two generating circles

could be used—one for the flanks of the

driver teeth and faces of the driven teeth,,

and the other for the faces of the driver

and flanks of the driven teeth. If more

than two wheels are in gear together, or

if a number of wheels are required to gear

indiscriminately with each other—as in

the case of a set of change-wheels for a

lathe or other machine—it is necessary

to use one circle only to generate the

curves for the faces and flanks of the

teeth of all the wheels.

Many wheels are made with teeth

which have straight instead of curved

flanks, the lines being radial. This is

quite correct, because a hypocycloid

generated by a circle whose diameter

is equal to the radius of the pitch circle

inside which it rolls is a straight line,

Fig. 12. The generating circle should

not be made larger than this, as the

straight line then becomes a reverse

curve, producing a weak form of tooth

at the root, as indicated by Fig. 13. For

this reason the diameter of the generating

circle to form the teeth of a set of wheels

of different sizes is usually made equal

to the radius of the pitch circle of the

smallest wheel. The flanks of the teeth

of that wheel will then be straight lines,

and those of all the others will be curves.

But all will be hypocycloids, and the

teeth will not be weak at the root. Ac

cording to Molesworth, the best diame

ter of the generating circle is given by

2.22 times the pitch, provided the number

of teeth in any one of the wheels is not

less than fourteen. If the number be

less, the diameter of the generating circle

should be equal to the number of teeth

multiplied by the pitch and divided by

6.3.

Teeth shaped upon the cycloidal prin

ciple preserve the relative velocities of

the pitch circles only if the wheel centers

are at the proper distance apart. If the

centers are spread so that the pitch circles

do not rotate in contact, the relative

velocity is not maintained. If the teeth

are shaped upon the involute principle,

this condition need not be strictly ob

served; the relative velocities will not

be disturbed if the centers are spread or

brought more closely together to a small
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extent. Any normal wear of the bear

ings would thus not interfere with the

proper action of the teeth. The involute

is a geometrical curve produced by the

end of a stretched cord which is being

unwound off a cylinder or the circumfer

ence of a circle; it would also be produced

by the end of a straight line which is being

rocked upon the circumference of a circle.

In either case the circle is called the base

circle, and the curve produced is called

the involute of that circle. Teeth shaped

upon this principle do not have two curves

for their contact surfaces; the face and

flank at each side of a tooth is formed

by one and the same involute curve (see

Fig. 14). The curve is produced by the

end of the line B, which represents the

 

Fig. 14

cord or straight line rocking upon the

base circle. Such teeth are of strong

shape, and all wheels with involute teeth

will work correctly together if the teeth

are of the same pitch and obliquity of

line of contact. That is, a line LC, Fig. 14,

making contact with the base circle and

passing through the pitch point P. For

a set of wheels, any pair to work together,

the radii of the base circles must bear

the same proportion as the radii of the

pitch circles. A curve consisting of an

arc of a circle can be produced which is

very near to the true involute curve;

geometrical constructions for this are

given in text-books on gearing and ma

chine construction. According to some

authorities, teeth shaped to the involute

curve exert a thrust along the line joining

the centers of the wheels (called the line

of centers), thus exerting extra pressure

teeth. The wheels were tried with the

teeth engaging at various depths, and

did not show any tendency to thrust the

centers apart until they were placed with

the teeth engaged only to a depth of % in.

out of a total depth c&V/i in. ; even then

the tendency to separate the centers was

very slight. Involute cutters are stocked

by tool dealers, and the curve is favored

in American practice. If the angle A,

Fig. 14, be made as large as practicable,

involute teeth appear to give good results

in working. The effect of increasing

the angle A is to bring the circumference

of the base circle close to that of the pitch

circle, the result being short teeth.

( To be continued)

Wireless Telegraphy without Sparks

According to the Matin, a young French

engineer has made a discovery which is

likely to revolutionize wireless telegraphy.

The article in the Matin says: "The

author of this wonderful discovery is M.

Julien Bdthenod, a favorite pupil of

Henri Poincare" and a personal friend of

M. Branly. This young scientist is al

ready known as the inventor of an alter

nator, by means of which messages are

sent out by wireless sound sparks. This

alternator is in use at the Eiffel Tower,

and is employed for military and naval

purposes in several places in the Colonies.

The invention of M. Julien B^thenod

consists in the main in this, that it sub

stitutes for wireless telegraphy with

sparks wireless telegraphy without sparks.

In the case of wireless telegraphy with

sparks, the materials required are: (1)

an alternator; (2) a transformer; (3)

a self-induction coil; (4) a condenser;

(5) an oscillator; (6) an antenna. With

wireless telegraphy without sparks, on

the other hand, all that is necessary is an

alternator and an antenna. Of course,

it is a special antenna that is required,

as well as a machine that is capable of

sending out waves on the antenna that
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INFLUENCE OF ANTIQUE MODELS ON PRESENT-DAY FURNITURE

Various Forms of Tables. Described—The Tray Table—The Telephone Table

PAUL D. OTTER

It will be found that the influence of

"periods" actively determines our form

of furniture as does the period style of

the building determine the nature and

decoration of the room within, and so it

is with the intention of dividing the

furniture family under headings that

the subject of tables is now considered.

It is not so much what we make for our

selves in unrestrained enthusiasm, urged

on by watching the clean shavings curl

from our plane, but it is what others might

think of our product when we get through

with it that impels us to consider with

some deference, what is in the market?—

what kind of furniture is the home fur

nisher seeking?

In this inspection of present furniture

it will inspire the practical tool user with

increased confidence to know that many of

the furniture forms bought by discrimina

ting purchasers he can make for his own

home and use also as models for private

orders.

With this idea in mind the present

subject has been prepared, presenting

types of simple construction and of a

character which will harmonize well in

the furnishing of the modest home; par

ticularly will others fit in well with the

bungalow and concrete order of home,

the character of which originally springs

 

from the same source as shown in many

under consideration.

Having a two-fold use, Fig. 1 is very

desirable in the small cottage or bungalow

home where the dining-room is frequently

the living-room. It is well adapted for

beginners in the home life, and when not

in use looks well against the wall as a

settle, particularly when the room has

a timbered or paneled treatment.

It might be well to note here in passing

that all such pieces of furniture never

look well in natural or light finish, even

golden oak finish, for much of the square

furniture is too light. The main purpose

and most satisfactory color finish is to get

age brown tones immediately, as they

blend well with draperies, rugs and all

other furnishings. Such a tone, you will

notice, accords well with standard tones

adopted by the architect and decorator.

This age tone is commonly known under

 

Fig. 4—A Gate Leg Table
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the name of "fumed oak." "Cathedral

oak" is another pleasing shade of brown.

Oak is also a safe wood to use for furniture

of a medieval type, or that which partakes

of a sturdy character and possesses a

combination of square and round-turned

parts.

It is assumed a sufficient working draw

ing be made showing the end view of the

subject and also one-half of the front view.

With the skill of a workman and the

experience in getting out and handling

stock much of unnecessary and familiar

detail need not be placed on the drawing

if time does not permit. The use of the

drawing will be to pencil in between deter

mined measurements unknown detail of

form and outline. Other simple parts

may with judgment be arranged for and

fitted as the work proceeds.

These remarks do not, of course, mini

mize the value of a clearly defined work

ing drawing, should there be any need

of referring to it at some later time or of

making a modified interpretation of the

same class of subject.

Well-seasoned wood should at all times

be made use of and generous well-fitting

tenons be given to the cross stretchers,

which should go clear through the thick

ness of cross legs and be further secured

either by a headless brad or a hardwood

peg. The top of the table may operate

on a bolt or lag screw secured through a

hole in the enlarged part of batten and

pass into arm or back post. This is a

matter of experimenting and also the

location of top in central position over

the base when down in place.

Little need be said of the settle table

in Fig. 2, except to call attention to

another use of the compartment under

the lift-up seat. This is entirely of Y% in.

boards. The drawing here shown repre

sents a familiar type of early English or

early colony utility table. It admits,

however, of varied outline and more

elaborate treatment. Sometimes the

seat is padded and upholstered with a

padded and upholstered panel treatment,

covering much of the space within the

battens of the underside of the top. This,

then, to use an expression, "puts it in

another class" and identifies it more with

the furnishings of a craftsman's living

room.

It is desired by the aid of the cuts shown

to excite individual expression as much

as possible. Much of the old furniture

is interesting from the ingenious devices

or construction, designed just as much

then as today to serve a double purpose,

and it is hoped that the spark of inventive

genius may be fanned into a flame 01

enthusiasm for other simplifying means

or comfort-giving features. Meanwhile

curb any desire to change good form for

some untrained outline or erratic profile

to your turnings; rather seek out and

make a rough pencil sketch of a bit of

turning or an approved outline which

you think would apply to a particular

form of furniture needing a little more

grace or livelier expression to it by a

change of outline, or an added bit of

modest carving or molding.

Fig. 3 presents an English breakfast

table which is coming again into renewed

favor. It has its advantages of looking

well when not used as a meal table and

of being useful for other purposes.

The marked revival of needlework

among ladies demands attractiveness in

table designs, and for this reason the

antique models are more than ever being

reproduced, fashion dictating that lunch

eons be served on bare table tops over

open lace-work doilies and scarfs. A

becoming design of table is therefore

much in demand. A simple turned shape

to the posts of the Jacobean period is

shown, although other profiles may be

used. Two specially fitted hinges

screwed firmly in the usual way to ends

of leg strainers and brought together by a

central pin covered by finishing cap will

provide one of the many ways of throwing

open the legs to a square position under

the table top.

Certain unobtrusive stops and a lock

ing device are to be provided to check the

posts at a determined position. What

ever may be the diameter of the table,

make the center of the table about 3 in.

less than a third of the diameter.

The size of leg stock shown on cut is

for the larger size of table, 48 x 48 in.

Fig. 4 is now one of the very popular

forms of gate leg tables—most frequently

made in mahogany. This fits in well

with furniture of a mahogany order, as

does most of the William and Mary style,

of which this is a suggestion.

The gate with the halved out post A

fitting into cross rail correspondingly

halved in a loose fitting manner, pivots or
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swings out from post, loosely pivoting

on top of rail. The corresponding gate

on other side of table swings out in a

similar but alternating direction, stopping

at a check at right angles with the table

frame. All dropleaf tables should be

treated with a rule joint contact with leaf

and top of table.

Fig. 5 meets with favor now even

though its class was replaced by the

pedestal table; yet it, too, has the merit

of side-wall attractiveness which the

modern table cannot have. The leaves

are usually supported by a stiff swinging

cross bar set into top of apron rail. Care

should be used in the selection of dry

 

Pig. S—A "Sheraton" Dining Table. 42 or 48 In. in Diameter

to home charms and the wife's pleasure

in displaying in an attractive way and on

suitable furniture her growing collection

of silver, cut glass, decorated ware, and

last but not least, her linen, for every

day or on festal occasions. This requires

us to show Fig. 6, a serving table, which

is very simple and plain, being a sort of

second cousin of the more aristocratic

sideboard. It is one remove from the

buffet, and consequently, about fits in

with our modest ideas of living, and the

useful furniture we need about a bungalow

or that class of home.

Little need be said about this, except

that a form of frame made similar to one

suggested in Fig. 13, is to be used as a

base of construction, and the two lower

shelves are to be cut out and fitted in a sim

ilar manner. The shelves may be secured

^o posts from the underside by means of

 

Fig. 8—Section of Serving Tray for the Tray Tabic Shown in Put J

 
 

 

Fig. 6—A Serving Table
Fig. 7—A Tray Table to Fit Glatl Tray

10. x 2S In.

Fig. 9—Tray Stand to Be Ux
in Connection with Claaa

Tray. Fig. 8

lumber for the tops and also to screw on

a batten, using no glue, but setting each

screw in a small slot so that the top may

shrink and expand unretarded.

Mahogany, or mahogany-finished birch

is properly the wood for this table, and

more particularly if it is made in a smaller

size than a 42-in. top.

We used to feel very well satisfied with

the ordinary dining-table and a direct

communication to the kitchen and the

pantry, but now our needs, through a

process of refinement, must take on con

siderable complexity, all of which adds

a counterbored screw hole bored on a

long slant. This simple sideboard is

becoming a necessity, as in a home with

out servants it permits of extra table

furnishings and the desserts to be placed

in readiness before the meal is begun,

thus creating greater repose for the

housewife.

Fig. 7 offers a good substitute or even

an adjunct to Fig. 6, being a tray table

which provides a proper resting-place

for the glass-filled tray when not in use.

We do not pass the social hour or two

without on many occasions being served
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with refreshments, and the tray has truly

become a necessary article, and like every

thing else an object of attractiveness and

friendly rivalry as to who will own the

prettiest tray.

Fig. 7 may properly have a second

drawer, although where the lower shelf

might be used for a fruit bowl such an

addition may destroy the decorative

effect.

The glass tray, Fig. 8, which in this

instance determines the size of table top

for Fig. 7, consists of a molding of oak

or mahogany cut from a stick % x 134 m-

of a section, preferably the one shown.

These pieces are cut to a mitered frame

measuring over all 16 x 25 in. Long

brads properly set in and concealed, or

a J^-in. saw kerf run across the glued up

frame at an angle of 45 degrees with a slip

of wood set in glue and trimmed off, will

probably produce a more dependable

joint. A piece of good, clear, clean single

thick glass, a piece of attractive figured

cretonne with birds, foliage or flowers, a

piece of dry thin board or flat stiff straw

board, are to be cut to fit not too tightly

within the rabbet size of the frame, then

with a number of stiff, thin brads securely

nail in position; a small, round reed or

stick is sometimes used to brad in over

the backing. As a final covering of this

surface and also to extend over the bottom

face of frame, glue on an extra large piece

of corduroy, preferably brown, green

or gray, starting from one end, and using

some stiff paste, or rather thick prepared

glue, which has little moisture. After

this covering is set and dry, use a sharp

knife in trimming off the material over

hanging outer edges. Brass handles are

now to be had for such trays, and care

should be taken to set the screws into

the light frame in a prepared hole small

enough to make the screw draw up firmly.

Fig. 9 is a collapsible table or stand to

support tray in kitchen or pantry when

receiving contents previous to carrying

to dining-room tray table, Fig. 7, or in to

guests during some social gathering. It

is quite a useful article for large gatherings

where other table space is being used, and

is also necessary for the welfare of a

handsome tray when away from its

proper place.

THE SEWING TABLE

Among the many kinds of tables the

sewing table provides an orderly place

for materials and ample space to lay out

work on the top and extending leaves.

The plain and less expensive type shown

in Fig. 10 in mission style is here used

as a basis for any different treatment the

reader may wish to give it and not depart

from form or size of parts. The legs

may be treated with a squared neck or

lessening of stock under the lower drawer

frame and the major part of post reduced

to a taper and expanded again before it

reaches the floor into a square ball effect;

or this full length may be turned by using

some well selected taper form. The

shelf and top may then be treated with a

molded edge and slightly rounded corners

and the rule joint be used instead of plain

square.

Fig. 11 is a more pretentious table

properly made in mahogany. This is

the type the interested worker will find

gives him the opportunity for skilled

workmanship, and in the drawers he may

insert various small compartments and

specified divisions which would delight

the future possessor of such an article.

By the use of Fig. 12 the manner of

gluing up stock is shown, and may be

resorted to for producing a flowing shape

or outline, which is frequently wider than

stock obtainable. The heavy line shows

the proposed shape of one-half of lyre

pedestal to work table, Fig. 11, allowing

length for large tenons, top and bottom

A to fit in mortise in frame, Fig. 13, and

the lower tenon to fit in molded base

above scroll feet in Fig. 11. Before the

outline indicated in heavy line is sawed

out, unite the two halves by gluing.

This will enable you to use long clamps

on flat surfaces. When dry, saw out on

band saw and cut tenons.

The frame, Fig. 13, here shown is a

base in most all forms of modern con

struction of carcass work. If the reader

will inspect any available piece of fur

niture of a case of like nature, he will find

this frame to be a convenient one upon

which to secure other constructional

parts. In many instances it is not in

outward evidence, while in the case of

the sewing table, Fig. 11, it appears be

tween the two drawers and above and

below. Where thus exposed to view the

stile should either be faced with veneer

or be of the same kind of wood as the

entire construction; these frames other

wise may be made of inferior wood, gen
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erally of % or % in. thickness, and 2 or

more inches wide, judgment showing

whether one or more crossbars will be

needed for extra stiffness.

A preparatory working drawing which

you should make will indicate where you

are to relish out the corners, as instanced

in Fig. 13, to provide a place for the jamb

blocks on each side of drawer. The ends

of the carcass hidden by the drop leaves

in the cut are glued and secured by screws

to these frames by .screws countersunk

or set in, as shown at B.

USE OF CORNER BLOCKS

A double insurance of strength and

stiffness is always secured in cabinet work

by setting in frequent corner blocks:

out and provide certain ingenious devices

which further embody personality in

one's productions. Various holding-up

methods are used on such tables, the

 

Fig. 12—Half
Shape of Lyre
Pedestal
Showing Man*
ner of Gluing
Up Irregular
Shape

Fig. 13—Frame for Sew.
ing Table

 

 

 

Fig. IS—A "Sheraton" Side Table

Fig. 10—Serving Table Having Top
Area When the Leaves are

up, 18 x 3} In.

Fig. 11—Colonial Sewing Table 30
In. High and Top When Both
Leaves Are Up, 18 x 40 in.

 

 

Fig. 14—Mission Table Showing "Elizabethan" Treatment on Left Leu Fig. 16—A Telephone Table and Stool

these may be made of neatly cut trian

gular blocks or strips two or more inches

in length.

The upholding of the drop leaves may

be secured by various means, and I take

it that if it is a pleasure to construct an

article it is equally interesting to study

simplest possibly being a swing bar, space

for which must be provided for its action

under the middle part of the table top,

or sufficient space may be provided on

your drawing so that the middle top shall

hang over sufficiently to hinge to each side

of the case a %-in. swing bracket long
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enough properly to support the drop leaf

when drawn up.

Our broad-handed way of living makes

the subject of tables very varied, as each

room appears to demand a special form

of table, but I am going to give the parlor

cant attention at present, for that room

s falling much into disfavor. Fig. 14

shows a very popular and approved formof

convenience table for the living-room. It

is of the mission order, yet for those who

wish a less heavy effect, the left leg is

shown turned in the Elizabethan style,

which will be found to modify the over-

weighty appearance, and permit of its

use in greater harmony with a mixed

assortment of furniture patterns, which

are generally to be found in a living-room.

Such tables are generally made in three

sizes, 40 x 30 in., 42 x 28 in. and 36 x 26 in.

Fig. 15 is a graceful form of table

adapted to a ladies' room, parlor or

reception hall, and should be made in

mahogany or other rare wood.

The top is semi-circular and the apron

is sawed in conformity and set under

very slightly, about % in.; the legs are

1J^ in. square and mortised between

the aprons and reduced by a taper to

% in. at floor. By making a small groov

ing tool or plane, a groove of 3-32 in.

square may be plowed in % in. away from

edges of legs on front and also on apron

front and one groove in edge of table top,

into which may be set in glue a strip of

wood or veneer of a lighter color. Let

dry and then scrape flush with cabinet

scraper and sand smooth with No. 00

sandpaper.

THE TELEPHONE TABLE

The telephone table, Fig. 16, I am sure

will be highly valued in the home, par

ticularly by the feminine members of

the family. The style is a modified type

fitting in well with the "Mission,"

"Quaint" or "Arts and Crafts" style

so prevalent. The simple general form

is one permitting various changes in leg

treatment and shape of outline to apron.

An undershelf in table provides for the

telephone book. The top, shelves and

side rails are of %-in. material. The

table stand is so made with the side

strainers or stretchers provided with a

of stool top to facilitate withdrawing it.

A wooden arm represented in C and a

turned disc to hold telephone stand is

secured by a bolt with nut and washers

to table top at back so that instrument

may be swung back or forward for con

venience.—Building Age.

A Hint for Cutting Keyways

AN APPRENTICE

The accompanying sketches show an

easy and practical way of ensuring a key-

way to run parallel with the shaft. Most

planing and shaping machines have one

or more slots running longitudinally with

the table. If one of these slots be planed

 

A Method of Cutting Keyways Parallel

the whole length of the table to an angle

of 90 degrees so that a shaft may rest

in it as in a V-block, it will amply repay

one for the trouble expended on it. It

will also stop the shaft from buckling under

the pressure of the cutting tool.

Reporting Obstructions by

Radio Telegraphy

Shipmasters in the North Atlantic are

invited to communicate reports of danger

ous obstructions to navigation to the Hy-

drographic Office, Washington, D.C., or to

the nearest Branch Hydrographic Office,

by radio telegraphy at or near the time

of seeing the obstruction. Such mes

sages should be brief and in English.

They should be addressed via any naval

or commercial radio telegraph station

along the coast of the United States.

The cost of their overland transmission

will be borne by the Hydrographic Office.

Particular attention is invited to the
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INDUCTION MOTORS AND HOW THEY WORK

NORMAN E. NOBLE

In this article it is intended to deal

with the description of induction motors

and principle upon which they work.

This is a subject that most amateurs

(whose study of alternating current

motors has not progressed very far)

consider somewhat of a mystery, and it

is for their benefit that this article is

written. I have endeavored, as far as

possible, to keep the description and

drawings as clear as I can, considering

alternating current for their power.

However, for those whose knowledge is

slightly rusty, I will commence with a

brief description of their derivation.

An alternating current is one that is

neither constant in direction or pressure,

but varies—first flowing in one direction

round the circuit, commencing from a

zero value and rising to maximum, and

then back to zero; it then changes its

direction and flows round the circuit in

 

the nature of the subject ; also the mathe

matics of induction motors have been

left out entirely, as they are rather com

plex and might have induced the ama

teur to slip over some of the most im

portant points. It has been assumed

that those who wish to study the prin

ciple of induction motors have a good

all-round knowledge of the properties

of direct-current motors and apparatus,

and have also a slight knowledge of the

fundamental principles of alternating

currents and one or two of its peculiari

ties, as induction motors depend upon

 

the opposite direction: from zero to a

maximum, and back to zero. This cycle

of operations is repeated at regular

intervals of time.

Let us now consider Fig. 1, in which

the curved line represents an alternating

current, and shows the variation in direc

tion and pressure. The line X Y repre

sents the zero line—volts in one direction

being marked above the line, and volts

in the opposite direction below the line,

time being marked horizontally. The

current starts at a zero value at A, and

increases, at a varying rate (as shown by

TO EXTERNAL CUtCOIT

, eOHDOCTOR
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DIRECTION Or

INDUCED CURRENT
 

the curve), to a maximum value at B;

then it decreases from a maximum to a

zero value marked C, all in one distance

round the circuit. The direction is now

changed, and the current increases from

a zero value at C to a maximum value

at D, and then down to a zero value at

E—all in the opposite direction round

the circuit. This complete cycle of

variations—that is, from A to E—is called

one period; this period or cycle of varia

tions is repeated at regular intervals of

time, each period occupying 1-50 or 1-25

second, according to the design of the

alternator supplying the current. Thus,

we get a current having 50 or 25 complete

periods of variation per second; of course,

we can get currents having 100 or 60, or

any other number of complete periods

of variation, but 25 and 50 periods per

second are the most common; the peri

odicity or frequency of the current being

a fixed quantity for any particular alter

nator at its proper speed.

We will now consider how these alter

nating currents can be produced. For

our illustration let us consider a single

coil of wire revolving in a direct-current

magnetic field, and each end of the coil

being connected to a separate slip-ring.

(See Fig. 2.) The coil E is assumed to

be rotating in a clockwise

direction, as indicated. As

the coil revolves, the con

ductor A cuts the lines of

force in one direction; this

induces an e.m.f. in the

z conductor, which causes a

current to flow, the direction

of which can be easily

determined by remembering

the following simple rule:

"Hold the palm of the

right hand so as to meet the lines of force

(coming from the N. pole to the S. pole),

and place the hand so that the thumb

indicates the direction of motion of the

conductor, and the fingers will point out

the direction of the induced current."

(See Fig. 3).

If this rule be applied to Fig. 2, the

induced currents will be found to flow

in the direction shown by the arrows.

We will now deal with the currents gen

erated during the first quarter of a revo

lution (that is, 90 degrees). Considering

the conductor A, this will start cutting

the lines of force gradually, and as it

rotates will cut an increasing number of

lines, until, when it has moved 90 degrees,

it is cutting a maximum number of lines.

Now the e.m.f. induced in any conductor

is directly proportional to the rate of

cutting; therefore, it will be seen that

the e.m.f. generated during the first 90

degrees of a revolution corresponds to

that portion of the curve, Fig. 1, from

A to B. Of course, at the same time

there is an e.m.f. generated in the con

ductor By Fig. 2, which assists that gener

ated in the conductor A. During the

second quarter of the revolution (that is,

from 90 degrees to 180 degrees), the num

ber of lines cut is a maximum at the com

mencement, and grad

ually decreases to zero;

thus, the e.m.f. generated

in this portion of the

revolution will vary from

a maximum to a zero
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conductors cut the

lines of force in the

reverse direction; the

e.m.f. generated will

vary in pressure from volts in one

zero to a maximum, BmECT10H

as in the first quarter^

of a revolution, and

will correspond to that

part of the curve C to

D, and, finally, in the

last quarter (that is,

from 270 degrees to S^tTom

360 degrees), the

e.m.f. generated will

vary from a maximum

to a zero value (as

in the second quarter), and corresponds

to that portion of the curve D to E, Fig. 1.

The current produced by this single

coil revolving in a two-pole field, as in

Fig. 2, is a single-phase alternating cur

rent, and we get one complete period

produced during one revolution of the

coil; therefore, to get 50 periods per

second, we must rotate the coil at 50

revolutions per second. If we had a

four-pole field, we should get two com

plete periods during one revolution of

the coil; so, under these conditions, we

need only revolve the coil at 1,500 revo

lutions per minute to produce 50 periods

per second. Hence, as we increase the

number of poles of the field, we increase

the periodicity of the current (that is, of

course, for a given speed). Therefore,

to find the periodicity of an alternator,

we have: Periodicity per second equals

revolutions per second times number of

pairs of poles.

Referring back to Fig. 2, we had one

coil only. Now, suppose we wind another

similar coil at right angles to the original

coil, and connect it to two

more slip-rings (that is, four

altogether), Fig. 4. The

coil Z would be generating

a maximum e.m.f. when the

coil Y was generating no

e.m.f., and vice versa; so.

if we revolve these two coils

in a two-pole magnetic field,

as before, we shall get two

alternating currents, one

having its maximum value

when the other has its zero

value, the difference be

tween the two being 90 de

 

grees, Fig. 5. This is called a two-phase

current, the phase difference being 90 de

grees. Curve A represents one phase, and

the curve B represents the other phase. As

regards the periodicity of the currents, it is

exactly the same as previously pointed qut

—that is, it depends on the speed and

the number of pairs of poles. If we had

to wind three coils having 120 degrees

between each of them, we should get

three currents having a phase difference

of 120 degrees, Fig. 6. This is all that

will be said on the derivation of alter

nating currents.

Induction motors can be made to run

on either single-, two- or three-phase

current circuits. We will consider two-

phase motors first. Let us take a soft

iron ring-shaped core, as shown in Fig. 7

—(it must, of course, be laminated to

prevent eddy currents)—and wind a coil

of wire in two halves, A and B, on oppo

site sides of the ring. If we now pass a

direct current through the coils in the

direction shown, we shall get a magnetic

field produced inside the ring, as indicated
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by the dotted lines, the N. and S. poles

being as shown; if we put a small com

pass needle in the center of the ring, it

will, of course, take up a horizontal posi

tion. Let us now wind another similar

coil of wire in two halves C and D, and

at right angles to the coils A and B, Fig. 8.

If we pass a direct current through the

coils C and D in the direction indicated,

we get a vertical magnetic field, having

its N. pole at the top and its S. pole at

the bottom. If we now pass the same

current through both coils in the direc

tions shown, simultaneously, we get two

magnetic fields at right angles to one an

other, and a compass needle placed inside

the ring will take up a position midway

between the two fields, as shown in Fig. 8.

Turning back to Fig. 7, let us supply the

coils A and B with an alternating current

(single-phase); therefore, we shall get a

current flowing first in one direction,

and then in the other. At one particular

instant the current would be flowing as

indicated by the arrows, and consequently

would produce a magnetic field having

its N. and S. poles in the ring, as shown.

The strength of the field would gradually

increase from zero to a maximum, and

then decrease to zero. Then, with the

current changing its direction, the poles

of the magnetic field would be reversed—

that is, the N. pole would become S.,

and vice versa, during the period that the

current was flowing in the opposite direc

tion to that shown. The result is—we

get what is called a pulsating field, and

a compass needle placed inside the ring

under these conditions would first be

pulled in one direction and then the other;

and if we looked closely at the needle we

should be able to see a visible vibration,

but no rotation, unless we first gave the

needle a twist; the reason being that

the needle has not time enough to turn

Dartiv round in one direction before it is

HINGED B«"
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the two methods is suitable for produc

ing rotation. To produce rotation we

require a rotating field, and not a pul

sating field.

The production of a rotating field can

be accomplished by supplying two or

more suitably placed coils with alter

nating currents differing in phase; by

that is meant—one current attains its

maximum value a certain fixed time after

or before the other. Let us take a two-

phase current (that is, one quarter of a

period phase difference, Fig. 5), and sup

ply the coils A and B with one phase of

the current, say, the lagging current, and

the coils C and D with the other phase

(that is, the leading current), Fig. 8.

Under these conditions we shall get a

rotating magnetic field revolving at a

uniform rate in a clockwise direction in

this case, and if the following explanation

be carefully studied, the reader will have

got over the most difficult part, and one

which causes trouble to many amateurs.

At that instant when the current in the

coils A and B is at zero, the current in the

coils C and D is at a maximum, and is

assumed to be flowing in the direction

mametic field
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poles as per Fig. 8. This would be the

case if we consider the coils separately;

but as the magnetic field due to the coils

C and D is weakening, owing to the cur

rent's decreasing in value, the magnetic

field due to the coils A and B is increasing

in strength, hence the two fields act upon

one another at right angles and produce

a rotating field having its position at any

instant in between the two fields, and its

relative position between the two being

directly in proportion to the strengths of

the two fields. Thus, at the beginning

the field produced by the coils C and D

is vertical, and the field due to the two

coils A and B is at zero value; now, when

the currents have passed through a

quarter of a period, the field due to the

coils C and D is at zero, and that produced

by the coils A and B is at a maximum and

is horizontal; therefore, it will be seen

that the magnetic field has moved a

quarter of a revolution in a clockwise

direction in the same amount of time that

the currents have passed through a quar

ter of a period variation. Now, the

movement of the magnetic field from one

position to another is not instantaneous

but is uniform, because when one set of

coils is producing its maximum magnetic

field (which gradually decreases to zero),

the other set of coils is producing a zero

field (which gradually increases to a

maximum value), and both are varying

at the same rate of change. This can

perhaps be made a little clearer by com

parison with an everyday fact: Suppose

we have two ropes attached to a hinged

bar, Fig. 9, at right angles to each other,

a force A pulling at one rope, and a force

B pulling at the other. Assume that the

force A starts at 10 lbs. and gradually

decreases at a certain rate to nothing;

and the force B starts at nothing and

gradually increases (at the same rate

that A decreases) to 10 lbs. It is quite

evident that at the commencement, the

hinged bar will be in a position as shown

by the full lines, and that at the comple

tion of the experiment the hinged bar

will be in a position as shown by the

dotted lines; also, at any intermediate

point between the initial and final posi

tions, the bar will be in that position the

resultant of the two forces occupies,

seeing that the two forces are varying

continually and at the same rate of

change; therefore, the resultant must

be constantly changing its position.

These two varying pulls A and B are

comparable with the two varying field-

strengths produced by the coils in the

previous case, and the hinged bar is

comparable with the revolving field.

This analogy, no doubt, will help the

reader to understand how a rotating force

can be produced with alternating cur

rents.

Returning back to our consideration

of Fig. 8, we had arrived at the point

when the field due to the coil A and B

was at a maximum and horizontal. The

current in these coils now begins to dimin

ish to zero, but at the same time the

current in the coils C and D begins to

increase from zero to a maximum value,

but the direction of the field is reversed,

owing to the current's having changed

its direction.

The resultant field, or revolving field,

will now move away from the weakening

field and towards the strengthening

field—that is, it will move another quarter

of a revolution in a clockwise direction

during a quarter of a period in variation

of the currents. If the remaining opera

tions be gone through in a similar manner

to the above, we shall get one complete

revolution of the magnetic field for one

complete period of variation of the cur

rents, Fig. 5.

We shall now have to consider how we

can utilize the rotating magnetic field

so as to produce a rotary movement of a

body in it. It is quite true that if we

placed a compass needle inside the ring

supplied with two-phase currents, that

we should get a constant rotation of the

needle, this being so because the needle

is bound to lie in the magnetic field, and

compelled to revolve because the field

does.

Now let us consider a well-known fact,

and see how it will help us. It is known

by most amateur electricians that if we

rapidly rotate an iron ring or a solid piece

of iron in a strong magnetic field, the

iron will eventually become warm, and

perhaps very hot, if the speed be high

enough; the explanation of this being

that the rotating ring cuts the lines of

force, and an e.m.f. is induced which

produces currents which circulate in the

iron and cause heating effects. These

induced currents oppose the motion

which causes them (by Lenz's law). The
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same effect would be produced if we

rotated a magnetic field round a sta

tionary iron ring. Thus, if we place

an iron ring in the rotating field—as pro

duced by the two-phase currents in

Fig. 8—before we pass current through

the coils, the iron ring will be stationary.

Now, when we switch the current on, a

rotating field is produced, which, as it

revolves, cuts the ring, and obviously,

from the above example, induces currents

in the ring. These currents produce a

magnetic field which opposes the rotating

field; but the iron ring, being free to re

volve, is carried round with the rotating

field, because it cannot stop it.

Let us now consider a simple form of

induction motor, as in Fig. 10. The

motor consists essentially of an external

ring-shaped iron core, which is called

the stator, because it comprises the sta

tionary part; on the inside of same are

cut slots into which the field coils can

be wound. The rotating part, named

the rotor, consists of an iron core with

slots in the periphery, in which the rotor

conductors are placed. The conductors

can be connected in many ways; the

method we will deal with first is shown

in Fig. 11, and is known as a squirrel-cage

rotor. In this type of rotor both ends

of the conductors are short-circuited by

means of copper rings, Fig. 11. In both

the case of the stator and rotor cores,

they are composed of thin sheets of iron

insulated from one another; this is done

to prevent eddy or induced currents

flowing in them.

In the stator there are four slots, A

and B being for one winding of the two-'

phase current, and C and D for the other

phase winding. When the slots are

wound and each coil supplied with one

 

 

phase of a two-phase supply, we get a

rotating field. As the field rotates it cuts

the rotor conductors and induces an

e.m.f. ; and because the rotor conductors

form a circuit, a current flows in them

which produces a magnetic field opposing

the rotation of the stator field. The

rotor, however, is free to rotate and is

carried round with stator field, and we

can derive mechanical energy from the

rotor shaft. The speed of the revolving

field depends on the periodicity of the

supply, and also on the number of pairs

of poles of the revolving field. For ex

ample, in the above case the revolving

field has one pair of poles; assume the

periodicity of the supply to be 50 cycles

per second. Now speed of field in revo

lution per second is equal to

periodicity of supply

; therefore, in

number of pairs of poles

the previous example we shall get a field

speed of 50 revolutions per second, or

3,000 revolutions per minute, which is

the same as we got from Fig. 8—that is,

one revolution of the field for one period

in variation of the currents. The induced

e.m.f. in any conductor depends on the

rate the lines of force cut it and the

strength of the magnetic field; hence,

when we switch the stator windings onto

the supply, the field immediately re

volves at full speed and the rotor is at

rest, consequently, the lines of force of

the revolving field cut the rotor conduc

tors at a maximum rate, and an induced

current flows in them, producing a mag

netic field which opposes the rotation of

the stator field and tries to stop it; but

as long as we pass current through the

stator windings, the field will revolve at

a constant rate, hence the rotor is carried

round with it in the same direction as the

stator field revolves in.

Now, with a supply having a periodic

ity of 50 cycles per minute, we get with a
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motor, as shown in Fig. 10 (that is, a two-

pole motor), a field revolving at 3,000

revolutions per minute, and just as the

rotor is starting from rest, we get the lines

of force of the stator field cutting the

rotor conductors at a maximum rate,

hence inducing a maximum current,

which, in turn, gives a maximum turning

effort. Assuming the motor is running

light, the rotor will quickly increase in

speed, and will reach almost the same

speed as the revolving field, which is

rotating at 3,000 revolutions per minute.

It cannot, of course, reach exactly the

same speed, because if it did the stator

field would not cut the rotor conductors,

hence no currents would be induced and,

consequently, no turning effort available.

But a motor running on light load only

requires a sufficient torque to overcome

the frictional and air-resistances of the

moving parts, and it would be found very

difficult to determine by means of a

tachometer any appreciable difference

between the theoretical speed of stator

field and the rotor speed. It will be quite

evident to the reader, that, as the speed

of the rotor increases from zero, the rate

at which the conductors are cut decreases,

due to its catching up the speed of the

stator field. Now, as pointed out before,

the rotor speed at light loads is nearly

the same as the stator field speed, and,

if we load up the motor a little, it gives

out extra power. To do this a number

of things have to happen, viz. : first, the

torque must increase; second, more

current is required to produce the in

creased torque, which requires a greater

e.m.f. to be generated in the rotor con

ductors; this means that the stator field

must cut the rotor conductors at an in

creased speed. Now the speed of the

stator field is a fixed quantity, because

it depends on the frequency of the supply,

which is unalterable unless we vary the

speed of the generator; therefore, the only

thing that can happen to satisfy the above

conditions is for the rotor speed to drop,

which is exactly what happens. It may

be asked why the stator field strength

does not increase, which would produce

the effect required; but to answer this

question would open a very big argument,

and would necessitate comparison with

a loaded transformer; therefore, we will

take it for granted that the stator flux is,

for our considerations, constant, and in

dependent of the load; the only variation

of the field strength is caused by volt drop

on the windings, caused by the increased

currents in same where load is applied;

of course, this is not very great up to full

load currents. Returning to our con

siderations, we had decided that the load

when applied to a motor causes the rotor

speed to drop ; the amount of drop being

governed by the load. This difference

between the field speed and rotor speed

is termed the slip of the motor; for ex

ample, if the field speed was 3,000 revolu

tions per minute, and for a given load

the rotor speed was 2,900 revolutions

per minute, the slip would be 100 revolu

tions per minute, or, expressed as a frac

tion of the field speed, the slip would be

100 1

=— or 3'A per cent.

3,000 30

(To be continued)

A Historic Site

It is probable that few among the

throngs of people who daily pass the

31-story building recently completed

at the northwest corner of Wall and

Nassau Streets, opposite the Sub-Treas

ury in New York City, realize that its

site is one of the most interesting his

torical spots in the country. A portion

of it was occupied more than a century

ago by a Presbyterian church which was

used as a military hospital during the

occupation of the city by the British.

In front of this lot there was a demon

stration over the news of the battle of

Lexington and the seizure of the City

Hall by the Sons of Liberty in 1775. In

the tavern of John Simmons, which was

subsequently erected on the site of the

church, a banquet was held in 1783 to

celebrate the evacuation of the city by

the British and the triumphal entry of

the American army at which Washington,

his officers and leading citizens were

present. One year later in the same

tavern James Duane, the first Mayor of

New York, was inaugurated.

A Traveler's Tale

"Is it true, Mr. Romer, that you were

once captured by cannibals?"

"Yes, I was on the bill of fare for a

wedding banquet."

"Mercy! How did you escape?"

"Oh, the bride broke the engagement."
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THE DIBBLE TRIPLE VALVE FOR RAILWAY TRAIN AIR BRAKES

O. J. GRIMES

As an improvement over the present

method of controlling trains by air-brakes,

a new triple valve is offered, sup

planting the quick-action triple valve,

and dispensing with the retaining valve.

The numerous wrecks formerly due

to loss of control of trains on heavy

grades, when hand brakes alone were

used, led to the invention first of the

pressure brake, as now used on single

electric cars, then to the vacuum brake,

as adapted for train operation.

At first, the only way to recharge the

auxiliaries after the brakes had been

set, was to release the brakes; and the

engineer having no control over the

brakes during the period of recharging,

runaways and disastrous wrecks were

the results. Later, the device now in use,

the retaining valve, was placed on the

end of each car. With this attachment

a pressure of 15 lbs. is retained in the

brake cylinder while the auxiliaries are

being recharged, but it is not controlled

by the engineer and has been found de

ficient on steep grades. Many experi

ments have been made with the idea of

overcoming these defects only to be

abandoned as impracticable.

The inventor began work on his inven

tion in 1900, but not until ten years later

were his efforts crowned with success.

Since then he has been adding new feat

ures and correcting small defects, and the

device is now before the public for its

inspection. With it in service the aux

iliaries can be recharged at any time,

placing the train in control of the engi

neer at all times.

The train-line pressure enters under

both pistons and forces them to normal

position. The release piston valve opens

the exhaust port from tbp u—1

and the hub on the lower side of the re

lease piston seats on a gasket which

covers about 1 sq. in. of piston, making

it differential, and opens the vent port

under the hub, releasing the air in the

small chamber in the hub. The auxiliary

piston moves down at the same time and

admits air from the auxiliary to the brake

cylinder, closing when the auxiliary

pressure becomes a fraction weaker than

the train-line pressure. The engineer

now puts his brake valve in running

position and charges up the auxiliary to

normal. The release piston holds seat on

 

A. Branch pipe. B. Vent valve. C. Release

piston. D. Release piston valve. E. Auxiliary

pressure. F. Exhaust port. G. Emergency

valve and spring. H. Emergency port. I. Port

to auxiliary. J. Feed groove. K. Admitting

piston. L. Admitting valve. M.M. Train-line

pressure. N. Port from auxiliary to brake cyl

inder.

" i_ ^™ssure
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A STORAGE BATTERY HAND LANTERN

JAMES P. LEWIS

A storage battery flashlight, or lantern,

designed to take the place of an ordinary

oil lantern about the house is very useful

and well worth the trouble of constructing.

The lantern shown in the accompany

ing drawing is but little larger than a

large flashlight, and will give as much

light on a single charge; the price for re

charging being much cheaper than a new

dry battery.

The cells, of which there are two, are

carried in an outer case A, Fig. 1, of

some hard wood, such as oak. This

should be neatly and carefully put to

gether with screws and glue, and after

wards varnished or polished, so as to

 

present a good appearance. The two

end pieces should be left longer and cut

to shape shown in Fig. 3. To form a

support for the handle, about in. ma

terial should be used if the case is made

say iy<i x 2^2 in. by 4 in. high.

For each cell there are two plates (a

positive and a negative), and they are

held in separate containers inside the

wooden case. These containers are made

of % in. hard fiber, the pieces being

held together with a good tough cement

aided by a few 2-56 machine screws.

After the jars are finished, they are boiled

one or two hours in melted paraffin to

render them thoroughly acid-proof.

The plates are made as shown in Figs.

2 and 4 at F, each being a long strip

of 1-25 in. sheet lead bent double, first

punching them very full of Vis-in. holes.

The H-in. space left between the sides

of the plates is filled with a paste made

as follows: Mix one part of sulphuric

acid in 20 parts water. Use part of this

solution to make a stiff paste with red

lead for the two positive plates, and with

litharge for the two negative plates.

After the paste has hardened, rivet (using

lead rivets) a strip of }/g x \i in. lead, be

tween the top edges of the plates. One

end of each strip projects about 1 in.,

and is bent up at right angles so a? to

project through the end to form a termi

nal. The two open edges of the filled

plates are now squeezed together with a

pair of pliers, so as to prevent any paste

from falling out. Small paraffined wood

en strips G are used to wedge the plates

in the cells, and to hold them apart and

from the bottom. There should be about

% in. between each pair of plates. The

lids are now cemented on with paraffin,

a J4-in. hole being bored in them to

pour in the electrolyte. This hole is

fitted with a soft rubber cork, which is

removed when charging.

A 4-volt tungsten miniature bulb fitted

with reflector is mounted on the outer

case, also two binding-posts for connec

tion when charging battery.

A good switch or push is made as shown

in Figs. 1 and 3. It consists merely of a

spring brass piece K, having one end

secured to the base and the other carry

ing a contact which touches a contact N

when spring is pushed down by rod E,

which projects through the handle and is

bent over at right angles on top. When

a permanent contact is desired a ring on

the handle C is slipped over the bent end

of rod to hold same down. A small

brass case D is made to inclose these

switch parts, the main purpose of which

is to inclose the tiny spark at the contacts

when they are broken, so that the lantern

may be used without danger around

gasoline fumes, etc.

The electrolyte is made of six parts

water to one of sulphuric acid.

The cells are connected in series and

(Continued on page 190)
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WIRELESS AS AN AID TO SAFETY AT SEA

The advances made during the past

five years in the application of wireless

telegraphy have been remarkable, but

in no direction have results so beneficial

been achieved as in the marine field.

Safety of ships at sea is a question upon

which public attention has been focused

since the loss of the Titanic. The ad

vantages of wireless telegraphy for ship

to ship, ship to shore, and shore to ship

communication are obvious enough, and

it is satisfactory to learn, says the London

Times, that no rivalry between different

systems will in the future prevent that

free interchange of signals between ship

and shore stations which is essential if

the full benefits of wireless communication

are to be assured to shipping interests.

Nearly all passenger vessels now possess

a wireless installation, either on the Mar

coni or the Telefunken system, and the

number of shore stations is being rapidly

increased. The latest phase of Marconi

development is the agreement with the

Government for a chain of wireless sta

tions round the world on British soil.

The existence of these long-distance

stations should be of advantage to ship

ping interests.

Hitherto the ship installations of wire

less plants have been almost entirely con

fined to war vessels and passenger

steamers. The V/2 k.w. apparatus which

is usually fitted in passenger ships is de

signed to have a large working range, and

to be capable of being turned to various

wave-lengths. The equipment of cargo

steamers has hitherto been retarded by

the absence of a sufficiently small, com

pact and efficient set, but there has been

provided a k.w. set which is specially

adapted to the requirements of cargo

vessels. This is a small power installa

tion designed to produce transmitting

waves of 250 to 600 metres, the trans

mitting range depending upon the height,

length and shape of the aerial. The

receiving apparatus provides for tuned

reception of all waves between 250 and

1600 metres.

Another development of compara

tively recent date is the wireless compass.

The great development in the size and

speed of modern ships has brought with

it an increase of responsibility to those

entrusted with their navigation. The

need for a ready means of determining

the position of a ship under all conditions

has grown more urgent. It is claimed

that the wireless compass is destined to

prove an important new aid to navigation.

It is not necessary to enter into the tech

nical details of the apparatus; it will be

enough to say that it does not give mag

netic bearings, but positions with regard

to the axis of the ship, which is deter

mined by the magnetic compass. This

being known, the wireless compass can

be employed to give the position of the

ship in relation to any shore station as well

as the direction of an approaching or over

taking ship . The apparatus is designed to

work with ship standard wave-lengths.

The great increase in the number of

passenger vessels fitted for wireless com

munication—it is stated that 1000 were

fitted in 1911 compared with 468 in 1910

—is due partly to the initiative of ship

owners, but is also to be attributed to

the laws now in force in several countries

which compel passenger vessels that carry

more than a certain number of passengers

to be equipped with wireless apparatus.

Almost simultaneously with the first

application of wireless telegraphy to

marine communication, the necessity,

not only for the duplication of essential

parts of the apparatus itself, but also for

the provision of a source of electric cur

rent independent of the ship's dynamo,

was foreseen, and special apparatus was

designed for this purpose. This was

over twelve years ago in the Republic.

With engineroom flooded and all electric

lights out, the wireless station was able

to continue work for several hours by

means of the emergency gear and call

other steamers to her aid. Recently the

principal powers have in their regulations

made an emergency transmitting appara

tus a compulsory part of a ship's instal

lation.

A Storage Battery Hand Lantern

(Continued from page 189)

should be charged with 5 volts and

ampere for from four to six hours, a longer

time being required for the first charge.

Gravity cells may be used if no better

source of current is available. They will

hold the charge much better if the acid,

lead, and paste are chemically pure. ,
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SOME PRACTICAL HINTS ABOUT WIRELESS STATIONS

H. WINFIELD SECOR, A.M.A.I.E.E.

Now that the new wireless law has

gone into effect, and the wireless industry,

both experimental and commercial, has

found itself, so to speak, the principal

points to be watched in wireless plants

will be, how to increase the efficiency

with a given power, and how to have

the station conform to the Underwriters'

rules. Hence, the following may be of

interest to those just installing or over

hauling their stations.

A set of curves is presented herewith,

enabling the proper capacity of trans

mitting condenser to be used with vari

ous voltages, and frequencies to be readily

age 4.21 ± 0.02 at 5 volts, and 300,000

cycles frequency (1,000 meters wave

length), while at 50 volts and 60 cycles

frequency K averaged 4.0 ± 0.2. The

value of K thus found is of interest, as

it is at these higher frequencies that the

glass is used for transmitting condensers.

The thickness of the glass tested was

about 1.5 mm. or Vie in. nearly (.059

in. +). The capacity in microfarads

(mf.) per 1 sq. in. of active air dielectric,

W« in. thick, is .000003596 mf., and for

common glass similar to the above, the

unit capacity per 1 sq. in. active area

(covered on both sides by charging sur-

 

ascertained without any computations.

Formulas have been given from time to

time, in this and other periodicals, for

calculating the capacity and dimensions

of glass plate condensers for transmitters,

and so I am not going to repeat them here.

A few figures on the capacity per unit

area of active dielectric may simplify

matters considerably, however, and the

following value has been found by tests

made for the author by Dr. A. N. Gold

smith, at the Radio Laboratory, The

College of the City of New York.

The glass tested was an ordinary grade,

and the value of the specific inductive

capacity, or K, was ascertained to aver-

face) is .00001513916 mf. for a thick

ness of Vis in.; and if the glass is Y% in.

thick, the unit capacity per 1 sq. in. of

active glass used, will be only one-half

this value. The capacity is directly de

pendent upon the thickness of the glass;

being higher for a decreasing thickness of

dielectric, but of course the glass must

be strong enough electrically to stand

the charging voltage, or else it will break

down or puncture.

The capacities of sending condensers

required, as given by the curves here, are

all right for fixed or quenched spark gaps ;

but for rotary gaps having a number of

studs on them, the capacity may be
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approximated by dividing the number

of breaks per second, by 2, and using

this factor for the value of /, in the formu

la given on the curve table. It is seen

that the higher the voltage the less con

denser capacity is required, and this varies

inversely as the square of the voltage.

The higher the frequency of the current

charging the condenser, the smaller its

capacity must be, or else it cannot be

come fully charged at each spark. For

this reason an adjustable condenser is of

great advantage in tuning up a trans

mitting set, especially where electrolytic

interrupters or rotary spark gaps of

variable speed are employed.

The connections of the transmitting

apparatus are quite important, and are

often overlooked by the experimenter.

The primary wiring, supposing that com

mercial current from light or power

circuits is employed to operate the trans

mitter, should be as carefully installed

as all regular electric wiring, and if any

thing, more so. Copies of the Under

writers' Rules should be obtained from

their offices in the larger cities. The

primary wire should be rubber-covered,

single braid if exposed, and double braid

if enclosed; and flexible or rigid metal

conduit may be used, or the wires can

be run on porcelain knobs or cleats.

Where the wire passes through any wood

work, or touches it, it should be encased

in a porcelain tube in such a manner

that the tube cannot slip away from its

original location, and allow the wire to

come in contact with the wood. Mount

all the transmitting apparatus on hard

wood strips or pieces of fiber, and these

in turn on large porcelain knobs, so as to

keep the high voltage current from leak

ing away, and thus lowering the working

efficiency of the set.

The primary circuit of the transmitter

should be provided with proper size and

type of fuses, to protect the circuit

against undue overloads, short-circuits,

etc. The Underwriters' Rules require

that the primary wireless circuit be pro

tected against surges or kick-backs, by

the connection of two fixed condensers,

having at least x/i mf. each, in series

across the primary wires, close up to the

transformer terminals, with connection

between the condensers grounded by an

independent ground wire to the nearest

water pipe or the station ground. A

fixed condenser, having Y2 mf.+ capacity,

and easily made, may be composed of

1,845 sq. in. of .003 in. thick paraffined

paper, coated on both sides with tin-foil.

The paper should be about Yi in. larger

all around than the tin-foil; and in this

design, 16 sheets of 3^ x 35 in. tin-foil,

with 15 waxed paper leaves between

them, and one on top and bottom, and

then the whole rolled up, have been em

ployed.

It is well to use about 2,000 sq. in. of

paraffined paper, as the thickness may

vary, and also the tightness with which

it is compressed. Every other tin-foil

leaf is joined to a common terminal. A

5-ampere plug fuse should be inserted

in series with each condenser, in case

they happen to break down or short-

circuit.

As is generally known the Under

writers require that the aerial lead-in

wire and ground wire from the antenna

switch or lightning switch shall be No. 4

B.&S. gauge copper at least, and while

solid wire gives good results, much greater

efficiency, both in the transmitting and

receiving range, is noticeable if No. 4, or

larger, stranded copper cable is used.

This cable is best rubber-covered, but

need not necessarily be. It should be

run on large glass or porcelain insulators.

The usual ground connection is on the

street side of all meters, etc., on a water

main. Failing this, an artificial ground

must be formed; and one of the best, and

at present used by the Federal Telegraph

Co. at their large stations on the western

coast of the United States, is the radial

ground. This is formed of a number of

radiating wires joined to one large con

ductor, and these wires are buried under

the ground a few feet, but have been

employed with the radial wires laying

on top of the ground. For a small sta

tion, the wires may extend out 20 to 30

ft. or more from the central conductor.

A dozen or so wires may constitute the

radial system.

A good idea followed out by the Mar

coni Co., and others, is to provide choke

or impedance coils at the secondary

terminals of wireless transformers, to

prevent the wasteful and dangerous

surges from the condenser or oscillating

circuit from backing up into the second

ary of the transformer.

{Continued on page 197)
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BECOMING A COMMERCIAL RADIO OPERATOR

Every summer a large number of

students in the various high schools and

colleges throughout the country find very

pleasant occupation as radio operators

on the vessels engaged in coastwise trade.

A large number of extra ships are put

into service, or are changed from freight

ers to passenger ships during the summer

months, causing accordingly a great

demand for radio operators. In the past

the supply has nearly always equaled

the demand, oftentimes surpassing it,

but things have a different aspect this

year. The new wireless law makes the

number of cases where it is necessary

to employ radio operators far in excess

of what it has been in the past. At

the same time the law has placed many

restrictions on the class of operators

that may be employed. Many wireless

amateurs throughout the country who

are considering entering this occupation

next summer are inquiring as to what they

must know in order to obtain the neces

sary federal license. With the view of

answering these inquiries, we have com

piled for our readers a set of questions

such as are being asked at the examina

tions at the various Navy Yards.

Before giving this list, it might be well

to consider the duties and the pay of a

radio operator. The new law has caused

many changes to be made in both of these.

As far as they place restrictions on the

operator his duties are defined in the

text of the law. In general, however,

the duties of a radio operator depend

upon the kind of station he is placed in.

There are two grades of commercial radio

operators: a commercial first grade and

a commercial second grade. As far as

the exact statement of the law goes, the

only difference between these grades is

the speed of operating. A commercial

first-grade operator must be able to

receive and transmit in Continental

Morse code at a rate of twenty words

per minute, while a second-grade opera

tor is only required to have a speed of

twelve words per minute. This, how-
. ■ i i ■ rr . r. -

had actual experience in wireless work,

pirmarily in commercial work. This

is done as a protection to those persons

who make wireless their profession, and

it is a just ruling. The larger steamers

which take several days between ports

have, for the most part, two operators,

one of which is a first-grade and the other

may be either first or second-grade. The

first-grade operator is directly responsible

for the care of the station and its instru

ments. The smaller steamers usually

have but one operator, which in most

cases is a first-grade. The operator in

charge of the station is responsible for

all of the wireless apparatus including

the aerial, although the law is so framed

that the company in whose employ the

operator is, is required to furnish him

with the necessary apparatus. He must

take care of the motor generator set and

the storage batteries, being able to make

small repairs to either. Since he is em

ployed by a wireless company, and not

the steamship company, he reports any

grievances to the wireless company. He

is, however, subject to the orders of the

commanding officer of the vessel in so

far as they pertain to his duties as radio

operator. In case the orders of the com

manding officer conflict with his duties

as required by law, he is to obey the law ;

and if the commanding officer refuses to

permit the fulfilment of the law, the radio

inspector should be informed at once on

the docking of the vessel. Such circum

stances as these are infrequent occur

rences, yet they do happen. The com

manding officer may request the removal

of any unsatisfactory operator, and he

may make any rulings regarding the

operating room or the operators' quarters

that he deems necessary. Where there

are several classes of service, the radio

operator usually takes his meals in the

second cabin. On the whole the duties

of a radio operator are light and pleasant.

Since the law has gone into effect vari

ous changes have been made in the wage

scale. The scarcity of operators has
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receive. It would vary very largely

with the kind of vessel he got on. One

company formerly doing business on

the Atlantic coast paid thirty dollars a

month and found In addition to this,

ten per cent, was allowed as a commis

sion on all paid messages transmitted.

This latter provision added very materi

ally to the pay of the operators. Cases

have occurred where operators on coast

wise boats completing their trip in a day

have cleared fifteen dollars on a trip, but

these cases are exceptional and should

never be relied on. Another company

paid the operators in charge of ship sta

tions eighty-five dollars a month and the

operators in charge of land stations one

hundred and fifty dollars a month. This

scale has been somewhat reduced since

the new law went into effect, because it

has been necessary to employ two opera

tors where one was sufficient before. The

amount which an operator can make in

the three summer months would probably

vary from one to four hundred dollars.

Of course it is understood that a new

operator cannot expect to receive as

much as an experienced operator.

After deciding whether or not a person

wants to take up the occupation of a

radio operator, either for permanent or

for summer work, the next thing for him

to do is to familiarize himself with the

subject matter of the examination. He

should be able to receive and transmit

twenty-five words per minute, although

the law only requires twenty. This

would allow him a margin in case he made

a mistake in the speed test. He should

be thoroughly familiar with the new law

and the Berlin Convention. If living

near a seaport he should visit as many

ship stations as possible because he will

be required to state the types of appara

tus with which he is familiar. He should

be careful not to make any false state

ments in regard to the extent of his

knowledge, because in the oral part of

the examination he may be asked to

describe anything which he claims to be

familiar with. A thorough knowledge

of some type of auxiliary set should be

obtained, especially that part which

deals with the storage cells. Great

emphasis has been laid on this point.

The subject of motor generator sets is

taken up from a practical point of view

rather than from a theoretical viewpoint.

When the prospective radio operator

has satisfied himself that he can fulfill

the requirements he should write to the

examining officer of the nearest place

where the examinations are held for

Form 756. The places where examina

tions are now being held are: The Navy

Yards at Boston, Mass., Brooklyn, N.Y.,

Philadelphia, Pa., Washington, D.C.,

Norfolk, Va., Charleston, S.C., New

Orleans, La., Mare Island (San Francisco),

Cal., Puget Sound, Wash.; at the Naval

Academy, Annapolis, Md.; also at Fort

Sam Houston, San Antonio, Tex., Fort

Wood, New York Harbor, Fort Omaha,

Neb., Fort Leavenworth, Kan.; at the

Army stations at St. Michaels, Alaska

and Fairbanks, Alaska; also at the

Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C.

After filling out this form he should re

turn it and await an appointment for

the time when he may appear for his ex

amination. When he goes to take this

examination he is first given a question

blank to fill out which requires informa

tion regarding experience and familiarity

with radio apparatus. Besides this, in

formation of a personal character is asked

for. After this form has been filled out

the written examination commences.

The questions are passed out one by one,

and no question is passed out until the

one preceding it is finished. These ques

tions are about all matters pertaining

to radio telegraphy. After the written

examination is completed, the speed test

is taken, although in some cases this is

left until last. Where it is taken in the

middle, in some of the Navy Yards it

is necessary to take a quarter of a mile

walk between the building where the

speed test is taken and where the rest

of the examination is held. In this speed

test five letters are counted to the word,

deductions being made for running the

words together. Numbers as well as

letters are sent. When the speed test

is finished, the examining officer asks

several oral questions to which oral an

swers must be given. This part of the

examination is divided into three parts:

general knowledge of international regu

lations and Acts of Congress to regulate

radio communication; the care of an

auxiliary; general adjustment, opera

tion and care of apparatus. Three

separate marks are given for this part

of the examination. When these ques
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tions have been answered, the examina

tion is completed. About four hours is

required for the entire examination. The

time which the applicant has to wait

before he is informed whether or not he has

passed is anywhere from one to four weeks.

The type of questions that are being

asked are given in the following list.

Most of these questions have been taken

from examinations given during the past

month at the various Navy Yards. The

list includes the oral as well as the written

questions. It has not been an infrequent

occurrence for the same question to be

asked both on the written and oral parts.

1. What do you understand by the

Berlin Convention?

2. Explain the method of calling a

station and the form of transmitting a

message as prescribed by the Berlin Con

vention.

3. What words are counted in giving

the check for a message ?

4. How are numbers counted in giving

the check for a message?

5. What restrictions does the Act of

August 13, 1912 place on radio operators?

6. What provisions are made for the

secrecy of messages?

7. What is the fine for disobeying the

regulation for the secrecy of messages?

8. What is the fine for disobeying the

regulation regarding the sending of false

signals?

9. What is the international distress

call?

10. What wave-length must this call

be sent on if it is possible for the ship to

obtain that wave-length?

11. What would you do if you heard

the distress signal?

12. If you were to send a distress signal

and wanted some particular station to

answer, how would you send the addi

tional information and what would it

consist of?

13. What wave-lengths are ships per

mitted to use?

14. What wave-lengths are reserved

for government stations?

15. Upon what does the wave-length

of an oscillatory circuit depend ?

16. Suppose a transmitting station was

emitting a wave-length of 300 meters,

and the natural period of your antenna

was 600 meters, how would you place

your receiving set in tune with the 300-

meter wave?

17. How would you measure the wave

length of your transmitting set if it was

properly tuned?

18. How do you tell when your trans

mitting set is properly tuned?

19. How would you determine the

natural period of your antenna?

20. How would you tell whether or not

your aerial was radiating energy?

21. Give the formula for determining

the wave-length emitted from a simple

oscillatory circuit, considered to be made

up only of capacity and inductance.

22. What relation exists between the

frequency of a simple oscillatory circuit

and its wave-length?

23. What is meant by electromagnetic

waves?

24. What is their velocity ?

25. What is meant by resonance be

tween two circuits?

26. Where would you insert a loading

coil in the receiving set and what effect

would it have on the wave-length?

27. In a receiving set show by a dia

gram and explain what the difference

between a tuned and untuned oscillating

circuit is.

28. Describe a hot-wire ammeter and

explain its uses in the transmitting set.

29. What are the uses of a wavemeter.

30. Draw a complete circuit diagram

of a wavemeter and explain the principle

on which it works.

31. If you increased only the capacity

of the closed oscillating circuit of your

transmitting set, would you change the

emitted wave? Would your set still be

in tune?

32. Draw circuit diagrams and explain

the necessary steps to take in adjusting

a transmitting set to a 300-meter wave

length.

33. Explain how you would change

the wave-length of your transmitting set

from 300 to 600 meters.

34. Explain what you understand be

tween tight and loose coupling. Where

does the division between them come?

35. What is meant by mutual induct

ance, and what effect has it upon coupled

circuits?

36. What two forms of coupling are

used in wireless, and what are the advan

tages and disadvantages of each?

37. What are damped and undamped

oscillations, and the advantages and dis

advantages of each?
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38. Explain the meaning of the loga

rithmic decrement.

39. In the receiving set, what do the

open and closed circuits include?

40. In an inductively coupled trans

mitting or receiving set, how does the

energy get from the primary to the sec

ondary circuit?

41. What is meant by a pure wave?

42. What are the advantages or dis

advantages of a pure wave?

43. What does the new law say about

pure waves?

44. What is a potentiometer used for

in a receiving set?

45. If you should fail to receive any

signals and you knew that they were

coming, explain how you would test the

various pieces of apparatus in the receiv

ing set for faults.

46. If you knew that your receiving

apparatus was all right and you still

failed to receive the signals, what other

tests would you make?

47. Explain how a silicon detector

works.

48. If one of the condenser jars of the

transmitting set became punctured and

you did not have another to replace it with,

how would you place your set in tune?

49. Draw a complete circuit diagram

of a transmitting set from the direct

current mains to the antenna, showing

all switches and protective devices.

50. Describe the principal parts of

the transmitting set, giving the uses of

each instrument.

51. Describe three forms of condensers

used in transmitting sets.

52. What is meant by a step-up trans

former?

53. Describe an induction coil and

explain the circuit diagrams in detail.

54. Describe and give the advantages

or disadvantages of three types of spark

gaps commonly used on transmitting sets.

55. What is meant by a synchronous

spark < gap. Explain its advantages.

56. What is the most common cause

of the breaking down of high-potential

condensers?

57. Describe the type of switch for

changing from the receiving to the trans

mitting set that you are familiar with.

58. Draw a complete circuit diagram

of a direct-coupled tuner and detector

including the battery, potentiometer,

and head phones.

59. Draw a complete circuit diagram

of an inductive coupled receiving set,

including one fixed and two variable

condensers.

60. Explain the difference between a

fixed, an adjustable, and a variable con

denser.

61. Does it make any difference in

the direction which the battery current

flows through a carborundum crystal?

62. Name and describe four kinds of

detectors.

63. What is meant by a rectifier, and

why is it used in charging storage cells

from A.C. mains?

64. Show how you would connect

twelve Leyden jars so that there would

be four in series and three in parallel.

65. What is an auto transformer and

why is it used in place of an inductively

connected transformer?

66. How would you locate a short-

circuited field coil in a motor?

67. How would you locate a short-

circuited armature coil in a motor?

68. Why is there a commutator on

the motor and none on the generator?

69. What is the effect of changing the

brush lead on the motor?

70. Suppose upon starting a motor

generator set it refused to generate cur

rent, where would you look for the

trouble?

71. Draw a circuit diagram of a differ

entially wound motor generator.

72. What is the advantage of using a

differentially wound motor?

73. What would you do if the two field

rheostats should burn out while you were

at sea?

74. Explain the mechanism of the

automatic break of the starting box.

75. How would you increase the vol

tage on the A.C. side of the motor gen

erator set? Within what limits would

you consider it permissible to increase

this voltage?

76. Considering the brushes of the

motor fixed, how would you increase the

speed of the motor generator set without

the use of a field rheostat?

77. What are some of the causes of

sparking at the commutator?

78. How would you attempt to stop

the sparking at the commutator?

79. Suppose that by some accident

it was necessary to remove the connec

tions to the motor generator set in order
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to rewind a coil in the armature, upon

starting the set again it was' found that

the armature ran backwards, how would

you adjust matters so that it would again

run in the right direction?

80. Suppose that the generator was

wound for a frequency of 60 cycles, would

it be possible to obtain 120 cycles from it

at full load? Why? How?

81. Suppose that you decrease the

current flow in the field coils of the shunt

motor of the motor generator set ten

per cent., what effect would it have on

the speed of the set? Would the output

vary?

82. What land of current is supplied

to the field coils of the motor of the motor

generator set, and where is it obtained?

What kind of current is supplied to the

armature ?

83. What kind of current is supplied

to the field coils of the generator of the

motor generator set, and where is it ob

tained? What kind of current is de

livered by the armature?

84. Describe three protective devices

that may be used in the motor generator

circuit?

85. What is the cause of pounding in

the motor generator set?

86. If by some accident the field coils

of the motor should become demagne

tized, how would you go about remag-

netiring them?

87. Upon starting the motor generator

set after you had found it necessary to take

it apart for repairs, you should find that

it was turning over at an excessive speed,

where would you look for the trouble?

88. Assuming that the windings were

designed for an overload current and that

the insulation was good for an overload

voltage, what would be the objection,

if any, to running the motor generator

set at a high overload speed?

89. In what cases is it necessary to

employ a motor generator set ?

90. Describe a lead plate storage cell

with which you are familiar. What is

94. What is meant by the specific

gravity of a solution, and what does it

show?

95. Suppose that your cells should

become sulphated, how would you remedy

their condition?

96. When the solution becomes low

in your cells, what do you add to fill up

the cells?

97. Describe the new Edison storage

cell, giving the positive and negative

poles, also the electrolyte employed.

98. What is the voltage range of the

lead storage cell? Of the new Edison

cells?

99. Describe the underload protector

used in charging storage cells.

100. Draw a circuit diagram showing

the connections used in charging a storage

battery. Mark the positive poles of

the battery and of the generator. In

clude all protective devices and control

ling rheostats. Show where the volt and

ampere meters are placed.

Some Practical Hints about Wireless

Stations

{Continued from page 192)

The author made some tests with such

choke coils on an E. I. Co. Yi k.w. open

core, 30,000 volt, transformer coils, in

their Radio Laboratory; and with a coil

composed of 8 turns of No. 4 B.&S. solid

copper wire, having a mean diameter

of \% in., and turns spaced Yi in. apart,

connected to each secondary terminal,

the radiation current as indicated on a

hot-wire ammeter was increased from

12 to 15 per cent. This shows that pre

viously there was evidently a heavy

surging from the condenser circuit back

into the secondary of the transformer.

The above test was performed with an

electrolytic interrupter in the primary,

and consequently the secondary fre

quency was very high, and the choke

coils used were probably about right, but

where 110 volt a.c. 60 or 120 cycle cur

rent anrl troncformors are employed, these
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Questions on electrical and mechanical subjects of general interest will be answered, as far as possible, in this
department, free of charge. The writer must give his name and address, and the answer will be published under
his initials and town; but, if he so requests, anything which may identify him will be withheld. Questions must
be written only on one side of the sheet, on a sheet of paper separate from all other contents of the letter, and
only three questions may be sent at one time. No attention will be given to questions which do not follow these
rules.

Owing to the large number of questions received, It is rarely that a reply can be given in the first issue after
receipt. a Questions for which a speedy reply is desired will be answered by mail if fifty cents is enclosed. This
amount is not to be considered as payment for reply, but is simply to cover clerical expenses, postage and cost
of letter writing. As the time required to get a question satisfactorily answered varies, we cannot guarantee to
answer within a definite time.

If a question entails an inordinate amount of research or calculation, a special charge of one dollar or more
will be made, depending on the amount of labor required. Readers will, in every case, be notified if such a charge
must be made, and the work will not be done unless desired and paid for.

1935. Calibrating Ammeter. J. A. E., Had-

donfield, N.J., says: I am trying to find a way

that can be used by amateur radio operators in

calibrating a hot-wire ammeter accurately in

amperes. Having made the wavemeter de

scribed in the September issue of your maga

zine, I am following up the same line of work

on my own account. Since Ohm's law, / equals

E/R, is not true for high-frequency currents

(frequencies of near a million), how may it be

changed to apply, or what law may be used in

its place; so that, given any two of the three

quantities, the third may be found? Ans.—

Your case is that of many amateurs where it is

impossible to obtain an ammeter to calibrate

another instrument by. We do not see how it

will be possible for you to calibrate your instru

ment unless you can obtain some form of a

standard instrument. We could give you other

methods but they would be more expensive than

purchasing an instrument outright. Is there

no laboratory where you could take it and get

it calibrated? The assistants of college or

technical school laboratories are usually glad

to do such work at a small cost. Although the

relation does not strictly hold, the more general

method for calibration of hot-wire ammeters is

to compare them with a standard meter on

steady direct current. What you measure on

the meter when used in connection with a wire

less set is the equivalent heating effect as com

pared with unit direct current.

1936. Dynamo Construction. A. J. G.,

Hartford, Conn., says: I intend to build a

dynamo that will generate 8 volts at 3,000 revo

lutions per minute. For the field magnet I have

a field of a G.C. a.c. fan motor, on which I intend

to put cast-iron extensions, as shown in the

drawing. The machine is to have 8 brushes,

shunt winding, and a rheostat between one set

of brushes and the field. (1) What will be the

size of the armature, number of slots, and where

can I buy the stampings? (2) What will be

the windings for this machine? (3) What kind

of storage cells are there that are not in practical

use? Ans.—(1) We presume you intend to

have the cast-iron flanges match the 8 poles their

entire length, though cased off with liberally

rounded edges. If you have sheet iron only

within the field spools, there will be no residual

magnetism with which to enable the generator

to start. The cast-iron extensions will hold

sufficient magnetism. The 8 spools can be

wound with No. 20 single cotton-covered wire,

24 turns per layer, and at least 7 layers—8 if pos

sible. After winding two coils with 8 layers,

try them on adjacent poles, and if they will go

on without interference, wind all with this num

ber. If there is difficulty in placing them, re

move one layer. There will be no harm in

having the spools with alternately 7 and 8 layers.

The idea is to get on all the wire possible. For

armature punchings you can correspond with

the W. & S. Mfg. Co., Worcester, Mass., or

F. E. Averill, Buffalo, N.Y. Perhaps the near

est size will be 3% in. in diameter, just the size

of your field bore, and in that case you would

need to bore the field space out about 1-16 in.

larger. If you get punchings with an even num

ber of slots or holes, the number should be divis

ible by 8. In this case you will have to adopt

a "multiple" winding and employ 8 brushes,

just as you propose. If you can get punchings

with certain odd numbers of slots—those nearly

divisible by 8—you may adopt a "series" arma

ture winding, such as is common in railway

motors, and use but two brushes, these being

in your case 45 degrees apart; 25 slots will be a

permissible number, and if you succeed in get

ting such stock we will be pleased to give definite

directions as to the winding. Why not utilize

the regular rotor punchings that belong with the

present machine? They have an odd number

of slots.

1937. Aerial. P. H. M., Beaver Dam, Wis.,

asks: (1) Would aerial as shown by sketch be

satisfactory? (2) If it would not be a good

aerial, would you please tell me how to make it

so? (3) Would there be much induction from

the electric light wires? Ans.—(1) Yes. (2)

It would be better to use a single electrose insu

lator in place of the porcelain cleats. The

additional cost of the electrose insulator is war

ranted by the increased efficiency. (3) The

chances are that if any ground on the light wires

occurred you would be troubled. It would be

better to shift the antenna so as to have it at

right angles to the electric light wires.

1938. Electric Furnace. H. F. D. S., New

Haven, Conn., says: I have an electric furnace

for the remelting of metals, in which I use a

heater (carbon resister) in its well, and another

carbon resister above the same for the actual

work or the fusing of the metals by its generated

heat, which is a success. Now, each of these

resisters is directly connected by separate

switches with the line provided with an inter

mediary rheostat to reduce the direct current

of 50 k.w. from 220 volts to 1 10 volts in five steps.

Now, under these conditions, can both resisters

be operated together at the same time? The

electrician making the switchboard and con
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nections denies this and claims that the voltage

would increase by one-half if both resisters were

put into the circuit at the same time, and conse

quently make it inoperative. Is this correct?

Ans.—As far as we can see your contention is

correct, but we would be glad to see a diagram

of the connections as provided by the electrician.

Why not try the experiment? You have in

struments and fuses in circuit, so as to note the

result and prevent accidents.

1939. Advisability of Patenting. G. W.,

Canastota, N.Y., says: I have an arrangement

by which I change a direct current to an alter

nating one to be used in a transformer. I just

tried it tonight. I got a spark across the gap

in an ordinary spark plug with about 12 or IS

volts in primary without the use of a vibrator.

The article can be made for from about 5 cents

each up. Do you think there would be any de

mand for an article of this nature that would

be worth while getting it patented? Ans.—

As you give no clue to the principle involved

in the invention, we cannot undertake to guess

whether it is valuable or not. Perhaps the idea

is really an old one. Anyway, we would advise

you to give the device a thorough test before

spending any money. Try to operate it weak

without stop and thus demonstrate what the

test of time will do. Certainly if you can ob

viate the use of an interrupter you have a sus

piciously good thing.

1940. Rheostat. X. Y. Z., Mattapan, Mass.,

says: Will you kindly tell me how to construct

a rheostat that will cut 1 10 volts direct current

to 10 volts? I wish to charge a 10-volt, 60-am-

pere-hour storage battery, but the ordinary

1 10-volt direct current is too strong for this

purpose. Ans.—You do not state at what rate

you wish to charge the cells, but we imagine

2 or 3 amperes will be proper. Incandescent

lamps make about the best and cheapest sort

of rheostat. Provide five or six "key recep

tacles" for standard incandescent lamps. Wire

them together in parallel, in the ordinary man

ner. From your incandescent lighting circuit,

lead one wire to one side of the row of lamps;

from the other side lead a wire to the battery;

from other side of battery lead a wire to remain

ing side of lighting circuit. Of course it would

be well to provide a fuse cut-out, but the regular

one in the distribution cabinet will suffice. Put

100-volt or 1 10-volt 16 c.p. lamps in the sockets,

and by turning on more or less of them consid

erable variation in charging current will be

offered, each lamp taking about one-half an

ampere. If desirable to charge at a higher rate,

32 c.p. lamps can be used. To avoid running

the lamps entirely at loss, they may be dis

tributed in some otherwise dark corridor or

basement, and by selecting the 100-volt sort,

full candle-power will be realized. Of course

the lamps should not be used when not charging

batteries, for while they would give a fine light,

they would soon burn out.

1941. Voltage Regulator. J. B., Bridgeport,

Wash., says: (1) I have thought out a device

which will automatically regulate the voltage on

a lighting or power system. It is in the form of

two plungers working inside of two wire-wound

magnets and an arm is attached to a sliding bar

on the current regulator. I want to know

whether it is on the market or in use. (2) Can

not the telephone be arranged to ring the bell from

the battery instead of using a generator to ring

the bell, and have the bell ring by a push button

contact in the battery circuit? Ans.—This idea

is an old one, and in the past has been largely

used, especially in connection with water-driven

dynamos. The principal defect in the apparatus

is that it is too sluggish or goes too far. It acts

like a man "making" first base. He runs over.

The name formerly associated with regulators

of this class is Chapman, and probably no one

has made a greater variety than he. We would

advise you to consult the indexes of the electrical

magazines of 15 to 20 years ago. At the present

time the "Tirrell" regulator has displaced all

other sorts. (2) Yes, house telephones, or

those for short private lines, ordinarily utilize

the batteries for ringing. In this case the bells

are of the ordinary household type, fitted with

make-and-break contacts, rather than of the

"polarized" type, which operates on alternating

currents only.

1942. High-Frequency Apparatus. L. H. B.,

Stockton, Cal., asks: Will you have the kindness

to inform me whether there is any book published

which gives practical working directions for

the making of a d'Arsonval apparatus together

with an Oudin resonator for generating high-

frequency currents? If there is no such book

or pamphlet printed, will you kindly advise me

as to the best method of obtaining the desired

information? Ans.—The June and July, 1911,

issues of the Electrician and Mechanic, which

Vacuum E/«cT>««U

D'Arsonval Inductance. Coil
 

6etp

To SparK Coil

we can furnish for IS cents each, contain a de

scription of an Oudin resonator for the produc

tion of high-frequency currents. If you care

for a more detailed description of apparatus for

high-frequency work, we can furnish you with a

book on the subject by Haller and Cunningham,

for $1.25. In case you are going to use the de

scription given in the above-mentioned maga

zines, the sketch will show you how to connect

up for a d'Arsonval apparatus. The inductance

coil is the primary described in the articles, but

for this purpose it might be well to add a few

extra turns to the number necessary for the

primary of an Oudin resonator.
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1943. Mercury Interrupter. P. E. R., Los

Gatos, Cal., asks: How can I make a rotary,

mercury interrupter that will break 25 amperes

of storage battery current, with a frequency of

about 200 sparks per second? Would a small

metal wheel with four or six studs dipping into

a cup of mercury be possible for such an inter

rupter? Ans.-—A rotary, mercury interrupter

to successfully break 25 amperes would have to

be very carefully constructed. The arc produced

at the break of a poorly-made interrupter would

render its use impossible for wireless work. It

is very hard to break the current quickly with

a wheel having studs dipping in and out of

mercury. The usual type of interrupter is the

turbine type. It would be impossible to give a

working description of such an interrupter in

this column, but you will find a description of

several types in "The Principles of Electric

Wave Telegraphy and Telephony," by J. A.

Fleming, pages 54 to 68.

1944. Wireless License. G. R., Springfield,

Mass., asks: I have a set with an aerial about

100 ft. long and 30 ft. high. Receiving part

only. (1) Is it necessary that I have a hcense

for the same? (2) If so where is the nearest

place I can get one? (3) Can I get it by mail?

Ans.— (1) For receiving only you will not need

a license for your station. (2) For New Eng

land the office of the Radio Inspector is at Long

Wharf, Dept. of Labor and Commerce, Boston

Mass. (3) Second grade operators' licenses

may be obtained in this manner. For an opera

tor s license apply also to the Radio Inspector

at Boston.

1945. Wave-length. J. R. P., Grand Manan,

Can., asks: With the help of the enclosed rough

sketch, will you please determine for me (1) my

wave-length; and how far I should be able to

send; (2) Is my oscillation transformer con

structed on the proper lines? (3) Please say

if there are any alterations I can make that will

improve the apparatus. The X marks the posi

tion of my station, and the surrounding hills

are about 350 ft. high, wooded and about 2 miles

from my station. With my receiving instru

ments I am able to hear Cape Cod, and by using

an old telephone line for an extra aerial I can

get Glace Bay very plainly. I would be very

grateful for any suggestions you could give me

that would improve my sending instruments.

Ans.—(1) Local conditions make such a differ

ence that it is impossible to give any data on

wave-lengths or sending distances; still, from

the dimensions given on your drawing it would

be surprising if you could obtain a wave-length

less than 300 meters. (2) Yes. (3) You might

replace your stationary gap by a rotary or

quenched gap.

1946. Poulsen System. C. E. W., Pikeville,

Ky., asks: Will you give me as much informa

tion as possible on the Poulsen system of Wire

less Telegraphy? (1) Can 220 volts d.c. be

used instead of 550 volts d.c, and what would be

the range of such a transmitting set? (2) Can

an arc lamp run on '220 volts d.c. be used for

sending? If not, what kind of arc can be used,

and could you tell me how I can make one? (3)

gram of both sending and receiving of this sys

tem. (6) Can d.c. be changed to a.c. when run

through a rectifier? If so, give me a wiring

diagram. (7) Can you tell me where I can get

a book on Poulsen Wireless System? Ans.—

In order to be fair to all of our subscribers it is

necessary to limit the number of questions asked

in any issue to three. You will see by reading

the heading of this column that since you did

not comply with the requirements of this depart

ment that your questions are not entitled to

consideration, but as you have not taken your

full liberty in the use of this department we will

make an exception and answer your questions

this time, but in the future it will be necessary

to enforce the rule. (1) Yes. The range would

depend on the other instruments used in the set

as well as on the arc. (2) Not the regular

carbon arc. It would take too much space in

this column to even attempt to explain the

Poulsen apparatus, but you will find several

excellent photographs and a complete description

of the construction and theory of this type of

apparatus in the "Principles of Electric Wave

Telegraphy and Telephony," by J. A. Fleming,

which we can furnish for $7.50. (3) This is to

increase the potential difference across the con

denser. See the book by Fleming for a descrip

tion. (4) Not that we know of. (6) No.

(5) and (7 ) See book by Fleming.

1947. Damped Waves. L. L. R., Brookville,

Pa., asks: (1) Kindly give me some rule or

formula by which the frequency or number of

sparks per second of a spark coil can be obtained.

(2) Give rule for finding capacity of condensers,

receiving and sending. (3) Explain damped and

undamped waves. Ans.—(1) It is impossible

to give any formula that one not well acquainted

with high-frequency measurements could use.

J. A. Fleming describes in his book on "Wireless

Telegraphy and Telephony" a photographic

spark counter devised by himself. In his de

scription he gives the formula applicable to that

particular counter. (2) In the March, 1911,

Electrician and Mechanic you will find an ex

planation of the formula by which you can

readily calculate the capacity of your condensers.

(3) A highly or strongly damped wave is one

in which the number of oscillations is small

before the energy of the wave train is consumed.

The greater the number of oscillations the less

damped is the wave. The greater the value of

the logarithmic decrement the more damped

is the wave.

1948. Wireless Telephone. E. A. L., Sask.,

Can., asks: Where can I get reliable information

about how to construct the best wireless tele

phone with earth or water connections in place

of using an aerial, with diagrams of same?

Ans.—You are evidently mistaken about the

possibilities of using a wireless telephone with

out an aerial connection. If you were to con

nect the ground side to the ground and what is

normally the antenna side to a water ground

you would be grounding both sides. You can

not construct a wireless telephone that will

cover any appreciable distance without using

some form of aerial. We can furnish you
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coils. Ans.—It would be much cheaper for you

to read some book on the subject of spark coils

and learn the complete methods of building a

coil than for you to try to construct one on the

small amount of information that we can give

you in this column. If you cannot purchase a

book on the subject in your own country, we can

send you one if you desire. If you want to con

struct a coil without any further study we are

glad to give you the dimensions for the size you

desire. A 10-in. spark coil would be about the

equivalent of a 1 k.w. transformer. This coil

will not develop an actual 10-in. spark, but the

output will be equivalent to one of that size.

The core is 24 in. long by 3 in. in diameter. It

is made up of soft iron wire of about y% in. in

diameter. The primary consists of two layers

of No. 12 B.&S. gauge double cotton-covered

wire. The secondary is made up of about 40

pies, each y$ in. thick, with an inside diameter of

3% in. and an outside diameter of in. For

these pies about 15 lbs. of No. 28 d.c.c. wire will

be required. The primary is insulated with a

hard rubber of micanite tube. About 25 volts

should be delivered at the terminals. If you

use this coil on 1 10-volt mains it will be necessary

to use a regulator, as the drop through the inter

rupter will not be sufficient to cut down the vol

tage to the desired value. To tune your set,

first disconnect your ground and variometer,

leaving just the primary oscillation circuit.

Tune this circuit to the wave-length you desire

by varying the condenser or the number of turns

on the inductance. When you have a sharp

wave-length of the desired value, as shown by

the wavemeter, connect the ground and vario

meter, and by adjusting the variometer, tune

until you get the maximum reading on the hot

wire ammeter and a sharp wave, as shown by

the wavemeter. If you have done this carefully

you should not have any wave that is stronger

than 10 per cent, of the desired one.

1950. Oiling Belts. C. J. P., Columbus, O.,

asks : Please outline an effective process to drive

oil and grease from old leather belts. Ans.—

Certain oils are not harmful to belts, but if the

size in mind is not too large we would suggest

that you soak them in kerosene, and let them dry.

Do not leave them in this condition, however,

but proceed regularly to administer castor oil—

the very best preservative yet known. It will

contribute to frictional qualities, and give a fine

black gloss that will refuse to attract dust.

Further, the belts will be largely free from

electro-static tendencies.

1951. Transformer Construction. L. O.,

Minneapolis, Minn., has made an experimental

transformer, of best iron, stack of laminations

being 1H in. thick, and winding space on each

leg ilA in.xlty section and 9J^ in. long. One

leg is wound with four layers of No. 12 d.c.c.

wire, taps being brought out at the 242d, 347th

and 459th (last) turn. Other winding' is on

other leg, consisting of 18 sections of 2,000 turns

primary cases? (4) Will a condenser be neces

sary? Ans.— (1) The tongue will be desirable,

for its action or absence will enlarge the range

of usefulness of the transformer. Without the

tongue, the voltage regulation will be much

better than with it, but for constant current

experimenting, or even when desiring merely

a choke coil, the presence of the tongue will make

the apparatus more "fool proof." It will be

well to have the secondary sections not perma

nently connected in series, but to leave them

open in several places when experimenting with

the other winding alone, thereby reducing the

potential stress on the insulation. (2) 8 to 10

amperes. (3) Applying the 110 volts to the

232 primary turns, the secondary e.m.f. on open

circuit will be about 17,000 volts; with 347 turns,

11,450 volts; with the whole 459 turns, 8,650

volts. Current should be limited to about .1

ampere. In consequence of the primary and

secondary windings being on opposite legs, the

regulation will be poor, that is, as soon as you

try to draw current from the secondary, the

voltage will greatly fall off. Lighting trans

formers always have primary and secondary

windings equally divided on the two legs. In

your case this was impracticable. (4) No.

1952. Motor Winding. E. E. H., Nazareth,

Pa., says: I have several 12 in. fan motors,

125 cycles, 110 to 115 volts, 8 poles, a.c, built

by the General Electric Company. Will you

kindly advise me through your "Questions and

Answers" Column if these motors can be changed

so that they can be used in connection with 60

cycles, 110 volt, alternating current, and if so,

how must they be changed to produce the maxi

mum efficiency? Ans.—The eight field coils

are connected so as to produce alternately north

and south poles. To adapt operation to 60-cycle

circuits, and yet get full speed, there should be

but four poles. It will be a good idea to experi

ment on one of the motors by reconnecting the

eight coils so as to get the effect of four poles,

by having two adjacent poles alike, say north,

then the next two south, and so on. The wind

ing, however, will not be so effective as if you

made entirely new coils of somewhat like twice

the span so as to embrace two poles instead of

one. For this new winding try one size smaller

wire than that at present. These tests will not

cost much, but will be instructive, and we, too,

would be glad to learn the results.

1953. Gear Calculations. W. F. C, Fall

River, Mass., says: Please enlighten me on the

following questions: (1) Rule or formula for

calculating the size of a gear (teeth, pitch, etc.);

belts and shafting for transmitting a given horse

power. (2) What chemical is used for treating

wood so that it will be fire-proof? Ans.— (1)

The present accepted method of estimating

gears is by the "diametrical" pitch, an expres

sion that means a certain number of teeth on

the circumference per inch of diameter. To take

an example, a familiar case of railway motor

„B rino m,v be riterl • t.Vip nitrfo is 3. that is. for
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12 or 16, or even 24 should be chosen. To re

sume the railway reference, the gear on the axle

has 67 teeth; its pitch diameter will then be 67

divided by 3, or 22M> in.; the pinion on the

armature shaft has 14 teeth, its pitch diameter

being, therefore, 14 divided by 3, or 4% in. The

outside diameter to which a gear blank is to be

turned previous to cutting the teeth is of course

larger than the pitch diameter, and the scheme

of the diametrical method makes this determina

tion very simple. Make a fraction of which 2

is the numerator and the pitch the denominator,

and add this part of an inch to the pitch diame

ter and the result is the outside diameter. In

the above cases the fraction will be %; adding

this to the figures given and 23 in. and 5\i in. are

what the blanks should measure. The distance

between the centers of gears for correct running

is one-half the sum of the pitch diameters. In

the above case the sum is 27 in., therefore the

distance between center of armature shaft and

center of axle should be 13 in. A good rule

for determining the size of a single-ply leather

belt is to allow 1 in. of width per horse-power

for every 600 ft. per minute of speed. Dynamo

belts move much faster, but the proportion still

hotds. Thus, if power is to be transmitted be

tween two 24 in. diameter pulleys running at

300 revolutions per minute, the belt speed will

be about 1,900 ft. per minute, and 3 h.p. for

every inch width of belt can be delivered. (2)

Usually sodium silicate or tungstate.

1954. House Lighting. J. G., Baltimore,

Md., asks: Can you kindly let me know how

many 20 c.p. tungsten lamps the Yi h.p. dynamo

in Mr. Watson's book will burn, and if I can get

castings for same? Will it deliver the current

for 500 yds., as I would like to build one of that

size or larger for a water wheel to light our home.

Ans.—The machine is liberally rated and can

readily supply 400 watts for indefinite runs with

out undue heating, and 500 watts for limited

"peak" runs—say, of an hour or so. Such a

lamp as you mention requires about 25 to 30

watts, so you can operate 16 to 20 at once. Of

course the house can be wired for a much larger

number. 1,500 ft. is a long distance to transmit

such a small amount of power, and we do not

think the expense of the pole line and wires would

be warranted. At any rate carefully compare

the installation expense with that of driving the

dynamo by a gasoline engine. Even if the ex

pense of the water power utilization might be

allowable you would still have to arrange for

controlling the voltage. Excellent castings for

the dynamo can be obtained by addressing the

author through our office, and we would be

pleased to advise you further with the project.

1955. Motor Construction. C. H. P., Eliza

beth, N.J., has small motor parts that he would

like to rewind, and run with about six dry bat

teries. The dimensions of field are 2J^ in. bore,

1 H in. long, with a single magnet core. The ar

mature is of the laminated type, and is 1 in. thick

and 2)4 in. in diameter. It has 12 \i in. slots.

Commutator has six segments. Ans.—You must

recognize that the motor cannot exert more

power than is put into it, and that dry cells are

inefficient, the actual realization at the pulley

would be less than one-half of this small amount.

Even six cells would not exert enough power

to hurt a person. If, therefore, you make the

motor do any work at all, regard the result as a

sort of triumph. If you wind armature with

No. 23 wire and field with No. 20, all you can

get on—you will get a good machine. The arma

ture core should be a better fit in the field mag

net, as long axially—1}4 m-i and in diameter

only 1-16 in. less than field bore.

1956. Switches. W. C. J. H., Manomet,

Mass., asks: Will you please tell me where I can

get diagrams of electric light switches for using

different combinations and controlling lights

from different points? Ans.—If you mean regu

lar 3-point and 4-point "circuit" switches, you

will find such regularly listed in the catalogs in

any electrical equipment store. In the failure of

such a search, we would advise you to address

the Pettingell-Andrews Company or the Wet-

more-Savage Company, both of Boston.

1957. Motor Winding. J. B., Worcester,

Mass., has a "Knapp" 6-volt, 1-40 h.p. motor.

The armature is made of punchings, and has its

six slots wound with No. 28 wire, connected to a

three-part commutator. The two field magnet

coils are wound with No. 20. I wish to re

wind this to give 6 volts and 1 or 2 amperes,

speed about 2,200 revolutions per minute.

Ans.—1-40 h.p. corresponds to about 20 watts,

and at 6 volts the current would then be—

assuming efficiency of motor at 100 per cent.—

3 amperes. Such small machines never reach

even to so high an efficiency as 50 per cent.,

therefore to get the rated horse-power you would

have to put in at least 6 amperes. Now, No. 28

wire has a section of only 160 circular mils, and

supposing the winding to be of the closed circuit

order, 320 circular mils would represent the

total current carrying capacity. While mo

mentarily a current of several amperes might

be tolerable, the regular capacity would not be

over \\i amperes. It looks, therefore, as if you

could not with advantage wind the armature

with any different size of wire. There would be

a distinct gain, however, by rewinding so as to

permit the use of a six-segment commutator.

The field magnet should be shunt wound, and

for this you should get on all the No. 30 s.c.c

wire possible.

1958. Light from Sugar. E. F. B., Sound

Beach, Conn., asks: Why, when you break a

lump of sugar or a wintergreen lozenge in a

dark room, does it make a light? Ans.—The

reason of the luminous accompaniment to the

breaking of a lump of sugar in a dark room has

been a subject of considerable discussion. The

best opinion is that in the fracture of the crys

talline structure of the sugar there is a molecular

rearrangement involved which causes a disen

gagement of energy manifested as light.

1959. Miscellaneous. A. J. A., Milton, N.D.,

(1 ) What would be the best way to cover streaks

on the inside of a mohair auto-top? The top

has received the streaks from rubbing while

folded together. f2) Could dye be put on with

a finint Kf-iic1-» ? 1 1 \ Pon *ms\A mpfiiroe Via
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The Most Practical

Electrical Library

The Electrical Engineering Library is part of the International

Library of Technology that cost $1,500,000 in its original preparation.

It contains the knowledge given from the life experience of some of the

best electrical engineering experts in the country, edited in a style that

nineteen years of experience in publishing home-study textbooks has

proved easiest to learn, to remember, and to apply. There is no other

reference work in the world that so completely meets the needs of the

electrician as the Electrical Engineering Library. The volumes are

recommended by the highest authorities and are used in nearly all the <

leading universities and colleges. Not only can they be used to great

advantage by superintendents, foremen, and engineers as an authori

tative guide in their work, but since they can be so clearly understood,

even by persons having no knowledge of higher mathematics, tney

can be used by all classes of electricians that are desirous of advancing

to higher positions.

A few of the many subjects contained in the Electrical Engineering Library are a*
follows: Electricity and Magnetism; Electrodynamics; Electrical Resistence and
Capacity; Magnetic Circuit; Electromagnetic Induction; Primary Batteries; Electrical
Measurements; Dynamos and Dynamo Design; Direct-Current Motors; Alternating
Currents; Alternators; Electric Transmission; Line Construction; Switchboards; Power
Transformation and Measurement; Storage Batteries; Incandescent Lighting: Arc
Lighting; Interior Wiring; Modern Electric Lighting Devices: Electric Signs; Electric
Heating; Elements of Telegraph Operating; Principles of Telephony; Telephone Circuits,
Receivers, Transmitters, Apparatus, Bells, Instruments, and Installation; Magneto-
Switchboards; Electric-Railway Systems; Line and Track; Line Calculations; Motor?
and Controllers; Electric-Car Equipment; Multiple-Unit System-; Efficiency Tests; Energy
Regulation; Central Energy Systems, Main and Branch Exchanges; Common-Battery
Signaling Systems; Bell-Energy System; Bell Trunk Circuits; Bell Toll and Testing

Circuits; Exchange Wiring; Telephone
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BOOK REVIEWS

Experimental Wireless Stations. Their Design,

Construction and Operation, with particular

respect to the requirements of the new wireless

law. By Philip E. Edelman. Published by

P. E. Edelman, 1912, and for sale by the

Sampson Publishing Co., Boston, Mass.

Price, $2.00 net.

It is not often that the experimenter entering

a new field is given the careful attention that

the wireless experimenter receives from this

excellent volume. It is neither entirely ele

mentary nor entirely theoretical. It is just what

the experimenter has been waiting for. The

author presents in a clear manner the funda

mental principles of electricity and wireless

telegraphy, giving actual examples of the use

of the apparatus envolving the application of

these principles in practice. In all cases com

plete dimensions for the construction of the

various pieces of apparatus essential to a wireless

station are given so that one reading the book is

never in doubt as to how the descnbed appara

tus is built in practice. Supplementing these

descriptions are several tables containing data

for the construction of most of the common

sizes of spark coils, transformers, and other com

mon pieces of apparatus. Besides these are

simplified formulas for the calculation of capac

ity, inductance, and other bothersome electrical

quantities. Above all, the author is up to the

minute, so that no experimenter in wireless can

afford to miss reading this practical little volume.

Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony Simply Ex

plained. A Practical Treatise Embracing

Complete and Detailed Explanations of the

Theory and Practice of Modern Radio Appa

ratus and its Present-Day Applications, to

gether with a chapter on the Possibilities of

its Future Development. By Alfred P.

Morgan. The Norman W. Henley Publish

ing Co. New York, 1913. Price, $1.00 net.

A new book on wireless valuable for its clear

ness. The 150 engravings of sets in actual opera

tion and wiring diagrams of these sets shown in

perspective make this book well worth reading.

In a simple—not too technical manner—the

phenomenon of wireless telegraphy and teleg

raphy are so well explained that one reading the

discussions should obtain a clear idea of the

principles underlying the transmission and recep

tion of wireless signals and speech. Each piece

of apparatus used in a wireless station is com

pletely described and in most cases illustrated

by actual photographs of various types of the

instrument. This book should prove valuable
VintVi *— **• . . ..

Lessons in Wireless Telegraphy. By Cole and

Morgan. Published by Cole and Morgan,

New York, 1912. Price, 25 cents.

For the person who desires to take a glance

into the art of wireless telegraphy it is hard to

imagine where he could get more practical in

formation for so small an expenditure than by

the reading of this pamphlet. The complete

subject as necessary for the practical operator

or experimenter to be familiar with in order to

construct and operate a set is treated in suffi

cient detail to enable him to get an excellent

conception of the subject. The method of treat

ment is that of dividing the subject into thirty

parts or lessons.

From Longmans, Green & Co., 4th Ave. and

30th St., New York, comes a catalog of Text

books and Reference Books of Pure and Applied

Science for Colleges and Technical Schools,

comprising Agriculture, Architecture and Build

ing Construction, Biology, Chemistry. Civil

Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Geology,

Manufactures and Industries, Mechanical En

gineering, Mechanics, Pure and Applied, Metal

lurgy and Mining, Naval Architecture and

Physics. This also will be sent on application

to anybody interested in such books.

Twentieth Century Method of Squaring the Circle.

By Harmon Evans. For sale by Abraham

Sherman, 319 E. Fifth St., Dayton, Ohio.

Price, $1.50. Postage extra.

This little pamphlet, containing a trifle over

eight small pages of text, sets forth the belief

of the author that the value of the ratio between

the circumference and the diameter of a circle

is 3.140625 exactly, instead of the well-known

and definitely proved value which can be found

in any mathematical text-book, and which has.

been computed to several hundred of places of

decimals. The writer fails to give any proof,

except his own belief in this figure, and his pam

phlet is of no practical value to the mathematician.

From Norman W. Henley Publishing Co.,

132 Nassau St., New York, we have received a

copy of their Gasoline Trouble Chart, a sheet

about 22 x 36 in., evidently designed for posting

in the garage, which carefully classifies all pos

sible sources of trouble in gasoline engines, and

gives a large and carefully labelled sectional view^

of a typical modern gasoline engine. The in

formation is valuable and is, in this form, ren

dered easily and quickly accessible to the mech

anician. The price is 25 cents and our publishers

will furnish it on receipt of remittance.

TnAinn Sfnrirr Rv Maior Cicero Newell.
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All These FREE!

Present this coupon to your paint or hardware dealer for our 25-cent

book, "The Proper Treatment for Floors, Woodwork and Furniture."

We will also give you free two 10-cent bottles of Johnson's Wood

Dye, which comes in 17 shades, such as Mission Oak, Early English,

Mahogany, etc., and one 10-cent can of Johnson's Prepared Wax.

Our book tells how to secure the right artistic wood effects with least

expense and trouble. J Coupon

Johnson's Wood Dye

is a dye, not a stain. It sinks deep down, bringing out the natural beauty of

the wood. In half an hour it will be perfectly dry. No dust sticks, no

streaks show. Not only beautiful, but lasting and easy to use. If

necessary it may be applied over old worn varnish or shellac.

Johnson's Prepared Wax

is a soft, velvety finish for all woodwork, floors and furniture, including pianos.
Can be used over all finishes. Is beautif ying and perfecting. Our book tells f Name .
how to apply it over any wood, new or old. Get tne book and 10<ent pack-
ages from your dealer today. If he cannot supply you, we will send direct
parcels post on receipt of 26c in stamps or silver. X Address-

SSc Valum

FREE

Good at your paint

store for one 25c

book, 10c can of John

son's Prepared Wax and

two 10c bottles of John

son's Wood Dye.

C. S. JOHNSON & SON

'The Wood Finishing Authorities"

RACINE. WIS.

State...

I Only one set to a family ) E.M.3
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,ASSEL£S CYCLOPEDIA OF MECHANICS

Edited by

PAUL N. HASLUCK

II You Want to Make Anything

Consult These Volumes

Assisted by

100 Practical Experts

 

EVERY Mechanic, Engineer, Scientist, Fanner, Handyman and Man with a Hobby should own a set of these books. The work Ii not only of
priceless value to Mechanics. Electrician* and Scientists, but contains thousands of articles written for the Handyman about the house, farm and
shop ; for anyone who likes to make things, from a match- holder to a suite of furniture—from a wheelbarrow to a carriage or motor body. The

boy who is learning how to use his brains and hands will find these volumes a never ending inspiration. Read the description below ; then let us
send you the set for examination before you purchase.

This Famous Mechanical Library Sent Yon for Examination on Receipt of $1.00

Sign your name to the coupon below and let us send you this complete five volume work at once on approval. If you don't keep the books, the
set is returnable AT OUR EXPENSE, and we will refund your $1.00, plus any expenses.
■TqcCoIPg ^Va*!iili9a?Hi 9 ail !ViPph*ini/*C ib ;in authoritative work, well printed and handsomely bound in five volumes. Written
VdSSCli 3 VJVIUpaCUia VI 111 CIlid 11113 by a stall of skilful and talented mechanical and technical writers, under the direct
editorship of Paul N. Hasluck, the foremost living writer on mechanical subjects, every item the paid contribution of an expert. The complete work
contains over 6500 illustrations and 30,000 separately indexed articles ; over 2.500.000 words. The five volumes number 1760 pages In all ; each
volume measuring 7Kil0H inches; strongly bound in stout extra durable cloth bindiog, with lettering in gold. We know you will be amazed by the
scope and completeness of this work. A leisurely examination is the only method of sale that will do it fustice. That is why we make you thfr
out-and-out offer to place the five volumes in your home at our expense, without obligation to keep them unless you are satisfied.
Vni* Iho Pr»«H»iii*»*il Mpphnilif* Tllt' P™^*1 mechanic will find In this work thousands of articles such as : Spindle molder for
rvl UIX II at-laA/tla ITlCVUaUlV treadle power: cramps used in drilling holes; chucks for holding small tools in lathe; electric
snotor connections; boiler covering compound; forging swivels ; reducing high pressure of electric circuit; tall vice for wood-worker's
bench ; truing emery wheels . regulating speed of electric motors ; tool for cutting round holes In sheet metal ; tube ignition for small
ctl engine; oxy-acetylene blow pipe or torch for welding and cutting metals; rusUesscoating for iron patterns: uses of shunt coils;
spacing dynamo brushes ; heat gauge for use in hardening steel ; fitting electro ignition to gas engine ; grinding and poifsl '
snetals for a high finish ; calculating weight of rolled metal, etc. , etc

Some General Subjecl-Headings ^.#,5? p»b. o«.

—Boat Building—Bookbinding—Building—Cements—Chemicals and Chemistry — Cleaning and Renovating— Coach- 221 Columboa AT*,
twikling—Concrete—Cycles— Drawing Instruments — Dyeing— Electricity—Embossing— Enameling—Engineering Boston, Mass.
—Engraving—Entomology—Etching — Explosives — Filters and Filtering— Flreproofing — Floors — Furnaces— GENTLEMEN I enclose
Gas—Gauges— Cilding — Glass — Granite — Guns and Firearms—Heating-Apparatus— Illuminating—Inlaying herewith $1 00 for which
—Ivory—Jewelers' Work — Lamps — Lantern Slides — Leather Working— Lenses—Lithography— Lubri- kindly send me carriage ore-
eating—Machinery—Marble—Metal Working—Metals and Metallurgy—Modelling— Motors—Moulding paid, for free examination one
Machines — Paints — Paper— Paving — Photography — Pipes— Plaster—Plumbing—Pottery—Poultry complete set ofCassell s Cyclopaedia
Appliances— Presses— Printing— Pumps— Refining— Refrigeration — Roofing—Ropes—Sand— of Mechanics, In five volumes It Is
Sanitation — Saws- Sotws- Surveying-Sign Writing tnat [ examine the work
—Stoves—Tanning—Taxidermy—Terracotta—Tiling—Timber—Tools— Upholstery —Valves five days, and if I do not wish to keep ft.
— Veneering—Water—Wireworking—W oodworking.
r_._._!_„ Ttilo PrMl Q*t nf W« want you to sec thin famonn five volume work, forweCUinlnC ™* >€I 01 know that >ou will be pleaaed with it* binding, paperond
BOOkS S.I OUR EXpCnSC printing, and the wonderful fund of information tl con-
tm*M W« want you to examine it thoroughly, for w« know you will be quickly ina-
BrMMcd with its practical value. The price of th» complete work in five volumes i
above deeenbed. is $18.00. Just mail uatho coupon opposite with $1.00 nnd you
will receive the net. carringe paid- Examine it five days. If at the end of that ^ Vamh
tam you do not want it. notify ua and hold subject to our order, and wea#ree ^ |,/1™B
to return tho dollar you have sontuB. If you keep the books, pay ua $1.00
within five days, and the balance $2.00 a month until paid.

PUBLISHING CO.

I agree to notify you an '
order. If I keep it, I agree

five days and the balance of $16.
month until paid. It Is furth

refund the dollar paid ill deck

bject to your
■ $1.00 within

nents of $2.00
K«d that you

SAMPSON
Ml Columbian Ave., Boston, Ma

Address

Occupation or employer.

Send this coupon or cop
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Free—Six Big Issues of

Investing for Profit

Ifyou will simply send meyour name. Special

Introductory FREE Offer. Six fine Monthly

Issues—each worth $10 to $100 to you.

How much do you know about the Science of Invest

ment ? Do you know the Real Earning Power of your money? What is

the difference between the Rental Power and Earning Power of money ?

Do you know how $100 grows into $2200?

Why you should get Investing for Profit: If You Can Save $5 a Month or More

 

Only one man in a thousand knows the difference

between the rental power and the earning power

of his money. Few men know the underlying

principles of incorporation. Not one wage earner

in 10,000 knows how to invest his savings for

profit, so he accepts a paltry 2% or 3fe from his

savings bank, while this same bank earns from

20% to 30fc on his money—or he does not know

the science of investing and loses his all.

Russell Sagesaid: "There is a common fallacy

that, while for legal advice we go to lawyers, and

for medical advice we go to physicians, and for

the construction of a great work, to engineers—

financing^ is everybody's business. As a matter

of fact, it is the most profound and complicated

of them all."

So let me give you just a glimpse of the valu

able investment information you will get in my

six big issues, "The Little Schoolmaster of the

Science of Investment, "a guide to money-making:

Capital It Looking for a Job.
The REAL Earning Power of

Your Money.
Investment Securities Are Not

lavesteMat Opportun ities.

Toe Actual Pouibililies of Intel
ligent Investment.

The Capitalization of Genial and
of Opportunity.

Wait till you see a good thing—but don't wait

till everyone sees it. You will then be too late.

Never was a time more auspicious for a public

campaign of education on the logic of true invest

ment. A revolution in the financial world is now

going on— to the profit of the small investor.

You are now face to face with your oppor

tunity—if you have the courage to enter the open

gate to the road of fortune.

I believe you will find much interest in read

ing my six issues of Investing for Profit. From

cover to cover it contains the fundamental princi

ples of investment it has taken a lifetime to gather

—from my own experience and from every avail

able authoritative original source of information.

The Science of 1
The Root and Branca of the

Investment Tree.
How to Jodge a Business Enter

prise
Where New Capital Pot Into a

Corporation Really Goes.
•'Watering*'—Its Significance.

Idle Money vs. Active Money.

Don't invest a dollar in anything anywhere

until you have read my wonderful magazine.

Investing for Profit is for the man who intends

to invest any money, however small, or who can

save $5 or more per month, but who has not as

vet learned the art of investing for profit. Learn

how $100 grows into $2200.

Use this Coupon for the Six Issues

and Financial Advice FREE

If you know how to invest your savings — if

you know all about the proposition in which you

are about to invest your hard-earned savings—you

need no advice. But if you don't, if there is a

single doubt or misgiving in your mind—I shall

be pleased to answer any inquiries you may make,

or furnish any information I can regarding the

art of saving and making money through wise

investment.

So sign and mail this coupon now. Get Investing for

Profit FREE for six months. Ask me to put you on my mail
ing list for Free Financial Advice. Don't put this or}. It
means too much to you now and Id the future. Sign and mail

this coupon at once.

H. L. BARBER, PUBLISHER, CHICAGO

Mail ThisNow
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SAVE MONEY on MAGAZINE CLUBS

SEND US YOUR ORDERS FOR ALL MAGAZINES

For the convenience of readers who wish to subscribe to more than one magazine we have arranged this page,
which contains a list of the leading general, photographic and mechanical magazines of the United States. It saves
you time, money and trouble to order all your magazines at one time from a reputable house, which can always be
reached to adjust complaints. Do not pay your money to unknown solicitors, but send your orders to us. Subscrip
tions may begin at any time, need not all be sent to one address or begin at the same time, and may be either new or
renewal, unless otherwise specified. Remit by postal money order. If personal check is used, add 10 cents for collec
tion. Periodicals sent to Canada and foreign countries cost more to cover the postage. Always ascertain from us the
proper rates for such subscriptions.

If you do not find the periodicals you want listed on this sheet, write to us for terms. We will duplicate the prices
quoted by any reliable agency on any periodical or combination.

DIRECTIONS

From the list below select your magazines, add their class numbers and multiply by five—

the result is the cost in dollars and cents. For instance:

Class Number: ELECTRICIAN AND MECHANIC

POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHYAMERICAN PHOTOGRAPHY

24

15

24

— Cost

63 x 5 = $3.15

Class
No. Publication

Class
No. Publication

25 Abel's Photographic
Weekly

25 Adventure
53 Aeronautics
27 Ainslee's
30 All Story Magazine
17 Amateur Photog

rapher's Weekly
35 American Art News
17 American Boy
55 American Homes &

Gardens
80 Araer. Machinist(w)
23 American Magazine
24 Amer. Photography
19 Amer. Motherhood
30 Argosy
35 Arts & Decoration
47 Automobile
20 Auto. Dealer &

Repairer
17 Black Cat
27 Blue Book
17 Boys' Magazine
20 Building Age
30 Bulletin of Photog.
22 Camera
20 Camera Craft
17 Camera Craft (new)
170Camera Work
80 Cavalier
80 Century .

23 Cosmopolitan
70 Country Life in

America
53 Craftsman
50 Current Literature
23 Delineator
12 Designer
37 Dress
20 Electrical World(m)
60 Electrical World (w)
24 Electrician and

Mechanic
26 Electric Journal
23 Etude (lor music

lovers)
23 Everybody's
23 Field and Stream
47 Forest and Stream
20 Foundry
23 Garden Magazine

18 Gas Engine
20 Gas Power
8 Gas Review

23 Good Housekeeping
20 Harper's Bazaar
70 Harper's Magazine
70 Harper's Weekly
23 Hearst's Magazine
12 Home Needlework
50 House & Garden
20 Housekeeper

Class
No. Publication

Class
No.

j Class
Publication No.

8 Housewife
50 Independent
95 International Studio
lOOIron Age (w)
40 Iron Age-Hardware
8 Ladies; World
90 Life
35 Lippincott's
60 Literary Digest
20 Little Folks
30 Manual Training

Magazine
9 McCall's Magazine

23 McClure's Mag.
40 Metal Worker
23 Metropolitan
56 Model Engineer &

Electrician
23 Modern Electrics
17 Modern Priscilla

(2 years, class 23)
17 Mothers' Magazine
60 Motor
35 Motor Boat
17 Motor Boating
18 Motor Cycle IUus.
17 Motor Print
23 Musician
45 National Geograp'ic

Magazine
17 National Sportsman

70 North American
Review

24 Outdoor Life
50 Outing
60 Outlook
25 Overland Monthly
20 Pearson's Magazine
24 Photo Era
20 Photographic News
27 Photographic Times
50 Photo Miniature
23 Physical Culture
17 Pictorial Review
23 Popular Electricity
60 Popular Magazine
15 Popular Photog'y
9 Poultry Herald
9 Poultry Keeper
7 Poultry Success

18 Practical Engineer
40 Printers' Ink
30 Railroad Man's

Magazine
23 Red Book
35 Review of Reviews
35 School Arts Maga

zine
60 St. Nicholas
40 St. Nicholas (new)
55 Scientific American
60 Scribner's

Publication

23 Short Stories
45 Smart Set
30 Strand
50 Suburban Life
23 Sunset
40 System
23 Technical World
50 Travel
22 Violinist
10 Violin World
70 Vogue
47 Wilson's Photo.

Magazine
25 Woman's Home

Companion
37 World's Work
35 Yachting
40 Youth's Companion

The following maga
zines are sold only at the
full subscription price
and are never clubbed.

Ladies' Home JrL 41.50
Munsey's 1.50
Popular Mechanics 1.50
Saturday Ev. Post 1.50

THESE RATES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

SEND THIS COUPON TO US WITH A MONEY ORDER FOR THE AMOUNT

Date

ELECTRICIAN & MECHANIC

221 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass.
24 Electrician & Mechanic
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Don't envy the trained man—be one

No use envying the man who has made good. Don't think he got

where he is because he had a "pull." A "pull" doesn't amount to much

unless you can deliver the goods, and the best "pull" in the world is

training.

Just make up your mind today—right now—that you are going to be a trained

man—that you are going to get the money and hold a good job. You can do it.

The American School of Correspondence will show you how. This great school,

with its sixty-five complete courses in Engineering, Business and Law, can soon

give you the training necessary to become a successful man—a man who will be

envied as you, perhaps, now envy the men above you.

How the American School Will Give You f"v" ™ Tv~ *" T •«_ T ™ ™ z

I Your Opportunity Coupon r

the Training You Need

The American School of Correspondence was established fifteen years
ago for the benefit of ambitious men and women everywhere. This
school makes it possible for you to obtain the education and training* you
need without leaving: heme or giving up your work. It will bring; a practical
college course to you right in your own home.

No matter where you live, the American School will train you in any B

branch of Engineering, Business and Law, or prepare you for entrance into I
any resident college. Remember: no need of your leaving home or giving up
your present job. |

Write the American School now, while the subject of making more
money is on your mind. State how far you went in the public schools, what |
you are doing now, and what you would like to be. Your case will receive
special attention. ' $

The American School will tell y0u t>,e pest and quickest way to better ■
*""**" r*,**»ir coupon and mail it now. I

| Check the course yon want and mall the coupon now \

■ American School of Correspondence, Chicago, U. S. A.

jjl Please send me your Bulletin andadvise me how I
■ qualify for the position marked **X.,~~ L'itM Mg,

. . . .Electrical Engineering

. . . . Elee. Light k Power Supt.
Electrical W Ireman

....Telephone Expert

....Architect
Building Contractor

...Architectural l»rnft«ma»
. ...Htrnclura) Engineer
. . . .Concrete Engineer
....Civil Engineer
. . . .Surveyor
... Mechanical Engineer
... Mechanical Dr~('-,,,*m

. . . . Lawyer

....Bookkeeper

. . . .Stenographer

....Private Secretary

....Accountant

. . . .Coat Aeeoontant

....CertTd Public Aee*nt .

....Auditor j

....RuslneM Manager

....Fire Ins. Inspector I

....Fire Ins. Adjuster

....Fire Inn. tfioert F
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Adjust

merits

Plain Drill
Lifl-nand

MM
Double Raictot

UM

The»e five

adjustments are

controlled by the

Shifter on cylinder,

as indicated, and

changes are made at

a finger-touch.

The "YANKEE"
Double Ratchet permits of *
speedy work in ught places—any
morion of the crank, forward or
back, do matter how alight, causes
the drill to cut continuously.
*■>-•• Tool BOOM* M„ Mantes \

and Kou**hitldww, sftsss for 'l'a*lr«#'"
Tool Book " Al'TVMOblLMTH. i
tor ' Tankoo' looU *m tk* • •■.<

NORTH BROS. MFC. CO.. Philadelphia

THE NEW INDUSTRY and the

OLD INEFFICIENCY

Second article Power on the Farm

Replacement of Men and Animals

by Power Machinery

By L. W. Ellis

Did you read this article in December number of

CASSIER'S MAGAZINE

The January and February numbers of Cassier's Magazine will

contain a series of remarkable interviews with the leading Har

bor Experts, Port Officials, Steamship Men, Terminal Owners,

Shippers, etc.. By Francis Washburn Hoadley, entitled

HARBOR DEVELOPMENT and

DOCK EFFICIENCY

This, the most comprehensive article on this important and

timely subject, covers the principal ports of the entire sea coast

of the United States, presenting the view points of men promi

nent in all lines of work, men whose views are worth knowing.

This series of interviews, fully illustrated, will prove of in

terest to every citizen of the United States.

CASSIER'S MAGAZINE

25 cts. a copy $3.00 a year

Keeps its readers posted on important subjects.

Send $1.00 for 6 months' trial subscription

New subscriptions received before April 1st, will

include January and February, 1913, Free of Charge

The Cassier Magazine Co., new Vork

DUCK'S ELECTRICAL & WIRELESS CATALOG
Will be mailed to you upon receipt of 6c, lUmpi or coin, which yon may deduct on your first purchase of $1. Great coat of catalog and
low prices prohibit distribution except to those really interested. Most elaborate catalog in its tine. SAVE 25 PER CENT

ON 8TANDARD COOD8. CATALOG CONTAIN8 OVER 100 PP. WIRELESS IN8T8. FOR
COMMERCIAL AND EXPERIMENTAL USE. with complete diagrams; 15 pp. Telegraph Insts.i 25 pp. Toy and Com
mercial Motors; 1 •'• pp flash lights, lighting p>ants, ammeter*, automobile accessories, launch lignting outfits, tools, pocket knives, Victrolaa,
mirroscopes, railways, and electrical and mechanical books.

The J. J. DUCK COMPANY, 423-5 St. Clair Street, TOLEDO, OHIO

Telegraphy Taught

in the shortest possible time

The Omnigraph Automatic Trans
mitter combined with standard key and
sounder. Sends your telegraph mes

sages at any speed, just as an expert operator would.
Five styles SS.Oo up ; circular free.

OMNKWAPH MPQ. CO., 41 CortUndt St., New York

 

AERONAUTICS

New and Enlarged Edition

Commencing January, IQ13.

C The leading British Journal devoted to the

technique, science and industry of aeronautics.

(Issued Monthly) (Founded 1907)

YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION

One Dollar and Eighty-five Cents

Mailed Free

NOTE—Specimen copy will be mailed Free on receipt of IS cents

HEAD OFFICE

3, LONDON WALL BUILDINGS, LONDON, ENGLAND

American Office: 250 West 54th Street, New York

WANTED

A Bright, Energetic Man to Represent Us

in every

COLLEGE

PREP. SCHOOL

POWER PLANT

MACHINE SHOP

CARPENTER SHOP

HARDWARE STORE

ELECTRICAL CONCERN

WIRELESS COMPANY

TELEPHONE COMPANY

TELEGRAPH COMPANY

We will pay YOU well for a few hours

of your time and you will find the work

both easy and profitable.

Write at once to our Agency Dept. and re

ceive full particulars of this special offer.

ELECTRICIAN & MECHANIC

221 Columbus Avenue, Boston, Mass.
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Send for Copy of Our New Wireless Manual M

It contains 96 pages and tells how to erect and maintain wireless telegraph stations. Sho
a number of diagrams. Has the Morse and Continental Telegraph Codes. Illustrates the b
instruments to use ; tells what they are for and how to use them. Do not wait until some otl
time, but sit down now and send your name and address, and get one. It costs you nothii

Send for Our Pocket Catalog M2'

 

It contains 212 pages, with over 1.000 illustrations, and describes in plain, clear language
about Bells, Push Buttons, Batteries, Telephone and Telegraph Material, flectric Toys, Burg
and Tire Alaim Contrivances, Electric Call Bells, Electric Alarm Clocks, Medical Batteries, Mo<
Boat Horns, Electrically Healed Apparatus, Battery Connectors, Switches, Battery Gauges, Wi
less Telegraph Instruments, Ignition Supplies, ate

Money Saved to You to Have Our Manual and Our Catalog When You Want to B

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY

FEW YORK, 17 Park Place CHICAGO, 114 So. 5th Ave. ST. LOOTS, 1106 Pine

You Need Our Bulletin E

on Wireless Telegraphy

Prices in some cases less than half charged by others

SEND FOR BULLETIN E T O D A It

HUNT & McCREE, 92-94 Murray Street, NEW YORK

{The Nmm of Wonderful Value*)

 

BOSTON'S WIRELESS SCHOOL

C| Endorsed by Commercial Companies. Prepares you for

license test at United States Navy Yard. First Grade

License a certainty if full course of instruction is taken.

SPECIAL FINISHING COURSE for AMATEURS

MASSACHUSETTS COLLEGE OF TELEGRAPHY

899 BOYLSTON ST., BOSTON, MASS. Telephone B.B. 6J87

Brandes Wireless Receivers

 
Guaranteed Wound

with Copper Wire

Money refunded

The Precision Potentiometei
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What do YOU

Know about

WIRELESS

I Surely you want to know more about the wonderful new art. Don't be satisfied

I with a superficial, hazy idea. Know the how and why. Be up to date. Master the

details. That's why you should have Philip E. Edelman's new book,

"Experimental Wireless Stations"

Do you want a license ?

Can you answer the Radio

Inspector ?

Can you tune for 200

meters ?

Can you calculate wave

length ?

Can you design efficient

200-meter stations?

Is your station properly

tuned ?

Do you know what a shunt

resonator is? and, and . . .

It covers the complete field in a clear, comprehensive and

practical manner, simple enough for the beginner, sufficiently

complete for the advanced experimenter. It is right up

to the minute and is the only book written in accordance with

the new law. It is a year ahead of all others.

An ideal experimenter's book because it not only gives the

theory, use, and design of each instrument, but also states

the actual construction, approximate cost, and suggests

simple modifications for those having limited facilities. It

answers your questions.

A wireless school in itself because it enables the readers to

build their own apparatus, to study the principles of wireless

transmission, to perform all calculations, using simple arith

metic only, and to design and use efficient stations and in

struments.

Every reader should have a copy

CONTAINS
Simplified Calculations for

Resonant Stations, wave-length,
capacity, inductance.
Complete Details on bow to

Comply with the New Law; how
to alter your present station;
how to make standard legal
apparatus; how to get your
license, etc.

Tells bow to make your own
stations and apparatus. The
following is only a partial list
of the data given: Rotary and
Quenched Spark Gaps, Spack
less Poulsen and Lepel sets."
Real Interference Presenters,
Lightning and Line Protectors.
Spark Coils, Leakage Type
Transformers, Condensers,
Helices, Oscillation Trans
formers, Aerials and Grounds,
Duplex and Standard Aerials,
Detectors, Einthoven Galva
nometer, Tickers, Wave Meters.
Hot Wire Ammeter, Wireless
Telephone, etc.

Exactly the information yon
have been looking for.

CONTENTS OF CHAPTERS

1.—Nature and Theory of Wireless Transmission of Intelligence.
2.—Aerials. 3.—Grounds and Lightning Protection. 4.—General
Features of Transmitters. 5.—Planning the Transmitter: Calcu
lation of Wave-Length, Capacity and Circuits. 6.—Transformers;
Spark Coils. 7.—Auxiliary Apparatus, Keys, Electrolytic Inter
rupter, Kickback Prevention, Aerial Switches. 8.—Transmitting
Condensers. 9.—Calculation of Inductance, Construction _ of
Helix and Oscillation Transformer, Standard Dimensions, Loading
Coils. 10.—Design and Construction of Spark Gaps. 11.—Radi
ation Indicators, Hot Wire Ammeter, Shunt Resonator, Wave
M»+*r i? —Continuous Waves, Wireless Telephone, Quenched

11—The Receiving Station.

JUST OUT NOW READY

Experimental Wireless Stations

Their Theory, Design, Construction,

and Operation, by Philip E. Edelman.

"An experimenter who knows what the

readers want "

Finely cloth bound, 5)4 inches by 8 inches

224 PAGES, FULLY ILLUSTRATED
Printed in large clear type on fine book^
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Every Motorist Should Have This Book

"The Modern

Gasoline Automobile"

By VICTOR W. PAGE, M.E.

n r- ^ ¥T is the most com-

^ ^ ••^^^^^ than 500 specially pre

pared illustrations.

This is a thoroughly

practical, non-techni

cal treatise, containing

all reliable latest infor

mation on all phases

of Gasoline Automobile Construction, Operation,

Equipment and Repair.

This book Is an investment yon will never regret !

k. i!—

It Makes all Men Masters of the Automobile

and reduces cost of maintenance, because money-

saving hints on operation and repair insure in

telligent driving, proper oiling and prompt

restoration ofidefective parts.

Price, $2.50

Bound in Cloth

WHAT IS SAID OF THIS BOOK:

"It is the best book on the Automobile seen

up to date."—J. H. Pile, Associate Editor, Auto

mobile Trade Journal.

"Every Automobile Owner has use for a book

of this character."—The Tradesman.

"This book is superior to any treatise hereto

fore published on the subject."— The Inventive

Age.

"We know of no other volume that is so com

plete in all its departments, and in which the

wide field of automobile construction with its

mechanical intricities is so plainly handled, both

in the text and in the matter of illustrations."—

The Motorist.

"The book is very thorough, a careful examina

tion failing to disclose any point in connection

with the automobile, its care and repair, to have

been overlooked."—Iron Age.

"Mr. Page has done a great work, and benefit

to the Automobile Field."—W. C. Hasford,

Mgr. Y.M.C.A. Automobile School, Boston,

Mass.

"It is just the kind of a book a motorist needs

if he wants to understand his car."—American

Thresherman.

Copies of this book sent prepaid to any address

on receipt of price

SAMPSON PUBLISHING CO.

221 Columbus Avenue : Boston, Mass.

Grinnell

RlZlSTOLLeather

Work Gloves

are a great protection

against electric currents

This leather, subjected to a

'high voltage, break-down

test" by a well-known test

ing engineer did not punc

ture below 4,000 volts.

I Resist wear. too. Out wrar two to
• three pairs of other gloves.

^Guaranteed not to harden, peel or
' crack from service. Unharmed I

"wetting. You can wash them, whei
1 soiled, in soap and water or gasoline. Dry
| out like new. You'll save money in the end.
as well as have constant protection against
injury, if you wear RezUtol gloves.

PP0A Auk your dealer for RexUtol
rrcCjfiovea—a new glove or" the

i famous Grinnell line. If he doetn't handle

 

J Grinnell glove*, write ne his name and
your etlee. With his llrnt order for oi
4-dozen aw*nrtmeot we'll Include a po
for you Free.

Folder tellinq all annul Rexlatol «
nricr* and aatHpAM of leather, trith r**|
testing etiginerr, *rnt vn rtyuest. It
the leather yuurnclf.

Morrison-Ricker

143 Broad Street
Orinnell, Iowa

Mfg.

 

Electrical Engineering

T.C.Martin, of N.E.L.A.; J. A.Switzhr,

Cons. Engr., University of Tenn.; Albert

Scheible, Research Engr.; W. T. Ryan, Cons.

Engr.; A. M. Schoen, A.I.E.E.; H. H. Norris,

A.I.E E. ; L. S. Randolph, A.I.E.E. ; J. W.

Frazbr, A.I.E.E.; are only a few of over fifty

equally prominent who make up the contributing

editorial staff »t Southern Klectrician, with

over 600 reading pages a year.

What 1c

Only •! buy:
for two years

Southern Kleotrlclan

and copy "Electrical

Will Do!

Engineers Handbook," 414 mom, 238
a sal I illustrations; one of most valuable hand

WPpK books ever published at any price.
flUUIX «[Qr»l.SObuvs Southern Kleotrlclan

two years, and "Questions and An
swers on thb National Electrical
Code," 232 pages, 4x6ft inches. This
book is just out It is bv an authority. It

tells exactly and plainly what the code requires for every
job.
IT S3 buy both books and Southern Kleotrlclan for
two years; the best bargain ever bought, but Money
Back If You Ask It.

Thin offer will not be accepted through new?, companies or
agents. Old aubscrtbera may take advantage of it by ex
tending their aubscriptione two years

SOUTHERN ELECTRICIAN

Grant Bldg. :: Atlanta, Ga.
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WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY

In response to many requests, we publish below a list of books on wireless telegraphy, with the price at which
re can furnish them, postpaid.

 

ASHLEY, CHAS. G., E.E., and HAYWARD, C. B.
Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony (Including

Wireless on Aeroplane and Airship).—Contains
144 pages. Treats in a simple, concise manner
earlier forms of wireless, electrical waves, de
velopment of radio-telegraphy, apparatus and
systems. The section on Wireless Telephony
covers Bell's radiophone, selenium cell. Bell's
photophone, "light telephony," telephony by
means of Hertzian waves, nature of a high-
frequency telephone current, oscillation genera
tors, telephonic control of oscillations, trans
mitting circuits, receiving arrangements, two-

way transmission, and systems of radio-teleph
ony, with a section on Aeronautics covering wire
less on dirigibles, aeroplanes and balloons, dan
gers from electric discharge, preventive methods,
wireless on the Zeppelins, Horton's experiments,
recent records, and general problems. 1912.
Cloth $1.00

BISHOP. LEON W.
The Wireless Operator's Pocketbook of Informa

tion and Diagrams.—Thoroughly describes latest
transmitting and receiving instruments. 150 il
lustrations. All tables necessary for wireless op
erators, one showing how to compute roughly,
sending and receiving distances. Full leather,
flexible, pocket size 1.50
Leatherette $1.25 Cloth 1.00

COLE and MORGAN.
Lessons in Wireless Telegraphy.—For the person
who desires to take a glance into the art of wire
less telegraphy it is hard to imagine where he
could get more practical information for so small
an expenditure than by the reading of this pam
phlet. The complete subject as necessary for
the practical operator or experimenter to bo
familiar with in order to construct and operate
a set is treated in sufficient detail to enable him to
get an excellent conception of the subject. The
method of treatment is that of dividing the sub
ject into thirty parts or lessons. 1912 .25

COLE, A. B., and POWELL, A. M.
Amateur's Wireless Handybook.—The authors
have reprinted the navy list of stations, and have
Morse and Continental speed code charts. Book
is filled with transmitting and receiving circuit
diagrams, very useful to have on band .25

EDELMAN, PHILIP E.
" Wireless Stations, Their Design,

and Operation, with particular
_ j to the requirements of the new wireless

law.—Contains 224 pages. Complete, concise,
clear, understandable. Written by an experi
menter who knows just what the readers want.
The first book to give standard experimental de
signs in accordance with the new requirements.
Contains full instructions for complying with the
law, building and operating apparatus and sta
tions, modern up-to-date instruments, simplified
calculations, formulas and designs. A real 'How
(t works and how to make it" book. 1912. Cloth. 2.00

FLEMING, J. A.
Principles of Electric Wave Telegraphy.—A com

prehensive digest of wireless telegraphy in all of
its branches. One of the most complete and
practical books ever published on this subject;

new and enlarged edition 7.50
Elementary Manual of Radio-telegraphy and

Radio-telephony for Students and Operators .... 2.00

HALLER, GEO. F., and CUNNINGHAM, ELMER T.
The Tesla High-Frequency Coil. Its Construction
and Uses.—Full and explicitdirections for the

HARRISON, NEWTON, E.E.

Making Wireless Outfits.—A concise and simple ex
planation on the construction and use of simple
and inexpensive wireless equipments, for sending
and receiving up to 100 miles, giving full details
and drawings of apparatus, diagrams of circuits
and tables. 12 mo. cloth, 50c; in paper covers. .

Wireless Telephone Construction.—How to make
and use an inexpensive equipment. Cloth
Paper

HOWGRAVE GRAHAM, R. P.
Wireless Telegraphy for Amateurs.—A handbook
on the principles of Radio-telegraphy and the
construction and making of apparatus for long,
distance transmission. 51 illustrations. Cloth.

KENNELLY, A. E.
Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony.—Enlarged
and reprinted. The whole story of wireless
telegraphy from its invention to its very latest
development, including the most complete and
popular explanation of its underlying principles

and their application
MORGAN, ALFRED POWELL.

Wireless Telegraph Construction for Amateurs.—
A manual of practical information for those who
wish to build experimental wireless instruments
which can be considered as something more than
tors, but are still considerably less expensive than
a high-grade commercial set. No attention has
been paid to the history of the art, the space,
instead, being devoted to short but complete
explanations of the uses of the various instru
ments, as well as the structural details. 1910. . .

MORGAN, ALFRED P.
Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony Simply Ex

plained.—A practical treatise embracing com
plete and detailed explanations of the theory and
practice of modern radio apparatus and its
present-day applications, together with a chapter
on the possibilities of its future development.
Has 150 illustrations of sets in actual operation
and wiring diagrams of these sets shown in per
spective. Each piece of apparatus used in a
wireless station is completely described, and in
most cases illustrated by actual photographs
of various types of the instrument. This book
should prove valuable both for the novice and
to the experienced experimenter. 1913

PIERCE, GEO. W., Asst Professor of Physics in
Harvard University.

Principles of Wireless Telegraphy.—Just reprinted
with corrections. The treatment of wireless
telegraphy in this volume is strictly scientific.
The book takes up the subject from the historical
standpoint and develops each section of the art
from its beginning to the present stage of knowl
edge. It shows fully why the earlier forms of
apparatus in each instance have been discarded,
and thereby enables the student to discover the
merits which enabled present forms to survive.
The chapters on detectors of all kinds are espe
cially full and practical. While the book is not
quite as full as Fleming's great manual, it covers
all the points which the average specialist desires
to know, and is an adequate presentation of the
present state of the art. 1912

ROBINSON. Lieut. Com. S. S.
Manual of Wireless Telegraphy for Use of Naval

Electricians.—An excellent, complete and in
structive book for the wireless operator

TESLA, N.
Experiments with Alternate Currents of High

Potential and High Frequency.—A classic work

.25

.50

.25

1.00

 

1.00

3.00

1.50
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Do YOU want to

Learn to Drive an

Automobile

and Make Money—See the World

W If you are master of this profession you are independent anywhere.

It is the best profession in the world—it pays more money, and the

occupation is a pleasant one—the opportunities for a young man

are far greater in this line than any other.

My system of teaching by mail is a NEW IDEA—it's different from others.

I will so thoroughly train you that you will not only be able to drive a car, but

you can repair motors, overhaul cars, repair tires, repair launch engines, repair

stationary gasoline engines. You could go into the repair business if you wished to.

READ THBSK TESTIMONIALS—YOU CAN DO AS WELL
"I have been driving a car now for a month, and I owe it all to your course."—Ramsey

Stewart. Jansen, Utah.
"I am working in a repair shop. Have increased my income $20 more per month so far, and

expect to get as high as $50 more per month."—Jno. C. DeKoster, Lynden, Wash.
"I am now working in the American Auto Co., was for

merly in the jewelry business."—James Tronto, Providence,

R.I.
"I am now driving a Packard 30. Your Course helped

me wonderfully."—Edw. Hauler, New Orleans, La.
"I am driving a Winton Six. I do all my own repair

work."—Edw. Sawyer, Montclair, N.J.
"Your Course enabled me to get a good position, which

has increased my income."—Geo. E. Davelarr, Prater, Wash.

 

DYKE'S NEW IDEA OF

TEACHING BY MAIL

WITH WORKING MODELS

la something new. We use
real working models—not just
one but five. On these models
you get actual practice, see
the actual operation and learn
more than you could from the
auto itself. It's easy and quick.
You don't have to study hard
with this system—tee teach
through the eye—a new idea.
We are the originators of the
system of teaching by mail with
models. We also use charts—
175 of them and a 16-page
manikin. Our 40 instructions
and Repairman's Instructions
are simplicity itself—simple

aa AB C.

"I was formerly farming, but am now in the auto repair
business."—Geo. Milholke, Reinback, la. r-^

"$50 would not buy my Course. After I got through
Book 4 of instructions, 13 and 14, 15 and 16, I had a job grind
ing valves. I did the job in four hours. Next day I put on
four piston rings, which took six hours. These two jobs paid
for my Course. I am now overhauling an engine for a party.
I am not afraid to tackle any job now. If I get stuck I am sure
I can find the remedy in the instructions. I knew nothing at
all about an auto before, and I want to thank you for helping
me."—Henry G. Ehredt, 523 E. 8th Ave., Homestead. Pa.

 

// you will send for our FREE 24-PAGE CATA

LOG, we will tell you how to get into the Auto

we will also show you TESTIMONIAL LETTERS from students

everywhere who are now driving cars, working in Auto Repair Shops, who

have gone into the Auto Repair Business and who are making money.

We will do more—we will show you actual repro

duced letters from BARNEY OLDFIELD, CHAS.

DURYEA (the man who built the first Automobile in

America) and other leading Motor authorities—who

endorse this system.

Surely this system must be something wonderful—

and it is—let me tell you all about it.

SEE THIS WORKING MODEL

There are other Models: one of a Magneto, Engine and Car
bureter; also a Manikin of an Automobile. The Manikin can be
taken apart and the models actually work. All moving parts on
the models made of real metal. (Patents applied for.)

One of the Models—It actually works. The Course consists of 40 Instructions, 5 Models and a Mani-

With thf* model you learn the principle kin, and examinations, diploma, etc. It costs but $12, right now
of» gasoline engine, how to get —price advances soon. If you paid $1,000 you couldn t get a
vaTvei, time the Ignition. «tc better Course—nor as good a course.

Send Now for this FREE Bookg*~

It will tell you all about the great Auto industry and the oppor

tunities. It will show you how others got their start. It is interesting

and instructive.

DYKE'S CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL OF MOTORING, ^.^I,^
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Reaping

Rewards from

Resolutions

By FRANKLIN O. KING

Do You Remember That Old Story about Robert

Bruce and the Spider? Robert was Hiding in a

Cave. His Enemies Had Him "In the Hole,"

Temporarily, So to Speak, As it Were. While

Reflecting on the Rocky Road to Royalty, Robert,

the Bruce, Espied a Spider Spinning His Web Over

the Entrance to the Cavern. Nine Times Did the

Spider Swing Across the Opening in a Vain Attempt

to Effect a Landing, but the Tenth Time he Touched

the Home Plate, and Robert, admiring the Per

sistence of the Insect, Cried Out Loud—"Bravo,"

Two or Three Times, One Right After the Other.

Shortly After That Bruce Got

Busy and Captured a Kingdom.

All of This Preamble is In

tended to Point a Moral, which

is—"If at First You Don't Suc

ceed, Slap on More Steam, and

Sand the Track." In This

Connection I want to Inquire

about Your New Year's Reso

lutions, and to Ask If You

Have Kept the Faith, and If

Not—Why Not? / Believe the

Pathway to Prosperity is Paved

with Good Resolutions. There

fore let us Resolve, and Keep

Resolving until Victory is Perched

on our Banners. Remember,

You Have Fought Many a

Victorious Waterloo that the

World Knows Nothing About.

The Man who Gets Up every

Time He Falls Down Will Some

Day Cease to be a "Fall Guy."

Good Resolutions Will Be Re

warded with Rich Realizations,

and It Shall Follow as the Night

the Day.

How Much Better Off are

You than Last Year, or the Year Before That?

Perhaps Your Wages are a Little Higher, but Have

not Your Expenses More than Kept Pace with

That Increase? Aren't You Paying a Little More

for Your Clothes and Your Meals, and don't You

Smoke More Expensive Cigars and more of Them

than Formerly? If it isn't Cigars, It may be Some

thing Else—Some More Expensive Habit.

A Man Begins To Go Down Hill at Forty, and
the time mav come whpn n Vm x*-

 

Living, where they Snatch One Crop between

Snowstorms and Blizzards, can soon Lay Up a Nice

Bank Account in the Winter Garden of America.

Come to the Land of Least Resistance, where You

Can Grow Three Big Money-Making Crops a Year

on the Same Soil and Without a Dollar's Worth

of Expense for Irrigation or Fertilization.

I believe you could save Twenty-Five Cents a

Day if You Tried. I know you would Try if you

Realized that our Growers of Figs, Strawberries

and Early Vegetables clear a net profit of $300 to

$500 an Acre. Men have Realized more than

$1,000 an acre growing Oranges in our Country.

Remember that our Early Vegetables get to North

ern Markets in Mid-Winter and Early Spring,

when they command Top Prices.

One German Truck Grower on adjoining lands

last spring realized nearly $500 from three-fourths

of an acre of Strawberries. You could do as well

if you only Tried, and on a Ten-Acre Tract Find

Financial Freedom.

The Biggest Price paid for

a car of watermelons on the

Houston Market last year was

$140. The car was shipped

by the Danbury Fruit and Truck

Growers' Association.

We are situated within con

venient shipping distance of

Three Good Railroads and in

addition to this have the in

estimable Advantages of Water

Transportation through the

Splendid Harbors of Galveston

and Velasco, so that our Freight

Rates are Cut Practically in

Half. The Climate is Ex

tremely Healthful and Superior

to that of California or Florida

—Winter or Summer—owing

to the Constant Gulf Breeze.

Our Contract Embodies Life

and Accident Insurance, and

should You Die or become

totally disabled, Your family,

or anyone else You name, will

get the Farm without the Pay

ment of Another Penny. If

you should be Dissatisfied, we will Absolutely Re

fund your Money, as per the Terms of our Guar

antee.

Write for our Free book, which contains nearly

100 Photographs of Growing Crops, etc. Fill Out

the Blank Space below with your Name and Ad

dress, plainly written and mail it to the Texas-

Gulf Realty Company, 1462 Peoples Gas Bldg.,

Chicaeo. 111. Read it Carefully, then use your
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For Sal

A small electrical

I tJ a I 6 and repair business

Having a good and rapidly increasing trade. Present
owner wishes to retire on account of age and ill health.

For particulars address

P. L. HAWKINS

543 Front Avenue Buffalo, N.Y.

BOYS

 

-EXPERIMENTERS.

p A scientifically perfect model
*, motor, having a laminated

P^d drum armature, self-adjusting

00 brushes, etc. Finished in black,
japau and uickcl. Space occu
pied. 3/4 *" 3H * inches.
Send stamp for catalog.

HEINDELL MOTOR CO.

425 Crescent Ave., Buffalo, N.Y.

PATENTS SECURED

OR FEE RETURNED. Send Sketch for FREE RE
PORT as to Patentability GUIDE BOOK and WHAT
TO INVENT with valuable List of Inventions Wanted.
SENT FREE. One Million Dollars offered for one
invention; $16,000 for others. Patents secured by us ad
vertised free in World's Progress ; Sample Free.

VICTOR J. EVANS * CO.

7*4-786 Ninth Street Washington, !>.< .

A STORY BOOK FREE
 

Very Interesting and Instructive to those •toting Uie very oest cdfe
tool* made A postal addressed to Mack Co., 18 Brown's
Race. Rochester, N. V., sole maker* for more than thirty years
of the famous D. R Barton tools, will bring It with their catalogue,
fan writing mention this magazine.]

 

WORK BENCHES

Drawing Tables

Boards, Cabinets

Dowels, special turnings and
woodwork to order

HENRY ROWE MTG. CO.

NEWAYGO, MICH.

WOODSIDE

THE BEST

SMALL, PARTS ARE

ON THE MARKET

we hare them by the thousands to choose from. We make a special tr
of small parts for apparatus as described in the magazines, Parti for
anything in wirvless telegraphy. Rough stock In standard and special
forms. We manufacture wireless outfits of any capacity to mit any
requirements. Jobbing work for niiiateiir* and insmifncturers a
specialtf. Ask for book catalogue. storag» battery list, workshop list.
New small part lists No. 1 and No. 2 now ready. Stain i snntst be sent.

WOODSIDE ELECTRICAL SHOPS, NEWARK, N.J.

A Most Valuable Book

How to Run and Install

GASOLINE ENGINES

DYNAMOS MOTORS

We are making a specialty of a small, compact and sturdy little

generators for charging storage batteries, and private lighting plants.

Capacity. 10 16 candle power Tungsten lamps. They arecorrectly de

signed, well-built, havebrush rocker, reaction brushholders. remov

able bronze bearing shells, and are shunt wound for voltages of 24 to

50. Price of machine complete with pulley and field rheostat, $19.M|

wound for 55 to 110 volts, $22.00i for lest than 24 volts, $24. 00. 24-

volt storage batteries, #20.00 upward.

Send for circular B for prices on commutators, disc, castings, etc.,

for motors and generators from % to 8 h.p. Parts finished or in rough.

F. E. AVERILL, 442 Niagara St., Buffalo, N.Y.

Blue Process Paper

Blue Printing

Drawing Materials

Chflfl F Mf.QQ 38 BROAD STREET
VlUlOa JE*. lTXUoo BOSTON, MASS.

HOROLOCICAL DEPARTMENT

BRADLEY POLYTECHNIC IN8TITUTE
 

Formerly Parsons Horological Instltnta
PEORIA. ILLINOIS

LAKGUST AND HKST WATCH SCHOOL
IN AMERICA

We teach Watch Work. Jewelry, En
graving, Clock Work. Optica Tuition
reasonable. Hoard and rooms near
school at moderate rates.
Send for catalogue of Information.

Storage Batteries

SECOND EDITION

ByA.E.Watson,E.E.,Ph.D.

This is the best moderate-priced book

ever written on storage batteries. The fol

lowing list of chapters shows at a glance how

completely it covers the subject.

C. Storage Batteries, What Are They?

History of Plante" and Faure Types of

Plates, Action of the Lead Storage Battery,

Construction of the Plates, How to Make a

Storage Battery, Setting up a Storage Bat

tery, Switchboard Arrangements, Boosters,

The Cadmium Test, Diseases and Remedies

of Storage Batteries, Efficiency of Storage

JJatteries, Commercial Makes of Storage

Queries, Typical Storage Battery Instal

lations.

F»rice, bound in cloth, $1.50
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Have You A Camera?

WE know that most of the readers of Electrician and Mechanic have a camera, and we know that, like all other
photographers, they must have had all kinds of troubles and tribulations in the working of this. We know

also, from bitter experience, that it is extremely unsatisfactory, when you have tried to take a photograph of some
scene or object that is never likely to come within the range of your vision again to get a failure. Under such circum
stances you want to be absolutely certain that you can get the exposure right, and develop right, and print right, and
get a result that is right. When you bought your camera you got an instruction book, and perhaps the clerk in the
store gave you a little information, but after that you had to go it blind. Perhaps you have bought some photo
graphic magazine, and if you did we are sure you got some help from it, but we are also pretty sure that you found
most of the articles in it far over your head, written for the fellow who knows it all, who has a fine lens and a fine
camera, and everything possible to work with. We have been all through the magazine game, having made a maga
zine of this kind, and after finding out what our readers wanted, we have decided that there was room in the field for
another magazine, and so we started ■

POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY

"The Magazine That Shows You How"

This magazine is radically different from any other photographic magazine now published. Its cardinal prin
ciple is to tell exactly how to do the things which every photographer wants to do. It is thoroughly practical, is
written in simple language, and the articles are boiled down to absolute and essential facts. Every picture it publishes
is the kind the average man wants to take, and is the work of ordinary snapshotters and not pictorial experts. With
every picture we publish exact details as to how it was made—plate or film, camera, exposure, developer^-every detail
which will enable you to go out and do the same thing over again, and with every picture are suggestions for doing
it even better, if that ispossible. The subjects of these pictures are of everyday life and the things that interest every
body—portraits, pets, flowers, landscapes, home scenes—subjects full of human interest and which tell stories.

It is impossible for us fully to describe this magazine, and you must see it to know how good it is. The best
measure of its helpfulness is the extraordinary success which attended the publication of the first number; in fact,

we can call it

The Magazine That Made Good in a Month

The first number was published in October and within a month after its appearance we had received between 4,000
and 5,000 subscriptions, so that with the third number we printed a bigger edition than any other photographic maga
zine in the United States, with one exception. Those who were fortunate enough to get the first number have written
us dozens of the most enthusiastic letters, and, what is more to the point, have sent in subscriptions for their friends
in large numbers, sometimes as many as six or eight in a single letter. This is the test of success, and we are sure
that a magazine that has appealed to its readers in this way will appeal to the subscribers of Electrician and Mechanic.

We would like to send you all sample copies, but this is impossible. We printed 5,000 of the first number, 6,500
of the second number, 7,000 of the third number, 7,500 of the fourth number, but every one has gone out of print
within three days after publication. We cannot furnish any of the earlier numbers, and we cannot send any sample
copies perhaps for two or three months, because subscriptions come in so fast every month that our surplus disappears
before we get the magazine printed; but we are going to extend to the readers of Electrician and Mechanic for one month
only, the same offer that we gave to our charter subscribers. The regular price of the magazine is $1.00 a year, and
it is good value for the money; but, because we know that readers of Electrician and Mechanic are a good red-blooded
lot of individuals, whom we will be proud to have on our subscription list, and who will send us in good pictures for
our competitions and for publication, we want a lot of them on our list, so if you will send in, with the coupon printed
below, 50 cents for one year or $1.00 for two years, we will enter your subscription for the time you specify, beginning
with the first number published after its receipt. But remember, this offer is made only in a single issue of Electrican
and Mechanic, and unless you accept it before April 1, your opportunity will be gone. If you do not want to mutilate
your magazine, just say you saw the offer in Electrician and Mechanic, and if any of your friends want to subscribe on
the same terms, they are at liberty to do so, but it must be before April 1. Send the subscription with money order,
express order, bills, check, coin, or stamps to

POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY

213 Pope Building Boston, Mass.

THIS COUPON MUST BE USED BEFORE APRIL 1

POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY, 213 Pope Building, Boston, Mass.

Gentlemen: Inclosed find j 50 <=eI!f» ! for which please enter my subscription for POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY
I one dollar (

for | tw^yVfoux \ 'a8ues beginning with Jthe current issue. Postage free in the United States, and also to Mexico,

Cuba, Porto Rico, Canal Zone, Philippines, Hawaii, Tutuila, Guam, and Shanghai. Canadian Postage, 25 cents per
year extra. Foreign Postage, 50 cents per year extra.

NAME

STREET or BOX

CITY or TOWN

STATE
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The Great Wizard's Knowledge

■ Simplified for You ^=^=

 

We Can't All Be

Edisons, But—

YOU or any

ambitious man

can master the

electrical pro

fession. You

can equip your

self to hold an

honorable posi

tion at Good

Pay, and can

learn at home in

your spare time.

The Electrical Standard Library

Contains the most Complete Course of Easy

Lessons for Beginners and Expert Knowledge

for Electrical Workers.

Eight volumes (convenient in size) cover every

subject. Hundreds of illustrations and dia

grams make the explanations clear as daylight.

Three-Year Consultation Service (Easily

Worth ^75.00) Free to Every Purchaser.

We will send this library express paid upon approval.
If satisfactory send us $1.75 and $2.00 per month until a
total of $24.76 has been paid.

Rational Institute of Practical Mechanics

Desk 14. 132S Mich. Ave., Chicago, 111.

 

You like to

HUNT AND FISH

You like to

GO CAMPING

then surely you will enjoy the
National Sportsman maga
zine, with its 160 richly illustrated
pages, full to overflowing with in
teresting stories and valuable in
formation about guns, fishing

tackle, camping outfits,—the best
places to go for fish and game, and
a thousand and one valuable
"How to" hints for sportsmen.
The National Sportsman is
just like a big camp fire in the
woods, where thousands of good
fellows gather once a month and
spin stirring yarns about their
experiences with rod, dog, rifle,
and gun. Think of it, twelve
round trips to t h c woods for a
$1.00 bill.

Special Trial Offer

Just to show you what it's
like, we will send you
the National Sports
man magazine for
three months and your
choice of a handsome
National Sports
man Brotherhood
emblem in the form of
a Lapel Button, a Scarf
Pin, or a Watch Fob,
as here shown, on re
ceipt of 25c. in stamps
or coin. Don't delay;
join our great big Hunt

ing, Fishing, Camping, Nature-loving National Sportsman

Brotherhood to-day.

NATIONAL SPORTSMAN MAGAZINE
BS Federal Street Boston, Mam.

 

pfiiG-.Gn^in.titji's expert assistant^

stands ready to settle the difficult problems which con
stantly arise in every power-houst—large or small. Few
engineers, however experienced, can hope to successfully
overcome, unaided, every one of the various obstacles
arising in their daily work, yet many have no opportunity
of securing expert advice— they have no one to assist
them and are forced to experiment at the expense of
valuable machinery. It is for just such men — men in
charge of the operation of power stations or who are in
any way connected with the electrical trade — that these
books have been complied. Assisted by this great refer
ence library, you need not be dependent upon the advice
and suggestions of others—you can act for yourself, con
fident that you are backed by the knowledge of thirty-two
of the biggest electrical engineers in the country. This
library is of value to the student, worker or expert, but its
exhaustive treatment of electrical "troubles" and their
remedies makes it invaluable to every electrician or man
in charge of a small power station.

The American School's Cyclopedia ol

Applied Electricity

contains 3,200 pages; 2,600 full-page illustrations, <

las, etc., with a special cross index for quick refei

large volumes are bound in half morocco and are i

dear type on special quality paper.

t Subjects Covered by These Great Books—

Theory, Cnlrnlatlnn, Itenly-n and Conatruellon of Generator* and
Motor*—Electrical Hea*inrcment«—Electric Wiring— Eleetrie Weldlnn
— Type* of Generator* nnd Union — Management nf Generator* and
Motor* — Storage Katterle* — Eleetrie LlghtlniE— AlternatiniM'urrrnt
Machinery—Station Appliances— Power Htstioni— Power TranMmi*«lon
— Central Station Engineering — Eleetrle Railwny*, Including Single-
Phase — The Electric Telegraph — Telephone Equipment, Hj«tem« and
Operation — Wirelew Telegraph and Telephone — Telautograph —
Te legraphone, etc.

This Complete Cyclopedia Sent Free

The complete seven volumes, not a sample volume, will be sent, ex
press prepaid, for seven days' free examination; returnable at our ex
pense If the books do not contain the information you want. If you keep
the books, pay $ • seven days after receipt and then (2.00 a month

until you have paid the special introductory price of $19.80. The regular
price of this great Cyclopedia Is $35.00.

Just fill in and mail the coupon. It won't cost you a cent to examine
the books. We know they'll be worth many times their cost to you.
Mail the coupon now and you'll receive your books promptly.

$12.00 Consulting Membership Free

With every set is Included a year's Consulting Membership, regular
value, f 13.00, entitling; you to the free advice of a staff of Elec rfcal Engi
neers. This will give you practical help in handling working problems
which are too specific t > be taken up in detail in the Cyclopedia. There
» ill be no limit to this service. A single problem solved I t you might
be worth more than the first cost of the books.

American School of Correspondence, Chicago, U. S. A.

FREE EXAMINATION COUPON

American School of Correspondence, Chicago, U. S. A.

Please send me Cyclopedia of Applied Electricity for seven days'
free examination. I will send $2.00 within seven days and $2.00 a month
until I have paid $19.80 ; otherwise I will notify you and hold the books
subject to your order. Title not to pass until fully paid, y y „ j.,

Name

Address

Kxupation .

Employer ...
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SALE AND EXCHANGE

1* b<
25

type, 4 cents per word;
will cost 3
charge of 75 cents,
minimum, $1.00.
Cash must accompany each order, or advertisement will

not be inserted.

ADVICE AND CONSULTATION

ADVICE, PLANS. DRAWINGS, etc., on Electrical, Me
chanical, Aerial Engineering. J. P. SCHROETER, 1321 B.
56th St., Chicago, 111.

AERONAUTICS

JUST OFF THE PRESSI "BUILDING AND FLYING
AN AEROPLANE." by Chas. B. Hayward. A practical hand
book covering the building of small models and of full-sized
gliders and machines; also detailed drawings with dimensions
of all parts, methods of shaping struts and ribs, form of run
ning gear, form and size of ailerons and rudders, stretching
fabric, mounting motor and assembling complete machine.
General instructions for flying are carefully laid down; method
of control, banking on the turn, and what to do in case of failure
of any part or the stopping of the motor. 160 pages. 5 W x 8V»,
fully illustrated. Price, $1.00. Published by AMERICAN
SCHOOL OF CORRESPONDENCE. Chicago, 111.

"ARE YOU LOOKING FOR Rotating Planes on a Flyer?
Get the model plans and explanations of my "Circle Aero
plane," for 25 cents. It's a sure winner. C. R. ZICKLER,

i Ave.. Route 29, Yonkers. N.Y."

AUTOS AND MOTORCYCLES

KEROSENE FOR AUTOMOBILES. New Model B uses
successfully half and half mixture lowest grades kerosene and

Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded. Greatly
[ power, very slow speed on high. Starts easy at tero.

Special agent's prices. Dept. W. THE AIR-FRICTION
CARBURETOR CO.. Dayton, Ohio.

BOOKS AND MAGAZINES

A. 8. C. 8JETS and odd volumes of books ou en
gineering, wireless, mechanics, shopwork, etc.,
new and second hand. Few scholarships for sale.
Bargain. UKOKUK F. WILLIAMS, Box 408,
Mew Orleans, La.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

GREATEST OFFER EVER PUT IN PRINT. $2.50
book for only 10 cents. 142 red-hot secrets exposed. Satis
faction guaranteed. F. & S. CO-OPERATIVE ASSOCIA
TION. Box 605, Columbus Grove, Ohio.

$50.00 PER WEEK and up. how far up depends on you.
Enormous sums are being made by Oxygenator salesmen—one
has made $21,500 in three years; another $6,000 in one year;
another $4,500 in six months. Must have at least $500 to
invest. WESTERN OXYGENATOR CO., Beatrice. Neb.

ELECTRICAL

25 CENTS BUYS a dandy cloth-bound book, entitled
"Mechanical World Electrical Pocket Book for 1913." giving
various tables, quantities of valuable and practical informa
tion on dynamos, motors, transformers, converters, balancers,
measuring instruments, tables of gauges, heating, welding,
etc. SAMPSON PUBLISHING CO., 221 Columbus Ave..
Boston, Mass.

MODELS MADE of any description. Inventions perfected
and simplified. Electrical work a specialty. Our long ex
perience will be your benefit. Moderate prices. ATLAS
MODEL WORKS. 125 S. Fifth Ave., Chicago, 111.

ELECTRICAL

WANTED.—First-class location (Iowa preferable) for
branch office of Electrical SupolyJStore^Main Office, Vinton,

la., 511 Washington St. BROWN.

HOW TO BUILD a million-volt transformer for use on
stage. Forty-eight inch spark discharge. Detailed instruc
tions by return mail. $1.00. Complete outfits designed and
built for sensational electrical acts. T. STANLEY CURTIS,

728 Colonial Bldg.. Boston. Mass.

HOW TO BUILD physician's X-ray and high-frequency
apparatus. Instructions by return mail, $1.00. Parts sup
plied. Special outfits designed. T. STANLEY CURTIS.

728 Colonial Bldg., Boston. Mass.

HELP WANTED

WANTED.—Anyone who has ever sold books, typewriters,
insurance. Collier's mining stocks, or anything else, to write
me and learn how he can make $100 a month without making
any investment but his time. JOHN W. TALBOT. South

Bend, Ind.

RAILWAY MAIL CLERKS wanted. $900 first year; pro
motion to $1,800. Examinations May 3 in every state. Com
mon education sufficient with my coaching. Full information
free. Write for booklet V-89. EARL HOPKINS, Wash
ington. D.C.

WANTED.—Reliable person in each locality to report to
us local information, names, addresses, etc. Good pay. En
close stamp. NATIONAL INFORMATION SALES CO.,
AJF, Cincinnati, Ohio.

BIG PROFITS.—Open a dyeing and cleaning establishment;
little capital needed. We teach by mail. Write for booklet.
BEN-VONDE SYSTEM. Dept. A-F, Charlotte. N.C.

LOCAL REPRESENTATIVE WANTED. Splendid in
come assured right man to act as our representative after
learning our business thoroughly by mail. Former experience
unnecessary. All we require is honesty, ability, ambition and
willingness to learn a lucrative business. No soliciting or
traveling. This is an exceptional opportunity for a man in
your section to get into a big paying business without capital
and become independent for life. Write at once for full par
ticulars. NATIONAL CO-OPERATIVE REALTY COM
PANY. H-453 Marden Building, Washington, D.C.

FREE ILLUSTRATED BOOK tells about over 360.000
protected positions in United States service. More than 40.000
vacancies every year. There is a big chance here for yon,
sure and generous pay, lifetime employment. Easy to get.
Just ask for booklet A-89. No obligation. EARL HOPKINS.

Washington. D.C.

MACHINERY

FUR SALE D-ln. by 38-ln. Star Lathe, In excel
lent condition, with Tools and 4 In. Universal
Chuck, Heat and Foot Power, Extra Counter >haft,
Compound Kent. First reasonable offer accepted.
Addreaw, JOHN A. STATLEK, 4 la Main St., Johns

town, Pa.

"600 EASY Ways to Do Hard Things." for only 50 cents.
Our new 224-page book. Shop Notes, contains useful time-
and labor-saving kinks for men in every trade. The subjects
treated cover every department of mechanics. 500 illustra
tions. Price, 50 cents postpaid. POPULAR MECHANICS

Dept. E, 318 W. Washington St., Chicago, 111.

MAGIC

MAGIC POCKET TRICK, mystifying, easy to do. 10
cents. 153 magic tricks fully explained. 10 cents. Send for
catalog. MEYER ISRAEL, 440-C East 146th St., New York.

MECHANICAL

25 CENTS BUYS an invaluable cloth-bound book, entitled

"Mechanical World Pocket Diary and Year Book for 1913.
Some of the subjects covered are steam turbines and boilers,
gas and oil engines, shafting, gearing formulae, belting, sa!fw
threads and cutting, verniers and micrometers, ball and roller

bearings, etc. SAMPSON PUBLISHING CO., 221 Colum

bus Ave., Boston, Mass.
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MISCELLANEOUS

FREE TUITION BY MAIL.—Civil service, mechanical
drawing, stationary engineering, electric wiring, agriculture,
poultry, normal, bookkeeping, shorthand and typewriting
courses. For free tuition, apply CARNEGIE COLLEGE,
Rogers, Ohio, (tf)

YALE AUTOMATIC ADDING MACHINE. All parti
made of steel, nickel-plated and warranted accurate. $1.00
prepaid. YALE MFG. CO., Dept. F 1, Newark, N.J.

FREE.—"Investing for Profit'* magazine. Send me your
name, and I will mail you this magazine absolutely free. Be
fore you invest a dollar anywhere, get this magazine. It It
worth $10.00 a copy to any man who intends to invest $5.00
or more per month. Tells you how $1,000 can grow to $22,000.
How to judge different classes of investments, the real power
of your money. This magazine six months free if you write
today. H. L. BARBER, Publisher. Room 446, 20 W. Jackson
Blvd., Chicago, 111.

"HEAVEN AND HELL." Swedenborg's great work on the
life after death. Thousands sold. 400 pages. Only IS cents,
postpaid. PASTOR LANDENBERGER. Windsor Place,
St. Louis. Mo.

SEND IS cents for the "Bug House Puzzle." greatest in the
world. Ask for our general catalog 39. It's free. ROANOKE
CYCLE CO.. Roanoke, Va.

VACUUM PUMPS for cleaning vacuum outfits; also used
for blowing; the only pumps that take up their own wear;
can't get out of order; belt to your engine or motor; make
a wagon outfit and do your neighbor's cleaning; big profits.
LEI MAN BROTHERS. 62 A.C.C. John St.. New York, N.Y.

GET MARRIED.—Matrimonial paper containing adver
tisements, marriageable people from all sections, rich, poor,
young, old, Protestants, Catholics, mailed, sealed free. THE
CORRESPONDENT, Toledo, Ohio.

FOR SALE.—Light manufacturing business patents, stock
and tools of a novelty in daily use; can be sold by mail or
agents; a good business for a small investment. H. E. GREB-
NER, Beverly, Mass.

YOUR OPPORTUNITY.—Work for yourself; 200 money-
making formulas for 50 cents, including the famous resilvering
mirror formula. THE HOOVER CO., Dept. 9. 529 E. Beck
St.. Columbus, Ohio.

FOR SALE.—One 13-point Bull Elk head. Extra large
20-point Mnose head. One wild cat full mount; one lynx,
large, finely mounted; one freak Buck Deer head, double set
antlers. REUBEN SAYLER, 497 So. Broadway, Dayton, O.

LEARN SUGGESTIVE THERAPEUTICS in 180 hours;
the system of drugless healing which has been declared to be
"Legitimate and Lawful" by the United States Supreme Court.
Address Dept. S. P. WELTMER INSTITUTE, Nevada. Mo.

WANTED.-—Motor Bicycle attachment. Must be nearly
new and cheap. Write soon if you have one to sell. GLEEM
WALINGFORD. McLoud, Okla., L.B. 92.

AUTOMOBILE MARINE MOTORCYCLE. Cylinders
reground, new pistons and rings fitted. Makes engines equal
to new. Write for particulars. CAST IRON BRAZING CO.,
Manchester. N.H. (2)

MOVING PICTURES

WANTED.—Instruction how to operate motion-picture
camera or position with company as camera man's assistant.
Address W. A. WOESTMAN, Pasadena, Cal., R.F.D. Box 20A.

FOR SALE—w ' "

tin " "

 

good second- hand machines t3 to 88.

10 DAYS' FREE TRIAL

RANGER BICYCLES
**e imported Toiler chains, sprockets and Nrw
•parture Coaster- Brakes and Hubs: Puncture Proof
ires: highest grade equipment and many advanced

features possessed Ijv no other wheels. Guaranteed Syrs.
CAPTADY DDIPEC direct to you are less than
rAU I UNl rnlbtOothers ask for cheap
wheels. Other reliable models from ttf up. A few

*htp en ap
proval, freight

prepatd, anywhere In U.S., without a cent in advance.
DO NOT BUY a bicycle or a pair of tires from
anyone at any price until you (jet our hijf ne-% catalog
and specialpriees and a marvelous new o/fe* . A postal
brines everything. IVrtte it now. TIRES. < nnater Krak*
Rear Hhe*t«, lamps, parts, sundries, half usual prim.

Hitler Aecnll everywhere are coining money sell-
In? our bicycles, tires and sundries. Wrile today.
MEAD CYCLE CO., Dept. l 234 CHICAGO

PATENTS

C. L. PARKER, Patent Attorney, 952 G St., Warhington.
D.C. Inventor's handbook "Protecting, Exploiting and Sell
ing Inventions," sent free upon request. (4)

PATENTS THAT PROTECT AND PAT. Advice
and hooks free. Highest references. Beet results.
Promptness assured. Send sketch or model for free
search. WATSON K. COLEMAN, Patent Lawyer,
694 F Street, Washington, D.C. (8)

PATENTS EXPLAINED in my free books telling what
you should know, what to invent, what not to invent, now to
sell your patents, etc. Write today. H. L. WOODWARD.
903 G St.. Washington. D.C.

PATENT SECURED or fee returned. Send sketch for
free expert search and report as to patentability. Books on
inventions and patents, and reference book, sent free. JOHN
S. DUFFIE & CO., Dept. 4, Washington. D.C.

PATENTS BRING FORTUNES. Our free book tells how.
Send sketch for free opinion as to patentability. Best refer
ences from inventors of many years' experience. WM. N.
MOORE & CO., 506 Loan Trust Bldg., Washington. D.C.

PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS secured. Personal
work at moderate fees. No misleading inducements. Write
for terms. HARRY PATTON, 350 McGill Bldg.. Wash
ington, D.C.

PHOTOGRAPHY

KODAKS, CAMERAS. LENSES—Everything photo
graphic. We sell and exchange. Get our latest bargain
Est; save money. C. G. WILLOUGHBY, 810 Broadway.
New York, N.Y. (tf)

MONEY IN PHOTOGRAPHY. I start amateurs making
money at ho :ne taking portraits; become professionals. Studio
secrets, retouching, etc., fully explained. WELLS' STUDIO,
East Liverpool. Ohio.

WE BUY. SELL AND EXCHANGE. Bargains in micro
scopes, telescopes, binoculars, cameras, etc. Bargain list
sent. KAHN & SON, Opticians. No. 54 John St.. New York,

N.Y. Established 62 years.

WANTED—To buy Going Photo Studio. Town fifteen
hundred or less. Middle West or South, South preferred.
Give full particulars. J. W. LAUGHLIN. Beloit, Wis.

WIRELESS
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OUR WONDERFUL OFFER! Only SI."

£?' FOR THIS "TESLA" magneto electric machine

A Operated by crank ; wheel and pinion, cut teeth, insuring smooth action. Substantial

brass bearings. Well made throughout. Finished in red enamel, nickel trimmings. Polished

wood base, with neat bushings for flexible conducting cords. New and neat design—the best

in this class.

Price $1.00, by mail extra 11c

or given free with one yearly subscription to MODERN ELECTRICS for $1.50

Now about Modern Electric*, the wonderful, big. Interesting electrical magaiine that keeps you informed of all that if new
and novel in electrical achievement. There is a growing tendency amonr the ever up-to-date American public to keep in touch with
the times not only in business, politics and art, but in science and invention as well. Modern Electric* is a profusely illustrated
monthly, which fully describes these subjects and written so you can readily understand it.

The Authority on Wireless. For the Novice, the Amateur, the Experimenter and the Student

Ton should take at least one semi-technical electrical magazine and keep up-to-date on the new wonders and advances in elec
tricity —Modern Electric* illustrates and describes these subjects in a style that can be read and understood by every member of the
family, particularly the young man and boy. It it nearly five years old and contains from IIS to 144 pages month! v. 1 .5c a copy, 91 .60 a
year. Tells yon how to make thing! at hornet contains an experimental department and answers your questions free. The brightest
and most interesting "Plain Engliih" electrical monthly magazine published.

The magasins to read if you want to keep np-to-date on wireless and progress in electricity.

We want yon to become a permanent reader and to that end offer for a limited time only with one year's subscription at the repolar
annual rats the magneto free. Money Refunded Immediately if not Pleased in Every Way.

I %\.50 to-day in cash, stamps, M.O. or check, and get
year and we will send you the magneto, prepaid, Absolutely Free.

Modern Electrics Magazine, 270 Fulton St., New York, h.v.

 

General Electric Review

A Monthly Magazine for Electrical Engineers

•3/THE REVIEW enjoys a unique advantage in having behind it a

backing of expert contributors, probably greater than that of any

other electrical journal in existence. Some of these are men of world

wide reputation—of great standing as electrical consultants ; others,

not so well known in the industry generally, are men who have for

years specialized in their particular field and are ideally placed for

obtaining all the known data on the subjects upon which they write.

All published matter is subjected to rigid examination; and the informa

tion, besides being up-to-the-minute and pertinent, is always authentic

and accurate.

"Dr. Charles P. Steinmetz's article in the December number, 'Abnormal Strains in

Transformers' is the eighth contribution of this great author

to the Review during the year 1912."

Write for sample copy.
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ALMOST FREE

Practical Books With The Magazine That

Makes Facts More Fascinating Than Fiction

We offer your choice of these practical books. Each one of

them was written by an acknowledged authority in his special line.

No technical education it necessary for their complete understanding.

They are just the thing for the beginner, the practical man, or

for that studious boy who is continually asking questions. They

are not only for the worker or student in each special field, but

for the intelligent reader who wants to know in a general way,

how things are done in the trades and professions, or in business.

Just Read These Titles 5W"

We want new readers to TECHNICAL WORLD MAGAZINE—
the most fascinatingly interesting, illustrated monthly published. We
want practical men to realize the immense good that they can do for
themselves by seeing TECHNICAL WORLD every month, and on
that account wc make the following

EXTRAORDINARY OFFER

Technical World Magazine] An°nly

For One Full Year (12 Wonderful Numbers)

And Any Book Listed Opposite

(Sent Prepaid)

After one book and the magazine hare been ordered at $1.65. additional books
may be added to your order at only 75 cents each. Just half price. This is a splendid
opportunity to get a full set of practical books. Read the titles over again and see
how many there are that you ought to have.

 

Now Read Why You Should Be a Subscriber

to Technical World Magazine

TECHNICAL WORLD MAGAZINE believes that real achievements, real events,
when properly presented, are far more interesting than mere fiction ; that the most thrilling
Story in the world is the story of man's ceaseless fight to conquer and overcome, and bend
to his service the tremendous forces of nature. Its heroes are men of action, the ones
who, the Wc^ld over, arc really doing things, really encountering dangers, really coming
out triumphant at the end of the story with a new achievement to be written large in the
annals of our progress. These are the stories that are more fascinating than fiction ; the
stories that you want to read—that everyone in your family wants to read : the things that
you must know about in order to keep up-to-date : the things th.it you can only read about
entertainingly in the pages of TECHNICAL WORLD MAGAZINE.

TECHNICAL WORLD MAGAZINE Is not "technical, " just wonderfully, inform-
log and fascinatingly interesting. You don't need a college education to like TECH*
NICAL WORLD MAGAZINE ; Just brains.

Order at Once

Of course you know that this offer Is going to produce a perfect avalanche of orders.
Of some of the books listed above, we have only a few hundred copies. It will be best
In ordering, to name one or two additional books as alternatives, in case our stock of the
one you particularly want is exhausted. But better still, to insure getting what you want,
sit right down this minute, cut out the coupon, and mail to us, with currency, stamps,
Silver or money order.

THE BOOKS

Automobiles
Carpentry
tiai Engines and Producers
Masonry Construction
Reinforced Concrete
Steam Engine*
Electric Railways
E»tlmating
Contracts and Specification
Valve dears
Strength of Materials
Eieetrle Telegraph
Mechanical Priming
Power Stations
Pattern Making
Plane Surveying
Steel Construction
Building Superintendence.
Architectural Drawing
Machine Shop Work
Marbine Design
Tool Making

BUSINESS BOOKS

Rank Bookkeeping
Busine*i Management, Part
liu-liK-x-t Mfimij;. mt rif, Purt I
Corporation Accounts and in

Voucher System
Department Store Accounts
Factory Accounts
Insurance and Real Estate

Accounts
Practical Bookkeeping

New, up-to-date material , pi
pared especially for us. Size
books is 6K-in. x9V-in. ; prir
ed on a fine grade of supc
calendered book paper, pr
fusely illustrated with fine drai
ings and half tones, durab
and bound In han
some red cloth. They are }I.
books Judged from every stan
ard of value in the publish!,
business. They sell regular
for $1.50 fn first class txx
stores. Some of them sell f
$2.00.

TECHNICAI

WORLD

MAGAZINI

TE
WOI

MAGAZ

5760 Droel I
Chicago,

Technical World Magazine Coupon

5760 Drexel Avenue, Chicago. IIL, U. S. A. B^F"
*0W Enclosed herewith (s $. .

** for which send me TECH
CAL WORLD MAGAZINE

ont ycif and the following handbo

 

Five days after receiving books and first copy of themagaa
If I am not satisfied, I may return the books, and you are to re

my money. EatM
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A

RARE

SAMPSON PUBLISHING CO..
221 Columbus Ave.. Boston, Mia.

Gentlemen: Enclosed find 11.85. for which please

enter my subscription for Electrician & Mechanic for

twelve months beginning with the Issue for

and forward me free of

charge premium book No

Same

Street or Boat

City or Town

OPPORTUNITY

Stole .

Canadian Postage, So cents extra
Foreign Postage, SO cents extra
Must be added on this offer

Cut out anil use the coupon above

BY a fortunate combination of circumstances, we have obtained, on very favorable terms,

a small lot of standard technical books published by one of the best firms in the United

States. These books are mostly bound in full leather, pocket size, average 300

pages, and are all standard treatises on their subjects. The selling price of most of them

is $1.50, though one or two are retailed at a little less. We cannot and will not sell

them singly at less than the publisher's price, but while this lot lasts, we will practically give

them away as premiums.

This is our offer to you: The subscription price of Electrician and Mechanic is $1.50;

the price of any one of these books (with one or two exceptions) is $1.50. Send us your sub

scription at once, with a money order for $1.85, and we will mail you Electrician and Mechanic

for a year, and send you any book you may select free. Use the card attached and be sure

and give the number of the book you want. Write at once, as our supply of the books is limited.

11. Pattern Making and Foundry Practice. By L. H. Hand S1J0

12. The Twentieth Century Toolsmith and Steelworker. By H. Holford 1J0

13. How to Become a Successful Motorman. By Sidney Aylmer Small 1.56

14. Electric Railway Troubles and How to Find Them. By Paul E. Lowe 1JO

15. Complete Examination Questions and Answers for Marine and Stationary Engineers

By Calvin F. Swingle. M.E 1.50

16. Steam Boilers—Their Construction, Care and Operation, with Questions and Answers 1JO

17. Automobile Hand-Book. By L. Elliott Brookes 1J0

18. Modern Wiring Diagrams and Description. By Horstman and Tousley 1.50

19. Practical Armature and Magnet Winding. By Horstman and Tousley 1JO

20. Electrical Wiring and Construction Tables. By Horstman and Tousley 1JO

21. Modern Electrical Construction. By Horstman and Tousley .< 1.50

22. Dynamo Tending for Engineers, or Electricity for Steam Engineers. By Horstman and Tousley ..... 1.50

24. Easy Steps to Architecture. By Fred T. Hodgson 1.50

25. Easy Lessons in the Art of Practical Wood-Carving. By Fred T. Hodgson 1-50

26. Concretes, Cements, Mortars, Plasters and Stuccos—How to Make and Use Them

By Fred T. Hodgson 1JO

27. The Twentieth Century Bricklayer and Mason's Assistant. By Fred T. Hodgson 1JO

28. Practical Up-to-date Plumbing. By Geo. B. Clow 1JO

29. Hot-Water Heating, Steam and Gas Fitting. By Wm. Donaldson 1J0

30. The Signists Book of Modern Alphabet*. By F. Delamotte 1JO

31. The Up-to-date Electroplating Handbook. By James H. Weston UN

32. Cyclopedia of Painting. By Geo. D. Armstrong 1J0

33. Operator's Wireless Telegraph and Telephone Hand-Book. -By Victor H. Laughter 1.00

SAMPSON PUBLISHING CO., BOSTON, MASS.
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The

WING

Piano

For 44 Years '

a Standard

Piano

One of Our 38 Styles

Rock-Bottom !

Yes, R

and on a

Tha Wing Piano here itludtratod in shown in one
of our most popular cam**. We offer the greatest va
riety of styles and (we think) the most beautiful
eaaasia tho world. We have just added a number of
the finest, most beautiful, up-to-date styles and new
designs, plain, colonial, mission, and other designs,
as welt as more elaborate patterns.

The Wing Piano is for those who want a high-
grade piano without paying some distant jobber
and anmo local dealer huge profits, and without
allowing a fat commission to some music teacher.
Thousands of music teachers expect commissions
varying from $25 to $100.

The Improved new style Wing Piano in particu
lar quoted at tho rock-bottom price in our new
catalog, has a magnificent torn* quality—-wall, you
must hear it ! And we have a splendid l'ne of newly
designed, up-to-date, beaut ful mahogany. French
wninut. oak and other up-to-date cases. In fact,
we offer tho greatest variety of styles of any
manufacturer in the world.

Thousands praise the Wing Piano to the high
est degree: but there are, of course, dealers who
inxke SI 00 and $200. or much more, on every stile f
of a piano: and mu«ic teachers (whom you would
l<"i*t suspect) secretly accept ing commissions from
the dealer. These people naturally "knock."

But here is our answer: "A Wing is sent out
on approval, returnable at our expense. When our
piano must do its talking all alone while glib-talking
salesmen stand around 'boosting' eome other make
—even then the Wing Piano nearly always stays
in the home while the dealer's piano is returned.

When the Wing Piano is in the house, the
dealer's talk cannot get around the fact that we
actually do sell a piano—a piano of magnificent
tone quality—of the finest appearance and direct
to you at our regular wholesale price.

Remember, the Wing Is the only piano
told direct FROM FACTORY which
ihowi your friends you paid the price for
QUALITY.

Don't fall to investigate our great offer

WING&SONwWSSffl

9th Arenue & 131h Street. Deot 3838 Ne»Vork n v

ock-Bottom Prices,

Piano of the highest Quality.

$150 TO $250 SAVED

And on a piano of the highest rTl _ X1/1XT/"* the only high quality pia

quality. Catalog FREE. 1 flC W UNVI direct at (be wholesale i
piano sold
price.

Never before has any piano manufacturer dared to make such

an offer. The greatest piano offer ever made—rock-bottom prices—no
money down—easy payments if you do not wish to pa* cash—absolutely free
trial—a four week's free trial In your own home.

Let Us QuoteYOU the niost astounding prices
■ ■ ^w-i ever oftered on pianos of unexcelled

quality-. The very rock-bottom price*—prices that would mean ruintotlie local
dealer. You will be amazed at at the direct- from-the-fuctorv prices on the well-knownWinif Pi. mo.
We will positively save you from $1&U to $260 on the purchase of a piano of hisheat quality ana
recognize*] merit, Wc will convinre the purehn-ter hy shipping your choice of n piano on approval
all frright prrtwid. no money down—absolutely free trial—a 4 weeks' free trial. Ilrmrmbrr,
all freight charges ore paid in. advance by tit, nomalUr whatkvr you ktep the piano or not.

Every Discount Goes Direct To You

Beware of firms who imitate us by advertising that they sell direct
and who ere only retail dealers In diagniae. We are positively the only factory
that budda and sella pianoa exclusively to the private purchaser direct.

When you buy a \V'in« Piano you pay no salesmen'*, dealers' or middle-
m-n '« profit*. You pay no commUniona to muaic learners and auppor.cdly disinterested friend*.
Wo cut out nil midijli-meri, :md you put the discount** In your own pocket. Remember, we auar-
antee the Wing- for 40 year*. If you write nt once you may have the Winy equipped with our
wonderful instrumental act omponimenu without txtra charge, triviuc the effect* of the Kultar.
harp, zither. banjo and mandolin.

SEND COUPON (sSs) NOW

for "The Book of Complete /\*52Z*JS

InformationAboutPianos'W^^Mrc^"^1

ait today. «

NOW J
The New YorkWorld 8avs."A book

of cd neat tonal i merest everyone should
own." Would you like to know al I about pianoa,
bow they are made, how to judire the fine
point* of quality and price In buying •>
piano? Then >end the coupon for the.
piano book which we are aendir>K»ut / sk
FRKB for the preoont. You wilT bo / &
a t-.niv ! at thu amount of inform*- / ^Tv?'
tion about pinno qi iiMy and pi
pric-M. and ho.v to avoid the d
captions of the pumoit WiiH-n
This -a a nwrnffie* nt If^-pug-e
book.a complete <m-yclopedi.
of LM piano; the meteor
plete and eoatly book eve
bubil -hod on the piano but
fnoiWLP"*^ you onthe nta^-
jnijof api no frorontit to
r\nVa ?ml h:,w to fudjie the
!-,„. points of ft piano. We wdl
-Vndvoo the book free and pre
MM. prodded you write at un

our h-;iutlful caUlloir etio
£ 1* «r- «tvlt«* and full aaoU
"four Pork-Holtotn Prices on [I
S-Lno Jo' t tlrop poetal or lettei
* , t, >: . without any letter, but do it now.

 

Wins- Bide.
9tli Av. & 13tl» St. ■

Dept. 3838 New York, N. Y.
ntlcmen: Without any obli-

(o purvftaaf or pay for
please send me free and

■V prepaid 7 kr. Book, of ContpltU. hi/or*
V morion Abmtt JHanot. Alaoaeodfuf

particuUrs of your Rock Bottom ofTeC
on the \\\tiie Piano and catalog; of late**

art atylea.



ELECTRICIAN AND MECHANIC

When Other Pliers Won't

Starrett

Expansion Pliers Will

 

WILL WHAT?

Pull out that headless nail.

Start that rusted nut.

Loosen that stubborn bolt.

Do a hundred "mean" jobs

when other tools won't.

See how they're made—the jaws are adjustable, and automatically fit the work.

The fulcrum is short, giving tremendous squeeze. The handles are always the

right distance apart to grip with the hand. See them at your dealers.

Sand for Catalog 19W.

The L. S. Starrett Co., Athol, Mass.

NEW YORK LONDON CHICAGO

42-6

K. & D. No. 45

 

Size of Dullev

THIS is a new type small motor for 110

volt, 60 cycle alternating current ; it

embodies all the refinements of a high grade

electric motor and its size, shape and effi

ciency adapt it to a great variety of uses

where small power is required.

It has laminated field and armature cores.

20 section commutator of hard drawn copper,

insulated with mica. End thrust carbon

brushes. Phosphor bronze bearings with

wick oil retainers. Black enamel finish

with brass trimmings.

We furnish this standard winding, 60

cycle A.C., 110 volts, .21 amp. 23 watts.

Speed with average load, 1,800 R.P.M.

3-16*. Space occupied 4 3-4 x 3 1-4 x 3 3-4.




